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Abstract

Intuition dictates that figurative language and especially metaphorical
expressions should convey sentiment. It is the aim of this work to validate
this intuition by showing that figurative language (metaphors) appearing in
a sentence drive the polarity of that sentence. Towards this target, the cur-
rent thesis proposes methods for the sentiment analysis of sentences where
figurative language plays a dominant role. In particular we explore different
Machine Learning methods, as well as the potential of a Machine Learning
method to function complementarily with a rule-based one. The proposed
method applies Word Sense Disambiguation in order to assign polarity to
word senses rather than words. Sentence polarity is determined using the
individual polarities for metaphorical senses as well as other contextual in-
formation. In the course of our experiments we found that many of the cases
for which our method yielded erroneous evaluations bear mild figurativeness.
This led to a combined method in which these cases were processed by a rule-
based system which we support it is better for cases close to literal language.
These two systems, acting complementarily, can address limitations of ma-
chine learning methods, especially in cases where figurative language is not
that strong. For each Sentiment Analysis method, we present experimental
results on benchmark corpora that indicate the potential of the proposed
methods. Finally, experimental results provide supportive evidence that the
methods presented are also well suited for corpora consisting of literal and
figurative language sentences.



Περίληψη

Η γλωσσική διαίσθηση υπαγορεύει ότι η μεταφορική γλώσσα και δη οι

μεταφορικές εκφράσεις είναι φορείς υποκειμενικότητας και φέρουν άποψη. Στα

πλαίσια της παρούσας διατριβής παρουσιάζεται η έρευνα που διεξήχθη στον

τομέα της Ανάλυσης ΄Αποψης και έχει ως στόχο τον εντοπισμό της άποψης

του συγγραφέα (θετικής/αρνητικής) όπως αυτή εκφράζεται μέσα από τις προ-

τάσεις που περιέχουν μεταφορικό λόγο (μεταφορικές εκφράσεις). Σκοπός της

παρούσας έρευνας είναι να αποδειχθεί πειραματικά και να ενισχυθεί περαιτέρω η

αρχική υπόθεση εργασίας που υποστηρίζει ότι η μεταφορική χρήση της γλώσ-

σας συνυφαίνεται με την υποκειμενικότητα και φέρει συναρτήσει του περικειμέ-

νου στο οποίο εμφανίζεται θετικό ή αρνητικό προσανατολισμό άποψης. Για το

σκοπό αυτό αξιοποιούνται οι σημασίες των μεταφορικών εκφράσεων ως δείκτες

άποψης. ΄Εχει επιπλέον δειχθεί μέσα από την πρόσφατη βιβλιογραφία, ότι η

υποκειμενικότητα είναι μία γλωσσική ιδιότητα η οποία συνδέεται με το πεδίο

των σημασιών. Συνεπώς εξετάζεται αν η αποσαφήνιση εννοιών λέξεων μπορεί

άμεσα να ωφελήσει την ανάλυση άποψης. Στην παρούσα διατριβή μελετώνται

και προτείνονται μέθοδοι για την ανάλυση άποψης προτάσεων στις οποίες κυρι-

αρχεί ο μεταφορικός λόγος. Εξετάζονται προς αυτή την κατεύθυνση μέθοδοι

που στηρίζονται αμιγώς σε τεχνικές μηχανικής μάθησης, αλλά παράλληλα εξ-

ετάζεται η δυνατότητα συμπληρωματικότητας μεθόδων μηχανικής μάθησης, με

μεθόδους που στηρίζονται στην εφαρμογή κανόνων για την ανάλυση άποψης.

Με βάση τα πορίσματα της πειραματικής αξιολόγηγης, στα πλαίσια τις παρούσας

διατριβής, προτείνεται μία μέθοδος που στηρίζεται στη μηχανική μάθηση η

οποία χρησιμοποιεί τεχνικές αποσαφήνισης εννοιών λέξεων με στόχο την από-

δοση προσανατολισμού άποψης σε επίπεδο σημασίας παρά σε επίπεδο λέξης.

Ο προσανατολισμός άποψης σε επίπεδο πρότασης καθορίζεται χρησιμοποιών-

τας τον επιμέρους προσανατολισμό άποψης για κάθε σημασία συνδυαζόμενο

με επιπλεόν περικειμενική πληροφορία. Επιπλέον προτείνεται και εξετάζεται

η έννοια της συνέργειας μεταξύ μεθόδων μηχανικής μάθησης και κανόνων.

Μια τέτοια συνέργεια καθίσταται αποτελεσματική για τις περιπτώσεις κατά

τις οποίες η μέθοδος μηχανικής μάθησης αδυνατεί να λάβει κατηγορηματική

απόφαση σχετικά με τον προσανατολισμό άποψης οδηγούμενη σε λανθασμένη

κρίση. Η μέθοδος που στηρίζεται στην εφαρμογή κανόνων καλείται να αν-

τιμετωπίσει αυτές τις οριακές περιπτώσεις, οι οποίες κρίνονται ως φορείς ήπιας

μεταφορικότητας.

Για κάθε μέθοδο που παρουσιάζεται παραθέτουμε εκτενή πειραματικά αποτελέσ-

ματα και συμπεράσματα για τις δυνατότητές της. Επιπλέον πειραματικά αποτελέσ-

ματα δείχνουν ότι οι προτεινόμενες μέθοδοι είναι αποτελεσματικές όταν αξιολο-

γούνται σε σώματα κειμένων που ποικίλουν ως προς το ύφος (δημοσιογραφικό,

ανεπίσημο), ως προς τη θεματική και το είδος της γλώσσας που χρησιμοποιούν

(κυριολεκτικό, μεταφορικό), γεγονός που ανοίγει το δρόμο για μια πιο γενικευμένη



και άμεση χρήση των προτεινόμενων μεθόδων και που τις καθιστά ανταγωνισ-

τικές στο χώρο της ανάλυσης άποψης.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The dramatic increase in the use of the Internet as a means of commu-
nication has been accompanied by a dramatic change in the way people
express their opinionns and views. They can express online their reviews
about products and services, and express their views almost about anything
via social media (i.e. blogs, discussion forums). This increasing Word Of
Mouth (WOM) online behavior which is freely available represents new and
measurable information sources with many practical aspects. This means
that if someone is interested in buying a product he is not limited any more
in consulting friends and family, but can easiliy access product reviews on
the Web where opinions of other users are expressed about products. Ad-
ditionally this available WOM information on the Web also has a positive
impact on companies, since it is not anymore necessary to conduct surveys
or polls in order to collect customers’ opinions but they can exploit the al-
ready available WOM information on the web. However, the abundance of
such resources and the fact that all this information is mixed up in terms of
positive and negative opinions, can be problematic. A customer may be in-
terested in pinpointing possible drawbacks and for this reason, just wants to
read some negative reviews. Conversely some people interested in watching
a movie, may want to read only positive or negative overall reviews.

Sentiment analysis, emerged from this need. It is a challenging text
mining problem. Sentiment Analysis aims to automatically determine the
general sentiment of the author within a text, which concerns the author’s
positive or negative opinion, view, stance, or attitude (i.e. the emotional,
cognitive state or mood) or his intended emotional communication (i.e. the
emotional effect the author wishes to have on the reader). The positive or
negative expression of a sentiment is also known as polarity orientation.

Sentiment Analysis can also be seen as a text classification problem. One
of the popular tasks in Sentiment Analysis is to classify the polarity of text
in the document, sentence, or feature level in terms of detecting whether the
author’s sentiment is positive or negative towards a topic.
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In the following example a Sentiment Analysis system aims to detect that
the first sentence entails a positive polarity orientation, while the second
sentence entails a negative polarity orientation.

� Many people liked this theatrical play. On the other hand critics buried
it.

Sentiment analysis is a fast-emerging technology and discipline with nu-
merous applications that range from more mundane, such as monitoring and
measuring online news and social media helping to understand how people
view services, brands, products and their aspects (i.e. product reviews min-
ing), assigning ratings to movie reviews and predicting the election results,
to more sophisticated and fine grained such as detecting happiness, polite-
ness, and mood.

As we have previously claimed it is very important to understand and
capture the WOM content and most importantly to investigate it in terms
of positive and negative sentiments. If the overall sentiment (positive or
negative) expressed therein was correctly assessed and evaluated, it would
for instance, provide the market with precious insight concerning the prefer-
ences of a consumer towards various products. Therefore consumer reviews
could also function as sales assistants, providing prospective buyers with rel-
evant advertisements and helping them in finding products matching their
needs and interests. For instance monitoring, analyzing, and summarizing
reviews about products or aspects of products in terms of positive and neg-
ative sentiments, would help companies to enhance and ameliorate the weak
sides of their products and in parallel focus on highlighting and projecting,
through advertising, the strong and commonly accepted aspects. Doing so,
more consumers can be engaged through advertisements, and sales can be
boosted.

Real time Natural Language Processing could be used for effective prod-
uct reviews. Most techniques used for reviews (e.g. product or movie re-
views) involve numerical ratings. In this case, it has been observed that
the actual reviews often do not match their respective rating. For instance
there are cases where users have accidentaly chosen a low rating while their
review indicates a positive evaluation. Numerical ratings can be disorientat-
ing concerning for instance movie reviews, where the person that wants to
watch a movie wants first to investigate what is written about the different
aspects of the movie (i.e. script, acting) and they also do not work well on
product reviews, where a potential buyer wants to see more semantic infor-
mation. In both the above cases it would be good to have negative/positive
categorization of reviews based on the sentiment that the actual reviews
have rather than rely on a simple numerical rating. This way users will be
at least able to look for positive or negative reviews, before they proceed
to buy a product or watch a movie. All in all sentiment analysis can help
human-computer interaction.
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A current trend in Sentiment Analysis of sentences comes from methods
that focus on assigning words appearing in a sentence an out of context po-
larity which is the inherent polarity orientation that a word can have when
it is seen out of context (i.e. good can carry a positive polarity orientation).
Doing so, such methods first consult sentiment polarity lexica, (i.e. lex-
ica that assign an out of context polarity orientation) and then the overall
sentiment of a sentence is computed using an aggregation function.

Such a trend can be efficient in classifying sentences such as the following
examples that entail a literal reading. Example (a) conveys a neutral polar-
ity orientation while example (b) conveys a positive polarity orientation.

� (a) I think this is a cold (neutral) winter (neutral)

� (b) In my opinion these are cheap (positive) tickets (neutral)

What about the detection of sentiment in sentences including ambigui-
ties as metaphorical language does? For the following cases that belong to
the metaphorical language, methods that are based on assigning an out of
context polarity would be misleading, since word senses can bear different
polarity orientation depending on the context in which they appear. In ex-
amples (c) and (d) the metaphoric uses of “cold” and “cheap” connote a
negative polarity orientation, in contrast to their literal counterparts that
entail a neutral and a positive polarity orientation respectively.

� (c) In my opinion this is a cold (= not friendly or sympathetic) answer

� (d) She is living a cheap(= lacking of any fine, redeeming qualities)
love.

Recent Sentiment Analysis approaches aim to address the aforemen-
tioned problem. In particular it has been shown that subjectivity and polar-
ity are language properties which can directly correlate to word senses [WM06],
[ES06] rather than the words themselves. This results from the fact that the
polarity orientation of a word can vary depending on the context in which
it appears. For example the word “great” is usually assigned with positive
polarity but according to statistics in WordNet, its use in context in 75% of
occurences yields a neutral polarity orientation.

In this thesis we support that senses are a valuable indicator of sentiment.
We believe that they can reveal new semantic properties of the language. In
order to investigate that, we were intuitively guided to the investigation of
figurative language and especially metaphors;

Our major objective through this research is to show how Sentiment
Analysis can benefit metaphorical language. Under this scope we aim to
detect sentiment (which is the pos/neg polarity orientation expressed by an
author) in sentences that contain metaphorical expressions, exploiting not
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only the aforementioned expressions, but all the contextual features (i.e.
word tokens) in the sentences.

Such an investigation can help answer a range of questions that have
been recently identified as hot issues by researchers and are presented below.
These questions also functioned as the more general motivation in order to
further develop our more specific research hypotheses and establish more
specific objectives.

� Which parts of the document, sentence (i.e. written text) are consid-
ered sentiment-bearing? Even a review text, can contain subjective
information but the desired sentiment-bearing material within these
documents can vary quite widely in content, style, presentation, and
even the level of grammaticality.

� Can we exploit sentiment-bearing parts of a sentence in order to reveal
the intended sentiment of that sentence?

� Is it possible to develop a domain independent and language style
generic method for sentiment analysis? As mentioned before the lan-
guage styles expressed in the different domains on the Web vary from
more formal (i.e. journalistic style in newswire domain) to more infor-
mal (i.e. language in blogs).

Taking into account all these important questions of the field we have
been guided in setting the questions that this thesis addresses.

� Which is the relation between metaphors and sentiment? Is there an
inherent relation between metaphorical language and sentiment?

– Are metaphors carriers of sentiment? If yes how can we deal
with the ambiguities that the metaphorical language raises for
revealing its hidden sentiment?

� What is the role of word senses in Sentiment Analysis? Can informa-
tion for word senses function as valuable polarity indicator, and thus
benefit the sentiment analysis of texts (i.e. sentences)?

� Is Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) useful in sentiment analysis?
Can Sentiment Analysis methods take advantage of WSD?

� How can one accurately compute the overall sentiment of a text chunk
(i.e. sentence) since oftentimes more than one different sentiments can
be expressed within it?

� Focusing on metaphorical language: Is it possible to develop a do-
main independent and language style agnostic method for Sentiment
Analysis?
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Figurative language is a common phenomenon in everyday communica-
tion. In the current work we explore metaphorical language in text as a
carrier of an author’s positive or negative polarity orientation (sentiment).

A casual examination of text and speech reveals that metaphors and
figurative language are used for expressing one’s attitude. English in par-
ticular is rife with metaphorical expressions. The authors in [COF87] and
[CO88], show that figurative language prevails in the affective lexicon1, a fact
that agrees with the above observation. We also provide similar evidence
in [RGKV09a].

In the sentence “this is the first film in a long time that made me want
to bolt the theater in the first 10 minutes”, the author expresses a negative
sentiment. On the other hand in “he was the heart of the movie” and “it
was a captivating performance” the author expresses a positive sentiment.

In such examples metaphorical expressions are used to communicate the
positive or negative sentiment towards a subject. According to [RW03,
WWC05] figurative language expressions can be used as expressive subjec-
tive elements, since they display sentiment in a language-implicit way, but
in a more direct way to the hearer’s/reader’s mind. We claim that the pres-
ence of metaphorical expressions in sentences being part of the figurative
language have the same properties.

Little work has been done so far on exploiting the relation between
metaphors and sentiment. Such a relation depends on the attitude of the
writer, the kind of language, and the type of metaphors that he/she uses.
In terms of attitude most current approaches detect the expressed emo-
tions (e.g. panic, fear, anger) communicated through metaphors. They
are mostly interested in spoken language and focus on particular types of
conventional metaphors [Zha09] and on the categories of those, such as the
“ideas/emotions as physical objects” category (e.g. “fear is killing me”).
Other methods focus on detecting emotions on metaphors in certain do-
mains (e.g. “animal and monster metaphors” [RBLW08,WAB+08]).

To our knowledge the only approaches that link metaphorical language
with positive and negative expressions of sentiment are [RKVM08] and
[RGKV09a]. In these approaches the authors provide evidence that fig-
urative expressions, like metaphors and metaphorical extensions, tend to
indicate subjectivity, triggering polarity. In the same direction, the current
work perceives metaphors as positive and negative expressions of sentiment.
We aim to detect sentiment in more and less established metaphorical ex-
pressions, independently of the category and the domain they concern.

Through the research presented in this thesis we made the following basic
contributions:

1The affective lexicon is the lexicon that includes terms representing emotions (e.g.
“anger”), terms that refer to mood (e.g. “animosity”), or terms that refer to a cognitive
state (e.g. “confusion).
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� We provide a novel unified three stage approach implemented by a
system named SentiFig for Sentiment Analysis that targets sentences
with metaphorical expressions:

– word sense disambiguation (WSD)

– sense-level polarity assignment (SLP) and

– sentence-level polarity detection.

These stages are consecutive and strongly interdependent, as the out-
put of one stage is the input of the next. The combination of these
stages results from the peculiarities of the linguistic style investigated
although it is proved to be valuable for non-figurative language styles
as well.

In the first stage we exploit WSD since it is known that words can have
different polarities depending on the sense they activate in a specific
context. For instance, the phrase “a cold winter” implies a neutral
polarity orientation, while the phrase “a cold answer” connotes a neg-
ative polarity orientation, as in this particular context the adjective
“cold” activates a metaphorical meaning. Therefore, for the figurative
language, which inherently involves polysemous or ambiguous words,
we examine the extent to which WSD is beneficial for revealing its,
often-times, hidden or implicit sentiment.

For these reasons, the second stage of the proposed method assigns po-
larity to senses of words participating in the metaphorical expressions;
the non-metaphorical elements of the sentence are not assigned a po-
larity value. Polarity assignment is treated as a binary classification
problem in which we classify metaphorical senses in either a positive
or negative class.

The third stage assigns polarity to sentences. This is done based on
the hypothesis that the sentential structure itself, enriched with the
extracted information for sense-level polarities, together with other lin-
guistic indicators (i.e. tokens and valence shifters), leads to revealing
the polarity at the sentence level.

� We show that metaphors consitute the dominant sentiment-bearing
part of the sentence. We reveal, for the first time, the inherent rela-
tion of metaphorical language and Sentiment Analysis, showing that
metaphors can drive the polarity of the sentences in which they appear.

� We illustrate that the proposed method can also function as a generic
method for sentiment analysis in corpora consisting of figurative and
literal sentences.
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� The experimental evaluation shows that the proposed approach (i.e.
SentiFig), achieves high scores compared to the state-of-the-art sys-
tems, when tested on the same corpora.

� We investigate and show the potential of WSD in sentiment analysis.

� We also examine the potential of a variant of the proposed machine
learning method to act complementarily with a rule-based approach.
Under this scope we also introduce a novel combined method consisting
of two sub-methods acting complementarily: a variant of the three-
stage machine learning approach proposed and a compositional rule-
based one, which is inclined in treating all expressions of figurative
language, strong and mild. This method aimed at filling the gap for
polarity detection in corpora where strong and mild figurative language
are prominent.

The evaluation of this combined method is considered valuable for two
reasons:

– it helps to investigate the extent to which the fallacies of a ma-
chine learning method which are attributed to the existence of
mild figurative language, can be overcome by delegating them to
a rule-based approach.

– it helps to investigate whether the integration of a machine learn-
ing approach with a finer-grained linguistics-based one can lead
to a superior, best-of-breed coalition system.

1.0.1 Structure of the Thesis

In the following Chapter (Chapter 2) we present and discuss the current ap-
proaches in Sentiment Analysis. In particular we discuss and survey methods
for sentiment analysis of written speech based on rules (Section 2.1), Machine
Learning (Section 2.2) or a combination of the two (Section 5). Additionally
in Chapter 2 we are introducing a novel categorization of the related work
concerning the Machine Learning methods (Section 2.2) which are for the
first time presented and categorized based (a) on the features exploited (i.e.,
words assigned with an out of context polarity orientation vs contextual or
sense-level polarity information) and (b) the learning technique they use (i.e.
bag-of-words vs structured models). Through this novel distinction we also
reveal the characteristics and limitations of the approaches exploiting either
an out of context polarity and/or bag-of-words trained classifiers that neces-
sitated the emerging of the latter and more recent approaches. We conclude
the discussion of the state-of-the-art (Section 2.5) by highlighting the neces-
sity of exploring metaphorical language in Sentiment Analysis, considering
metaphorical senses as valuable indicators of sentiment. This way we adopt
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and follow the “sense” trend that is dominant in the current approaches of
Sentiment Analysis but most importantly we fill the gap in Sentiment Anal-
ysis that focused so far only on literal language ignoring the added-value of
metaphorical language. In order to deal with the ambiguites that metaphor-
ical language raise we introduce our approach articulated within three stages
which is implemented by the SentiFig system, that aims to detect polarity
in sentences that contain metaphorical language. Through the state-of-the-
art presentation we also higlight the recorded lack of combined (Section 5)
approaches in Sentiment Analysis that can bring together approaches that
are based on rules with Machine Learning approaches. For dealing with
this lack as we discuss in Section 2.5 we also propose a combined approach
which overcomes the fallacies of a machine learning approach that are at-
tributed to the existence of mild metaphorical language, by delegating those
to a rule-based one. In Chapter 3 we present the theoretical background
of this work, together with evidence for the conjectures made. In particu-
lar in Chapter 3 we provide the theoretical foundation for the metaphorical
phenomenon from a linguistics and a cognitive perspective which provides
evidence in favor of the underlying relation of metaphors and sentiment. We
provide empirical and theoretical evidence for the conjecture that metaphor-
ical senses carry sentiment (Section 3.4). Motivated by this and by the fact
that we are dealing with all aspects of metaphors, we also introduce the
notion of WSD as a means of metaphorical processing, exploited in Senti-
ment Analysis (Section 3.6.1). We also provide theoretical evidence for the
fact that metaphoricity is a gradable phenomenon (i.e. metaphors vary from
mild to strong) (Section 3.3). This motivated the experimental investigation
of how mild and strong metaphorical language affect the implying sentiment
of sentences in which these phenomena occur, and how such a fact led to
also proposing a metaphoricity specific combined approach for Sentiment
Analysis.

Chapter 4 presents a detailed description of the proposed three-stage
sentiment analysis approach and of the specific methods implementing each
stage. We provide theoretical and experimental evidence for the selection
of each stage and for the tools selected to implement each of them. We
investigate our research hypothesis that metaphorical expressions drive the
polarity of sentences in which they appear in Section 4.3.1. In Section 4.3.3
we also for the first time extensively evaluate the role of WSD in Sentiment
Analysis, illustrating its potential. Additionally in Sections 4.3.4 and 4.3.2
we examine if for the sense-level-polarity assignment and the sentence-level-
polarity detection stages the use of methods that take into account neigh-
bourhood and sub-word information and of methods that take into account
the structural information of sentences are more suitable than exploiting
common bag-of-words approaches. A comparison of the overall proposed
method with other state-of-the-art methods is illustrated in Section 4.4.

In Chapter 5 we present the proposed Combined approach to Sentiment
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Analysis (Section 5.1), together with its experimental assessment (Section
5.2). In Section 5.2 we examine if such a coalition overcomes the fallacies
of a the Machine Learning approach as well as of a Rule-Based system
functioning alone, yielding a more accurate performance for the system.
More particularly we investigate if the erroeneous evaluations performed by
a machine learning approach and are caused by the existence of cases of
mild metaphorical language can be more effectively treated by a rule-based
approach. The potential of such a coalition is experimentally investigated for
cases where mild and strong metaphorical language sentences coexist within
a corpus. Chapter 6 provides conclusions, summarizing and discussing the
contributions made along with discussion regarding the open issues and
future directions.
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Chapter 2

Literature Overview in
Sentiment Analysis

As we mentioned in the Introduction (Chapter 1), Sentiment Analysis aims
to automatically determine the attitude of a speaker or a writer with respect
to some topic or the overall contextual polarity of a text (i.e. document,
sentence).

This chapter will introduce the general principles and methods of Senti-
ment Analysis and familiarizes the reader with concepts used in this Thesis.

The two main tasks in Sentiment Analysis are to identify the polarity
orientation of a document and a sentence. Document level polarity classi-
fication is the determination of a document’s polarity towards one or more
subjects. More granular and precise than document-level polarity classifica-
tion is sentence-level polarity classification, where each sentence is analysed
for positive or negative sentiment (i.e. polarity orientation). This is consid-
ered a more difficult task than document-level polarity classification, as less
text may mean more room for errors. The more the text analyzed, the more
likely to get it right, based on the assumption that an author will display
the same sentiment throughout the text. Consider the example: “The movie
had the potential to be excellent. It’s a shame the lead actor’s performance
made it such a terrible movie.” The first sentence displays a negative senti-
ment, but in an ambiguous way that might not be picked up by a classifier.
The second sentence, however, leaves little doubt about the author’s opin-
ion. On the other hand, regarding the document-level polarity identification
by a classifier that performs binary classification (i.e. positive/negative) to
a volume of text, errors to specific parts of the overall text may be ignored
and the system may still yield an overall correct evaluation of the underlying
polarity.

Given a sentence or a document, the process of Sentiment Analysis usu-
ally comprises the following steps: the identification and extraction of the
features that can be used for the determination of the polarity orientation of
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that document or sentence, and the polarity classification of the sentence or
the document itself. The approach that we propose focuses on determining
the author’s sentiment as this is expressed at a sentence level. Although
the presented state-of-the-art approaches mainly focus on sentence level po-
larity detection, we cannot neglect some approaches that focus on word,
or document level polarity, since finding word-level polarities, is considered
an intermediate step for judging the overall polarity at a sentence or doc-
ument level, and often assessing document-level polarity presupposes the
determination of sentiment at sentence level.

The approaches that have been used in order to face the challenges of
sentiment analysis are either a) rule-based or b) as well as machine learning.
Specifically, the rule-based approaches for sentiment analysis use manually
crafted rules and lexicons, where the machine learning approach uses un-
supervised, weakly supervised or fully supervised learning to construct a
model from a large training corpus [BHDM07].

Some of the symbolic approaches are outdated since they cannot be
easily tuned and ported to different languages, styles and domains. For
this reason, we are going to make a quick reference to those that are most
important and fundamental for the Sentiment Analysis field and then focus
on Machine Learning techniques.

Additionally, sense level polarity, or assessment of word polarity exploit-
ing contextual features are recently exploited features, which nonetheless,
introduced a new era in the field of Sentiment Analysis. The majority of
the existing approaches assign words with a prior polarity orientation, that
is the sentiment that a word may imply when this is seen out of context.
For instance the word “great” is assesed to imply an out of context positive
polarity orientation, while in the collocation “great delay” “great” can imply
a negative polarity orientation.

In order to track and follow this interesting transition in sentiment anal-
ysis approaches from the more generic features to the more sophisticated
sense-level polarity features, we are presenting related approaches cate-
gorised in those that exploit out-of-context words’ polarities, and those that
exploit contextual or sense-level polarity information. Doing so we reveal
the characteristics of the former approaches that led to the latter and more
recent approaches.

2.1 Symbolic Approaches

As mentioned, rule-based approaches are based on manually crafted rules
and lexica. In [BHDM07] the authors argue that rule-based approaches
make use of lexicon-based techniques. They give two examples: using a
Web search and using WordNet. Web searches can provide useful statistical
information about word frequency, term distribution, co-occurring words,
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etc. that can be employed as useful features for classifiers. WordNet on the
other hand can be used to gather information about links and relationships
between words, such as synonymy and antonymy.

An early approach that used web search for determining the polarity ori-
entation of adjectives was Turney’s approach [T+02]. In order to determine
if an adjective bears positive or negative polarity orientation he used the
Altavista search engine and its NEAR function. In particular he computed
the number of co-occurrences of tuples (i.e. adjective-nouns or verb-adverbs)
near the adjective “excellent” and near the adjective “poor” thinking that
high occurrence near “poor” implies negative polarity and high occurrence
near “excellent” implies positive polarity. This way the polarity orientation
of a review is calculated as the average polarity orientation of the tuples
taken from that review. This approach reports accuracies between 65.83%
and 74% on a collection of movie reviews and a collection of automobile re-
views respectively. This result indicated that detecting the polarity of movie
reviews is more difficult.

For computing the overall polarity of a sentence a metric is employed for
combining the sentiments of words in a single sentence.

A rule-based approach that employed WordNet as a resource for deter-
mining the polarity orientation of words was that of Kamps and Marx [KM-
MDR04]. They developed an automatic method in [KMMDR04] using the
lexical database WordNet to determine the emotional content of a word
along Osgood et al.’s [Osg66] dimensions. Kamps and Marx defined a dis-
tance metric, called minimum path length (MPL), between the words in
WordNet. This distance metric counts the number of edges in the shortest
path between the two nodes that represent the words. Specifically they aim
to determine the positive or negative orientation of a word by measuring
the distance of that word towards the positive or negative word prototypes,
represented by the words “good” and “bad” respectively.

The main drawback of the aforementioned approach is that only a subset
of the words in WordNet can be evaluated, as not all words are connected
to a prototype word.

In the former presented approach [T+02] a review document was searched
for polarity; these reviews documents were seen as collection of words with-
out considering any of the relations between these individual words, while
in the latter approach [KMMDR04] words seen out of context are judged in
terms of positive and negative polarity.

In both the above approaches the sentiment of a word or a set of words
(i.e. document) is determined using a knowledge resource (e.g. search en-
gine, vocabulary) combined with some aggregation function, without taking
into account the context where those words appear.

This lack of contextual information can lead to erroneous evaluations
concerning the detection of sentiment in sentences, since words can carry dif-
ferent polarity orientation in different contexts. Additionally the approaches
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described so far, cannot capture the sub-sentential interactions that can af-
fect the overall sentence level polarity, as for example the role of negation
in sentences. In the example “this is not a bad joke” negation implied by
“not” reverses the negative polarity of “bad joke” to positive.

There are limited rule-based approaches that deal with the structural
nature of sentencial interactions in Sentiment Analysis. Following this di-
rection Moilanen and Pulman in [MP07] adopted a compositional approach
to sentence level sentiment interpretation on the basis of a manually writ-
ten grammar. This approach is based on The Principle of Compositionality
which states that the meaning of a complex expression is a function of the
meaning of its parts and of the syntactic rules by which they are combined
( [Mon74], [DWP81]). In [MP07] the authors developed the idea of sentiment
compositionality. Under this scope they developed a collection of composi-
tional rules to assign a sentiment value to individual expressions, clauses,
or sentences. For assigning words with polarity orientation They employed
a sentiment lexicon containing a manually compiled list of words assigned
with polarities which was further expanded semi-automatically using Word-
Net 2.1. Moilanen and Pulman also integrated the role of contextual valence
shifters [PZ04] in their method. Contextual valence shifters are words that
can reverse (e.g. not, never, not quite), strengthen (e.g. extremely, a lot) or
diminish (e.g. barely, rather) the polarity of the evaluative words that they
accompany.

Another approach which is based on a compositional sentiment logic is
the one presented in [KFP09]. They describe a pattern-based Sentiment
Analysis approach, named PolArt. PolArt, in order to determine the po-
larity of larger text units, performs a cascade of rewrite operations. Word
polarities are combined with Noun Phrases, Verb Phrases and sentence po-
larities. The developed rules also capture the role of valence shifters. For
instance, the polarity of the sentence “this is not a bad joke”, is negative
since a valence shifter “not” is immediately followed by the negative noun-
phrase “bad joke”. PolArt consults the Subjectivity Lexicon [WWH05a],
in order to obtain polarities for words. The Subjectivity Lexicon contains
words annotated with an out-of-context polarity orientation.

Therefore, in this approach sentiment detection was explored through
rules as a matter of correct sentiment composition. PolArt works well in the
presence of noise, since it is a pattern-matching approach, while Moilanen
et al’s approach based on a normative grammar, is brittle and less resistant
to noise.

Although both approaches handle the structural nature of sentencial
interactions, that are very important in sentiment detection, they could not
deal with language ambiguities. Cases such as “a cheap meal” cannot be
dealt with a compositional approach, since in order to correctly evaluate
the sentiment of this phrase one would need to identify that the contextual
meaning of “cheap” which means “low quality” implies a negative polarity
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orientation.

2.2 Machine Learning Approaches in Sentiment
Analysis

Other approaches for Sentiment Analysis use machine learning techniques
(supervised and unsupervised). Machine learning is a subfield of Artificial
Intelligence dealing with algorithms that permit computers to learn. This
usually means that an algorithm is provided with a set of data and sub-
sequently infers information about the characteristics of the data. That
information allows it to make predictions about unseen data [Seg07]. The
ability to make predictions about unseen data is possible because almost
all non-random data contain patterns that allow machines to generalize. In
order to generalize, the computer trains a model with what it determines
are the important aspects of the data.

Machine learning does have its weaknesses. The algorithms vary in their
ability to generalize over large sets of patterns, and a pattern that is unlike
any pattern seen by the algorithm before is more likely to be misinterpreted
[Seg07]. On the other hand in language, frequently occurring patterns are
rare, and rarely occurring patterns are predominant.

In the following sections we are going to divide the machine learning
approaches to those that utilize sentiment bearing word senses as features,
and to those that utilize sentiment bearing words. We differentiate the
presented approaches depending on the machine learning techniques they
utilize, in those that exploit structured models, and those that exploit other
machine learning techniques, like bag-of-words classifiers, or unsupervised
learning approaches.

2.2.1 Approaches that utilize opinion words as features

Several researchers have worked with lists of particular words: opinion
words, subjective adjectives and/or adverbs, etc. They argue that these
words are good markers for a category (e.g. the opinion words “good”,
“beautiful”, “darling” are markers for “positive” and “bad”, “awful”, “sav-
age” are markers for “negative” polarity).

Sentiment bearing words are words which express an out of context pos-
itive or negative polarity orientation, and can be defined using a predefined
lexicon. Sentiment Analysis approaches use both unsupervised and super-
vised machine learning methods. Since, labelled corpora are not always
available, and the procedure of annotating a large corpus with sentiment
bearing words is time effective, unsupervised methods can also be used for
the construction of labelled corpora which are often then used for supervised
learning.
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Weakly-supervised or semi-supervised learning, can also be exploited.
This is the case of expanding a set of seed terms (i.e. labelled data) using a
large pool of unlabeled data [NC03], into a collection of sentiment words.

Wiebe and Riloff in [RW03] constructed an opinion word list using semi-
supervised learning. They started with a small amount of seed words, sorted
into a positive and a negative list, which were iteratively expanded by adding
synonyms and antonyms obtained from WordNet [MBF+04].

[WWH05a] focus on assigning polarity to words and phrases given the
context they appear. In particular, the authors performed experiments in
order to distinguish between prior and contextual polarity of words and
phrases. They exploited subjective expressions from MPQA1 annotated
with contextual polarity as well as a seed list of words derived from the
General Inquirer polarity lexicon. The MPQA corpus [WWH05b], consists
of 535 newswire documents manually annotated with phrase-level subjec-
tivity information. General Inquirer2 is a manually compiled and publicly
available dictionary which defines various properties of words including pos-
itive and negative polarity. In [WWH05a] this seed list was expanded into
a multiword subjective list, using paraphrases [RW03], creating the broadly
known Subjectivity Lexicon3.

For distinguishing between prior and contextual polarity of words, a
variety of features were used: word tokens, prior polarity for word tokens,
as well as contextual polarity modifiers. Experimental findings show that
only a minority of clues tagged with prior polarity are also found polar in
context. The aforementioned approach assigns polarity either at a word or
at a phrase level.

Another approach focusing on learning words and phrases with prior po-
larity is by Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown in [HM97a]. They determine the
sentiment of adjectives by clustering documents into polarity oriented parts,
and manually label the clusters as positive or negative. Lists of manually
identified positive and negative adjectives derived from General Inquirer,
are used for evaluating their method.

Opine [PE05], is a system that uses term clustering in order to determine
the orientation of an opinion word in combination with other words in the
sentence by exploiting the semantic relations between words. This approach
is based on the theoretical base that the orientation of a word can change
with respect to the feature or sentence the word is associated with (e.g. The
word hot in the pair “hot water” has a positive sentiment, but in the pair
“hot room” it has a negative sentiment).

Additionally, in [ES05] they use semi-supervised machine learning meth-
ods to determine polarity orientation of terms by exploiting information

1http://www.cs.pitt.edu/mpqa/
2http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/~inquirer/
3http://www.cs.pitt.edu/mpqa/
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given in glosses provided by WordNet. Their approach is based on the as-
sumption that terms with similar orientation tend to have similar glosses.
Therefore, by means of gloss classification the authors aim to classify the
terms described by these glosses.

Most existing approaches address sentence level polarity, without a sense-
level polarity stage. They compute token-level polarity by directly consult-
ing polarity lexica [KH04, HL04, YH03]. Yu and Hatzivassiloglou assign
sentiment to a sentence by averaging the prior polarities of instances of lex-
icon words in the sentence. Moreover Kim and Hovy in [KH04] use three
simple classification models and a list of seed words in order to assign a sen-
timent category to sentences, combining the individual sentiments of senti-
ment bearing words in different ways. Each term is given a positivity and/or
negativity score. The system starts from a set of negative and positive seed
terms and is expanded by adding the synonyms of positive seed terms and
the antonyms of negative seed terms. It then classifies a target term “t” into
either positive or negative by means of two alternative learning-free methods
based on the probability that synonyms of “t” also appear in the expanded
seed sets.

A majority voting approach is used by all three methods mentioned
above. Token level polarities of all sentiment classes are added up or counted,
and the polarity class with the highest score is assigned to the sentence.

[ITRO08] focus on sentence level polarity exploiting token-level polari-
ties. Specifically, they propose two alternative learning methods for sentence
level polarity. Both are based on the assumption that the polarity of words
appearing in a sentence differs from that of the sentence. This can happen
due to contextual cues such as valence shifters that can affect polarity, either
by strengthening (e.g. extremely, a lot), weakening (e.g. barely, rather) or
even reversing (e.g. not, never, not quite) the positive or negative polarity
evoked by evaluative words.

In the first alternative a polarity shifting model is learned for predicting
sentence level polarity. The model is trained for predicting polarity alterna-
tions (shiftings) of words (word-wise learning). This is achieved by assigning
each word with a polarity shifting score, leveraging the prior polarity for that
word (derived from the GI polarity lexicon) and a context window spanning
three words on each side of the target polar word.

In the second alternative, the model is used directly at the sentence level,
using each labeled sentence of the corpus as a training instance (sentence-
wise learning). Both approaches, in order to learn the polarity shifting
weights, either for the words (word-wise version) or for the whole sentences
(sentence-wise version), exploit a machine learning method and more specif-
ically a polynomial kernel of degree 2. The authors also propose a hybrid
approach for sentence level sentiment analysis which combines the sentence-
wise polarity shifting model with linear kernel models trained either with
unigrams, bigrams, or trigrams.
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[AB07] developed two systems for sentiment classification of newspapers
headlines from the Affective Text corpus. The first (ClaC) is a knowledge
based system and the second (ClaC-NB) is based on supervised machine
learning.

ClaC automatically compiled a polarity lexicon using an existing linguis-
tic resource (i.e. General Inquirer). The fuzzy Net Overlap Score algorithm
used, integrates a predefined list of valence shifters together with a set of
valence shifter handling rules and parse tree analysis in order to determine
the scope of valence shifters within a sentence. This way, each headline
was assigned a negative or positive polarity scoring. The second system
(ClaC-NB), was based on supervised machine learning using a Naive Bayes
Classifier.

All the presented approaches involve the attribution of polarity orienta-
tion either to words or sentences. Lists of positive or negative words can
initially “feed” sentiment classification systems. Nevertheless, classifying
sentiment at the sentence level on the basis of individual words or even
isolated phrases can yield misleading results because the overall sentiment
of a sentence is not based on the individual polarities of words but on the
interaction of all its constituents (i.e. polar and non-polar words). The ap-
proaches that use word-level polarities seen out of context in order to detect
sentence level polarity neglect the fact that words can bear different polarity
orientation depending on the context in which they occur, but even in the
cases in which they try to deal with this problem by taking into account the
restricted phrasal context in which a word appears, it is again inadequate
since they neglect the sentential context to which a word belongs. The lat-
ter can again lead to erroneous results concerning the assignment of polarity
to sentences, since phrases, similarly to words, can bear different meanings
depending on the broader context (i.e. sentences) in which they appear. In
the example “we have suffer from great politicians”, the phrase “great
politicians” seen out of the limits of this sentence, can be assigned a posi-
tive polarity orientation, while within the limits of this sentence it conveys
a negative polarity orientation. Indeed, it is ironically stressed and referred
to as a cause for suffering. Although exploiting valence shifters has been
proved an added value in sentiment analysis, language ambiguities cannot
be dealt through the exploitation of this feature.

Similarly the aforementioned approaches apply valence shifters to words
that bear an out of context polarity. Such an approach can also lead to
erroneous evaluations concerning polarity judgement. For example, in the
case of “This is not a cheap love”, if we assign “cheap” an out of context
positive polarity orientation, the valence reverser “not” would falsely shift
the polarity of the phrase to positive. Therefore, the correct application
of contextual valence shifters presupposes that we are first able to capture
the meanings of words in each context. Moreover, in order to decide the
sentence-level polarity it is important to consider the interactions among
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all consituents of a sentence, going beyond the detection of the individual
word’s or phrase’s polarity, and take into account the polarity that different
meanings of words activate within particular sentencial contexts.

2.2.2 Approaches that utilize word senses as features

In [WM06], the authors correlate word senses and subjectivity. They show
that words can be assigned a subjective (with polarity) sense or an objective
(i.e. neutral) sense. In the same direction we believe the assignment of prior
polarity without taking under consideration senses in a particular context is
inadequate, as it often leads to false interpretations. For the following exam-
ple “the flight had a great delay” the word “great”, denotes the “relatively
large in size or number or extent, larger than others of its kind” and its use
in this example yields a neutral remark. On the other hand in the phrase
“this is a great politician”, “great” is used with its metaphorical sense de-
noting someone who is “standing above others in character or attainment
or reputation” which evokes a positive evaluation.

In particular in [WM06], a semi-supervised method is evaluated for au-
tomatic assignment of subjectivity labels to word senses, and it is examined,
if subjectivity analysis can be used to improve word sense disambiguation.
While most prior approaches to assign subjectivity to words, in this approach
subjectivity is assigned to word senses. The main idea is to derive informa-
tion about a word sense based on the information drawn from words that
are distributionally similar [Lin98] to the given word sense. Distributionally
similar words are calculated according to Lin’s similarity measure which is
based on the mutual information principle which predicts that words with
similar senses tend to appear in similar contexts. Moreover a subjectivity
score is assigned to senses using the MPQA4 opinion corpus, annotated with
subjective expressions. The algorithm, adds a similarity score for each sense
of an ambiguous word denoting the similarity with each word in the distri-
butionally similarity list. The total subjectivity score for a word sense is
found by adding the similarity scores for each instance of the distibutionally
similar list that participates in a subjective expression and subtracting the
similarity score for the cases where the word in the list does not [WM06].
Moreover this method uses the subjectivity tags that are assigned to am-
biguous words in order to feed a subjectivity aware WSD system. These
subjectivity tags are fed to a subjectivity aware WSD system. This hypoth-
esis is based on the assumption that instances of subjective senses are more
likely to be in subjective sentences, so it is believed that sentence subjec-
tivity is an informative feature for WSD of words with both subjective and
objective senses. It is proved that a WSD system can be improved with
subjectivity information.

4http://www.cs.pitt.edu/mpqa/mpqa corpus.html
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Similarly, in [AWM09], another concept of disambiguation is investi-
gated, Subjectivity Word Sense Disambiguation (SWSD). In this approach,
a WSD system is developed which determines the words that, given a con-
text, are used with a subjective or an objective sense. Sense grouping is
performed due to the subjectivity criterion.

The aforementioned approaches manifested and proved that subjectivity
can be valuable in enhancing the WSD process. We are also going to show
that the exploration of subjectivity and polarity on senses rather than words,
triggered the exploitation of WSD in sentiment analysis.

Additionally, more approaches follow the trend of assigning word-senses
with polarity by developing sense-tagged lexical resources like SentiWord-
Net5. In SentiWordNet [ES06] each WordNet synset is assigned - using a
semi-supervised approach - three scores, which represent the probability for
a sense of a word to be used in a positive, negative or objective manner. In
the training procedure for SentiWordNet’s construction a seed list consist-
ing of positive and negative synsets was compiled and expanded iteratively
using WordNet lexical relations, with a semi-supervised learning method.
SentiWordNet uses synsets and glosses of every WordNet sense, in order to
judge sense level polarity.

As already mentioned for the construction of SentiWordNet, WordNet
relations of synonymy and hyponymy have been taken into account. The
assumption that hyponyms of objective words are objective words too, and
that the synonyms of negative and positive words are also negative and
positive words, respectively, can be put under some skeptisism. There is a
general claim that there is no absolute synonymy among words, and that
synonyms could bear different semantic characteristics, and thus be allowed
in different contexts. The context is the main factor which determines not
only the sense but also other characteristics of a word (e.g. polarity). Under
this scope we can say that synonyms, depending on the context, can appear
with different or reversed polarity.

� The smell of gas.

� The scent of pine needles.

In the examples above, “smell” and “scent” are synonyms, but bear
different polarities. Specifically, the noun “smell” bears a negative polarity,
and “scent” is used in a positive environment.

The following examples show that entities can participate in objective
(i) as well as subjective (ii) contexts.

1. He put the box under the table.

2. He took the money under the table.

5http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/
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The above examples provide evidence showing that a contextual disam-
biguation of words in real discource is first demanded before we assign them
with a polarity orientation.

In [BES], the construction of the new release of SentiWordNet is pre-
sented. The output of the supervised approach described in [ES06], is fed to
an iterative random-walk process that is run to convergence. Instead of the
glosses exploited in SentiWordNet 1.0, the manually disambiguated glosses
from the Princeton WordNet Gloss Corpus6 are used. In [WM06] an auto-
matic method is proposed for sense tagging. Also in [AB], lists of trigger
words are used and annotated for positive, negative and neutral sentiment
at the sense level.

In [MWPPMGB09,MWBDMGPP10] the authors perform sentiment anal-
ysis of sentences, focusing on the WSD step, and addressing in parallel sense-
level tagging with polarity using already existing polarity lexica. Firstly,
the authors exploit a WSD unsupervised clustering method, the Extended
Star Clustering Algorithm [GGBCPP03]. This approach clusters all possible
WordNet senses of ambiguous words appearing in an input sentence. The
clusters of senses that fit the target words best are selected. If the selected
clusters disambiguate all words in a sentence, then the process stops and the
senses provided by the clusters are considered as the disambiguated ones.
Otherwise the process continues until all words in the context are disam-
biguated. After the completion of the disambiguation process, positive and
negative polarity for each disambiguated sense is determined, regarding the
sentiment scores from two sentiment vocabularies (SentiWordNet and Gen-
eral Inquirer (GI)). The sentiment for a sentence is computed by summing
up the polarity scores of word senses. The greater score, obtained by each
of the two classes (pos/neg), determines the polarity for the sentence. The
evaluation performed shows that the proposed method enhances sentence
polarity classification.

In [MWBDMGPP10], the authors investigate the impact of different
sentiment vocabularies, and their combination, in two methods for polarity
detection on sentences. The first one is based on token-level polarity de-
tection and the second one exploits WSD, aiming to assign polarity on a
sense level. A comparison of both methods for each lexicon shows that for
the majority of the lexica used, the WSD approach performs better. Such
a result argues in favor of assigning senses rather than tokens with polarity.
This method depends entirely on the immediate information provided by
the sentiment vocabularies for assigning senses with polarity.

From the approaches that exploit word senses as features, above, we can
see that it is valuable to disambiguate words before assigning subjectivity
and polarity to senses. On the other hand none of the above approaches has
extensively investigated the extent to which the WSD process is useful in

6http://wordnetcode.princeton.edu/glosstag.shtml
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detecting the overall polarity of sentences.
Further, the approaches already investigated have been limited to im-

mediately consult sense-level sentiment dictionaries. Such a fact indicates
that these methods are restricted to assign polarities only to senses that
are already registered in these dictionaries. A drop in the accuracy of such
methods in detecting sentiment in sentences that contain more “novel” or
more “informal” language, that might not be yet included in sentiment dic-
tionaries is possible.

2.2.3 Bag of Words classifiers vs Structured models for sen-
timent analysis of sentences

Supervised learning techniques have been used in many sentiment analy-
sis tasks. As mentioned before these methods entail the use of a training
corpus to learn a certain classifier function. The efficiency of sentiment
analysis systems using supervised algorithms depends on the combination
of appropriate algorithms together with a set of appropriate features.

Many supervised learning techniques have been used (e.g. Support Vec-
tor Machines, Naive Bayes Multinomial, Maximum Entropy) for sentiment
analysis of online text. Specifically in [BHDM], where machine learning
techniques are used for sentiment classification of movie reviews documents,
it is shown that there is a small difference in accuracy between the ex-
periments using unigrams, bigrams, Part Of Speech (POS), or subjectivity
analysis. Subjectivity analysis, uses a NB classifier, trained on the sub-
jectivity dataset introduced by Pang and Lee in [PL05], which removes all
objective sentences from the examples. All the above features were tested
with the SVM, Naive Bayes, and Maximum Entropy classifiers. With this in
mind, it becomes interesting to look at other factors influencing the choice
of which features and processing to use. Unigrams and bigrams are faster to
extract, and require no extra resources to use, while, for example, adjectives
require a POS tagger to be run on the data first, and subjectivity analysis
requires an additional classifier to be used. A downside is the feature vector
size, which is substantially larger (over 5 times for unigrams) than when,
e.g. only adjectives are included.

As it is deduced from the bibliography, the method that often yields
the highest accuracy in sentiment analysis of sentences and text documents
is the Support Vector Machines (SVM) classifier exploiting unigrams as
features [PLV02].

In other approaches, the authors address polarity classification of sen-
tences using bag-of-words methods, without considering other features at
the sentence level, apart from word-grams. In particular [PL05] proposed
a method where an SVM model was trained with frequency unigrams and
bigrams extracted from the Movie Reviews corpus sentences. They report
that SVM performs better with unigrams than with bigrams. Addition-
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ally, [AB08] proposed a domain adaptive system for sentence and document-
level classification. Their system employs a Naive Bayes classifier for the po-
larity classification of sentences, trained with unigrams, bigrams or trigrams
derived from the same corpus. Similarly to Pang and Lee, results showed
that the exploitation of unigrams resulted in an increased effectiveness in
comparison with bigrams and trigrams. In both approaches a bag-of-words
feature representation was adopted.

Considering structured models in sentiment analysis, [CBC06] use CRF
to learn a sequence model in order to assign sentiments to the sources (per-
sons or entities) to which these sentences belong. [ML07] propose a sequen-
tial CRF regression model to measure sentence level polarity for determining
the sentiments flow of authors in reviews. [MHN+07] propose a method for
learning a CRF model to decide upon the polarity orientation of a docu-
ment and its sentences. In the last two approaches above, the aim is to
determine the document level polarity, detecting the polarity orientation of
each constituent sentence.

In [SSY08], structured models are utilized in order to determine the sen-
timent of documents which are conceived as sequences of sentences. They
are based on the assumption that the polarity of the contributing sentences
affect the overall document polarity. Although sentence polarity is tar-
geted, they investigate how the polarities of the individual words in a sen-
tence contribute to the overall sentence level polarity. They proposed a
method for sentiment analysis of product reviews utilizing inter-sentence
structures. This approach is based on the assumption that within a pos-
itive product review there can also be negative sentences. They claim
that this polarity reversal occurs on a sentence basis, therefore the sen-
tential structures can be modeled by Hidden Conditional Random Fields
(HCRF) [QCD04,GMAP05]. HCRF discriminative models are trained with
polarity and valence reversers (e.g. negations) for words. Weights for these
features are learned for positive and negative document structures. [SSY08]
used Hidden Markov Models (HMM) at the level of sentences, for deter-
mining the sentiment of a document. This approach was soon abandoned
since by increasing the number of HMM states they had a lower accuracy
for sentiment detection. They attribute this effect to the fact that HMM
models are generative and not discriminative models.

Bag-of-words models for sentiment analysis, presented so far, bear the
limitation that they are considered as flat representations of sentences and
cannot capture the nature of semantic and sub-word interactions (e.g. order
of words) existing within it, which can affect the overall sentiment of a
sentence. Therefore, such approaches can be proved ineffective, especially
when we target the sentiment analysis of smaller extract of texts where the
ordering of words can either affect the meaning and the sentiment.

Consider the following examples:
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� Honestly, they could not have answered those questions.

� They could not have answered those questions honestly.

Examples (a) and (b) contain the same word information, but convey a
different polarity orientation. Example (a) implies a positive polarity since
the author, by placing the adverb in the initial position, is trying to support
their claim, providing excuses for the behaviour of someone. On the other
hand in example (b), the adverb relocation at the end of the sentence changes
the meaning of the sentence and creates a negative connotation.

A bag-of-words classifier cannot capture the different sentiment that
these sentences convey since both the above examples have the same bag-
of-words representation.

On the other hand structured models (e.g. HMM, CRF) are more easily
identify and correctly determine the sentiment of these examples, since they
are able to encode the structural information of sentences (e.g. sentential
elements are represented as sequential features).

2.3 Combined Approaches in Sentiment Analysis

So far we have described either rule-based or pure machine learning ap-
proaches for Sentiment Analysis. We noticed that the bibliography for Sen-
timent Analysis is rather poor in methods which combine the benefits of
machine learning together with rule-based approaches.

Such a combined method is presented in [CC08] which performs ex-
pression level polarity classification integrating inference rules inspired by
compositional semantics into learning. This way the sub-sentential interac-
tions are captured by compositional rules and learned by the system. The
interaction of sub-sentential constituents, such as word level polarity and
valence shifters, yields the overall polarity of the whole phrase. Polarities
for words are extracted from the Subjectivity Lexicon [WWH05b].

In [MPZ+10] a hybrid model for sentiment analysis is presented. The
authors describe a compositional sentiment learning and parsing frame-
work. The proposed system performs sentiment classification across words,
phrases, and sentences. Following a hybrid approach, the model initially
follows a compositional sentiment rule-based process for detecting the sen-
timent of phrases and then integrates compositional rules to a supervised
learning classifier (SVM) in order to deal with more complex forms of com-
positionality (i.e. more complex sentences). This method consults a man-
ually compiled dictionary comprising 57103 classified entries into positive
and negative classes, and follows several steps of preprocessing (POS tag-
ging, deep syntactic parsing) in order to work. Both the above methods
used the MPQA (Multi-Perspective Question Answering) corpus for evalu-
ation. Additionally both methods include exhaustive stages of grammatical
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analysis (tokenization, lemmatization, syntactic parsing) of the input data.
The exhaustive preprocessing constitutes such methods time consuming and
inflexible. Another limitation of the aforementioned methods is that they
consult polarity lexica that contain word entries assigned with an out of
context polarity orientation. As we analytically discussed in Section 2.2.1,
such lexica cannot account for the polarity that a word can convey in vari-
ous contexts. Therefore, methods that utilize these lexica have a restricted
effectiveness.

2.4 Summarizing the sentiment-lexica used in Sen-
timent Analysis methods

As we have already mentioned sentiment lexica are resources that associ-
ated polarity orientation with words or word senses. Their use in sentiment
analysis approaches stems from the fact that individual words can be con-
sidered as units of sentiment information, and therefore may provide clues
for assessing the overall sentiment of documents (i.e. sentences).

Since the majority of the presented approaches exploit sentiment dictio-
naries, it is important to make specific reference to these dictionaries:

� The General Inquirer7 [SDS66]: comprises several manually annotated
dictionaries which attempt to place specific words into various de-
scriptive categories. A wide range of affective categories exist, includ-
ing “positive” and “negative” polarity orientation, “pain”, “pleasure”,
“yes” and “no”. Each word may belong to more than one category.
Moreover General Inquirer, contains meanings and polarity orientation
for the different Part of Speech (PoS) of a word, depending on their
contextual use. Concerning the polarity orientation category General
Inquirer contained 1915 words labeled “positive” and 2291 labeled
“negative”. The General Inquirer lexicon has been integrated to vari-
ous sentiment classification approaches that we have examined in this
thesis. In particular it has been integrated in [HM97b], and [YH03]
where a prediction of document polarity is given by counting pos-
itive and negative terms. It has been also exploited in [AB07], in
order to classify the sentiment of headlines sentences. In [MWPP-
MGB09, MWBDMGPP10] the authors perform sentiment analysis of
sentences exploiting SentiWordNet and General Inquirer polarity lex-
ica. Similarly in [KI06] the authors tried to assess the polarity of
documents by counting positive and negative terms derived from the
General Inquirer polarity lexicon.

� The Subjectivity Lexicon [WWH05a]: it provides a prior polarity (pos-
itive, negative, neutral, both) for every word entry included therein.

7http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/~inquirer/
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This polarity implies a word’s orientation when this is seen out of con-
text. It includes over 8000 word entries. The Subjectivity Lexicon has
been automatically constructed deriving sentiment bearing terms from
WordNet, exploiting the semantic relationships of a term such as syn-
onyms and antonyms. As already described, in [KFP09] and [CC08]
the Subjectivity Lexicon was consulted in order to detect sentiment at
a phrase and at a sentence level.

� SentiWordNet 1.0 and 3.0 ( [ES06] [BES]): an extension of Word-
Net [Fel98] where each synset is annotated with labels indicating how
objective, positive, and negative the terms in the synset are. Senti-
WordNet 1.0 included 28431 non-neutral words while SentiWordNet
3.0 includes 38182 non-neutral words. In [MWPPMGB09, MWBD-
MGPP10] the authors perform sentiment analysis of sentences, ex-
ploiting SentiWordNet. SentiWordNet has been also exploited in the
lexicon-based approach for sentiment analysis presented in [TBT+11]
that detects sentiment in text documents. It is also exploited in [OT09]
where a sentiment classification of documents reviews is performed.

� WordNet Affect8 [SV04]: an extension of WordNet, including a subset
of synsets suitable to represent affective concepts. In particular, one or
more affective labels (a-labels) are assigned to a number of WordNet
synsets. There are also other a-labels for those concepts representing
moods, situations eliciting emotions, or emotional responses. This
dictionary is also exploited in Sentiment Analysis tasks, since different
kinds of emotions are mapped to positive and negative sentiments.
This approach was adopted in [MWPPMGB09,MWBDMGPP10].

The Subjectivity and General Inquirer polarity lexica do not provide po-
larities assigned on different senses for words. Positive or negative polarity
is assigned on word level. The General Inquirer lexicon only includes po-
larity orientation for various Parts of Speech (PoS) for words. Additionally
General Inquirer includes additional information for some words concern-
ing their definitions of meanings and example sentences. Nevertheless this
information is fragmentary and given to some of words only. Manually con-
structed polarity lexica, such as the General Inquirer, have been criticized
as being costly and time consuming. They are also restricted to a smaller
number of terms. On the other hand SentiWordNet is built automatically
via a semi-supervised method without being further manually checked or
evaluated. Many people attribute to this fact some of its erroneous eval-
uations concerning polarity orientation of word senses. We also detected
that SentiWordNet is rather misleading concerning polarity assignment of
metaphorical senses. For instance the sense for the verb “to cripple” de-
noting “to deprive of strength or efficiency; to make useless or worthless;”

8http://wndomains.itc.it
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is assigned a neutral score 0.75, a positive score 0.25, while the negative
score is 0.0. On the other hand the General Inquirer, contains more accu-
rate information concerning sense level polarity assignment of metaphorical
senses.

2.5 Conclusions and Motivation

In this Chapter we review numerous state-of-the-art approaches concerning
sentiment analysis, illustrating the current trend of the domain. In partic-
ular we examine approaches that are based on rules, machine learning, as
well as approaches that exploit a combination of both rules and machine
learning techniques in sentiment analysis. In the course of the presented
literature overview we point out the merits as well as the limitations that
state-of-the-art methods present.

We have noticed the limitations that sentiment analysis methods pose
when they employ words or phrases assigned with an out of context polarity
orientation. Regarding the fact that words and phrases can convey different
meanings depending on the context they appear, these methods can lead to
false interpretations of the polarity that a sentence entails.

Such limitations motivated current endeavours in sentiment analysis
which correlated word senses rather than word themselves with polarity
orientation. Regarding this goal, sentiment lexica have also been developed
and used consisting of senses labelled with polarity orientation.

Following the same direction, it has also been proven that subjectivity
(i.e. the linguistic expression of somebody’s emotions, sentiments, evalu-
ations, opinions, beliefs, speculations, and generally of private states) is
indeed valuable in the WSD process. We are therefore challenged to in-
vestigate if the opposite is valid too, investigating the extent at which the
WSD process can be proven valuable in detecting the overall sentiment of
sentences.

For determining the polarity of a word sense, we have to take into account
the overall context of a sentence instead of only the phrase in which this word
appears in order to determine its underlying polarity. This will also help
in dealing with the deficiency of the already investigated approaches, which
are based on the restricted boundaries of a phrase in order to detect the
contextual polarity of a word.

In our research we take the trend of correlating senses with sentiment, a
step further. We investigate the role of sense-level polarity in analyzing real
text for sentiment. The gap that we intend to fill concerns the exploration
of metaphorical senses in sentiment analysis.

The frequency of use of metaphorical language as a means of expressing
subjective state in everyday life, and the difficulties that such a task poses
in human understanding as well as in computer processing, which result
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from the strongly ambiguous nature of metaphorical language, led to its
exploration.

To our knowledge this is the first time that all aspects of metaphori-
cal language are correlated, from the more conventional to the more novel,
with the negative or positive expression of sentiment. Other endeavours
involved only the correlation of specific types of metaphors such as “the
animal metaphor” with particular types of emotions “fear, anger”.

Specifically, we support the need to relate metaphorical senses with po-
larity. As a natural outcome of the investigation of metaphorical language
appears to be the investigation of the impact of WSD in Sentiment Analy-
sis. To the best of our knowledge this thesis presents the first attempt to
introduce and explore the relation of WSD and Sentiment Analysis from the
perspective of the potential added value of WSD in the Sentiment Analysis
of metaphorical language. The disambiguation of metaphorical words in real
context (i.e. in the sentences in which these appear) is considered, in order
to reach their implying meanings and then assign them with a polarity ori-
entation. For this purpose, and contrarily to the presented approaches that
are limited to immediately consulting sentiment dictionaries, we have devel-
oped and employed a sense-level sentiment vocabulary in order to train a
machine learning classification method. To do so, we propose a method that
can imply polarity even for word senses that are not registered in sentiment
vocabularies.

Since we are interested in locating sentiment in word senses and not on
word themselves, we decided to develop a new sentiment lexicon, the ESL
lexicon. We are motivated towards this in order to deal with flaws concern-
ing erroneous polarity assigned on metaphorical senses that are included
in already existing lexica. The resource that we developed comprises and
extends the Subjectivity Lexicon with synsets derived from WordNet. For
each positive or negative word entry contained in the Subjectivity Lexicon,
we extracted the corresponding set of senses from WordNet, represented by
their synsets and gloss examples. The ESL lexicon contains 15089 positive
and negative sentiment bearing senses. Its construction as well as experi-
mental evidence supporting its effectiveness over that of the General Inquirer
or SentiWordNet polarity lexica are presented in Section 4.1.2.

We have also explicitly listed the limitations that bag-of-words classi-
fication models present in sentiment analysis. Such methods adopt a flat
representation of sentences and cannot encode the structural information of
a text that is very often responsible for its implied polarity. Therefore, we
are challenged to explore an approach that is based on metaphorical senses,
using linguistic as well as empirical assumptions, which contrary to bag-of-
words classification approaches, takes advantage of the sentential structure
that is considered valuable for judging the polarity of sentences. We also
support that computing polarities for senses and using structured models
for computing polarity for sentences, contribute to a better modeling of the
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sentiment classification problem.
Further we refer to limitations of approaches that exploit contextual

valence shifters applying them on words that bear an out of context polarity
orientation. We indicate the necessity of developing approaches that are able
to integrate the role of valence shifters by applying them on word senses
rather than on words assigned with polarities.

Therefore, motivated by the limitations that other existing approaches
present but also challenged by the current gaps and major questions that
the sentiment analysis community poses, we propose a three-stage Sentiment
Analysis approach, that aims to detect Sentiment in sentences that contain
metaphorical language.

The proposed method’s stages are the following:

� Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD)

� Sense Level Polarity Assignment (SLP)

� Sentence Level Polarity Detection

Through the proposed approach we aim to show that metaphorical ex-
pressions appearing in a sentence are valuable indicators of sentiment that
can drive the polarity detection of that sentence. The task we are dealing
with is demanding given that we target sentences that are characterized by
extreme economy of expression or omission of superfluous elements. These
expressions are very compact, in terms of being very brief and concise, some-
times deliberately verging to obscurity. Additionally we aim to detect sen-
timent in longer sentences, which carry redundant information of the word
and not the word itself.

The proposed approach has a very competitive performance when tested
across several domains (i.e. news-wires, movie reviews), as well as in different
language styles, figurative and literal.

Additionally, during the literature review we noticed that very few meth-
ods employ a combined approach - a machine learning together with a rule
based one - in sentiment analysis. None of the presented approaches ex-
amines whether such methods can work complementarily and under which
conditions such a synergy is useful. Conversely it has only been explored
the extent that machine learning methods can learn and integrate syntactic
rules.

We believe that a coalition of a rule-based approach together with a
machine learning one is vital and necessary in corpora consisting of various
language styles, where instances of strongly ambiguous (e.g. metaphorical)
language coexist with less ambiguous language (e.g. literal). It is known
that the sentiment of ambiguous language cannot be captured and predicted
through the straightforward nature of a rule-based approach, while the prob-
abilistic nature of a machine learning approach can be more efficient. On
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the other hand the deterministic nature of a rule-based approach as the one
presented in [KPF09] originally designed to handle cases of less ambiguous
language is the best candidate to treat them.

Such a combined method is analytically presented in Chapter 5. It com-
bines two approaches in a complementary way, a machine learning approach
(i.e. SentiFigWithHMM) presented in Section 2.2.3 together with a compo-
sitional rule-based one [KPF09].

This approach overcomes the fallacies of the HMM-based method pre-
sented in Section 2.2.3 attributed to the existence of mild figurative lan-
guage expressions, by delegating them to a rule-based approach. Results
verified that integrating a machine learning approach with a finer-grained
linguistics-based one, leads to a superior, best-of-breed, coalition system.
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Chapter 3

Theoretical Background and
Corpus Study

In this Chapter we are presenting the theoretical foundation for the metaphor-
ical phenomenon from a cognitive (Section 3.1 and Section 3.2) and discourse
(i.e. contextual) linguistics perspective, in order to explore and provide the-
oretical evidence for our research hypothesis that metaphorical language
inherently carries the aspect of sentiment. In the same direction in Sec-
tion 3.4 we provide further theoretical evidence from the domain of linguis-
tics which directly correlates metaphors and sentiment. We are also in-
vestigating metaphorical language as a gradable phenomenon (Section 3.3).
Metaphors can vary in terms of the intensity they can imply. Such a fact
motivates us in investigating the extent to which sentiment can be seen
as a function of metaphoricity, and consequently to observe the extent that
the gradability of metaphoricity can affect Sentiment Analysis (Section 3.3).
This observation is further experimentally investigated and verified in Chap-
ter 5. In Section 3.5.1 we are conducting a corpus study in order to verify
that metaphorical expressions are sentiment bearing expressions. Our aim
is to identify that within a benchmark corpus already annotated using a
polarity scale (-100, +100), there exist sentences that contain metaphori-
cal expressions and that these sentences are strongly polar. Further on, in
Section 3.6.1 we provide argumentation in favor of the exploitation of WSD
in the computational processing of metaphors. Such an argumentation is
founded on and motivated by the fact that we are dealing with all kinds of
metaphors from the more novel to the more conventional, and are pushed
towards finding a more generic approach.

3.1 Metaphor

A typical dictionary definition for metaphor is: “The use of a word phrase
to mean something different from the literal meaning” (Oxford Advanced
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Learner’s Dictionary). Since this is not a mainly enlightening definition, we
need to elaborate and search deeper in order to find a more accurate and
descriptive definition for the metaphorical phenomenon. As Lakoff [LJ80]
claimed, metaphor is all-pervasive in language, and so it deserves a more
constructive consideration.

3.1.1 Approaches to Metaphor and Metaphor Definition

Scientific research on the subject of metaphor dates back to Aristotle, who
defined the phenomenon in his work “Poetics” as:

the application of a strange term either transferred from the
genus and applied to the species or from the species and applied
to the genus, or from one species to another, or else by analogy
(Poetics, section 1457b, translated by Fyfe [F+53]).

The Greek word from which the term metaphor originates literally means
“transfer”. For Aristotle what was trasferred was the meaning of one ex-
pression to another expression. Although Aristotle recognized the crucial
role of resemblance in metaphor, in the classical tradition metaphor was
seen basically as a decorative element in speech.

The theory of metaphor has significantly evolved ever since; According
to Haas [Haa83] the meaning of a word comprises a “semantic field”. This
“semantic field” consisted of all the possible contexts of the word organized
in terms of normality. The most normal contexts are forming the core of
the word, while the least normal form the periphery. When two words were
brought into interaction a new semantic field is created, whose core was
formed by the contexts with the highest joint degree of normality for both
words. This new semantic field is the new metaphorical meaning.

For example in the metaphor “the leg of table”, the word “leg” is trans-
ferred to new contexts: from its normal of the contexts (of the man/woman/child,
etc) to the given new context of the table; and we select from the more or
less normal contexts of the displaced legs just those that fit. Though the
legs of a table do not move or stretch or hurt, are neither quick or slow, they
are not muscular or energetic but they are still found to be long and short,
strong or weak, thick or slim, they stand or support.

This analysis by Haas is similar to others that analyze metaphors in
terms of semantic features; In such cases semantic anomalies are resolved
by eliminating incompatible features from new expressions (i.e. eliminate
the feature “muscular” or “energetic” from the semantic field “the leg of
the table”, and allow only compatible features (i.e “long” or “short” to take
part in the new metaphorical expression).

The aforementioned approach to metaphor took into account the mere
presence of words into contexts, that is the so called “public occurrences of
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words”. This means that this approach does not take into the “pure ideas”,
“the way of thinking” or the “private thoughts” and “hidden intentions”,
that can be reflected in a metaphorical construction; These parameters are
important in our approach since we argue that metaphorical constructions
can reflect one’s way of thinking (i.e. cognitive approach) as well as one’s
attitude (i.e. his emotional mental state, or mood). As we can see in the
following sections other accounts for metaphor embrace these factors in their
approach of metaphors.

The birth of a metaphor, according to the discipline of semantics is one
of the most powerful means of creativity in language ( [Mot94]) and the
most important source of semantic change and vocabulary enrichment. The
metaphorical process concerns in general the alteration of the denotation
of an already known word to a totally new entity/event of reference (deno-
tatum). This alteration (correspondence to different domains) takes place
because of the analogy or similarities of the characteristics of the referred
entities/events. More specifically, metaphors can be attributed to analogy
between concepts: (a) external, visual similarities between objects (e.g. “the
foot of the mountain”, “the foot of the chair”), (b) internal similarities be-
tween objects (e.g. pig as a characteristic for brutal person, “stimulate
senses”, or “wake (=stimulate) memories”, “wake a human”). In general
when known words establish new relations with their new objects of refer-
ence in the social conscience, then metaphors are officially “established” as
a new meaning of words.

Further, according to the findings of philosophy, psychology, linguistics
and cognitive science, ( [Gen83], [LJ80], [FT08]) a metaphor is attributed
to the principle of analogy, which postulates that a metaphor takes place
when one concept is communicated in terms of the properties of another.

Black [Bla] introduces his cognitive approach to metaphor which is known
as Black’s analogue model; In particular he introduced the interaction view
in metaphors; His interactionist theory asserts that at the heart of a metaphor
is the interaction between its two subject terms, where the interaction pro-
vides the condition for a meaning which neither of the subject terms pos-
sesses independently of the metaphorical context.

Black’s introduces a set of associative implications derived from one en-
tity (the secondary subject) onto another entity (the primary subject). In
his example:

� Marriage is a zero game

The primary subject is “marriage” and the secondary is the “zero-sum
game”. The relevant associated implications can be the following:

� a game is a contest

� between two opponents
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� in which only one player can win

The metaphor is activated by creating the same implications on to the pri-
mary subject as follows:

� a marriage is a struggle

� between two contestants,

� in which the rewards of (power-money-satisfaction of the one contes-
tant, are gained in the expense of the other)

The primary subject in a metaphor, he claims, is coloured by a set of “as-
sociated implications” normally predicated of the secondary subject [Bla79].
Black’s interaction view focuses on the surprise and novelty that metaphor
introduces. Its proponents claim that the source concept (or domain) rep-
resents a template for seeing the target concept in an entirely new way.
Similarly, Gentner [Gen83] postulated that the ground for metaphor lies in
similar properties and relations shared by the two concepts (the target and
the source).

Black’s and Gentner’s view of metaphors is very similar with the more
recent Lakoffian approach to metaphor, who introduced the mapping of a
“source domain” onto a “target domain”.

All these three approaches ( [Bla79], [Gen83] and [LJ01]) share the idea
of an interconceptual mapping that underlies the production of metaphorical
expressions.

In the following section we are analysing Lakoff’s perspective to metaphor,
which we further elaborate in order to provide theoretical evidence in fa-
vor of the sentimental nature of metaphorical language. This shows that
metaphors should be studied within the context of a Sentiment Analysis
approach. In parallel in the following sections we are revealing all pecu-
liarities and aspects of metaphorical language in order to detect the most
appropriate “keys” that can lead to specific methodology stages that can
help in designing a successful Sentiment Analysis approach which targets
this phenomenon.

3.1.2 Lakoff’s approach to metaphor

Lakoff [LJ01] criticized the approaches as the one introduced by Aristotle
who viewed metaphors as decorative and poetic language element by pos-
tulating the conceptual nature of metaphor; He claimed that metaphor is
more a productive and conceptual phenomenon that takes place at the level
of cognition and mental process, or thought.

This view was subsequently adopted and extended by a multitude of
approaches ( [GoCB98], [FT08], [Fel06] [Pin07]) and the term conceptual
metaphor was used to describe it.
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The conceptual metaphor view depicts that metaphors are not limited to
similarity-based meaning extensions of words that a mere analogical process
implies (as described by early semantic theories as that of Haas), but involve
the “re-conceptualisation of a whole area of experience in terms of another”.
Lakoff and Johnson [LJ80] claimed that “metaphors are a means whereby
abstract concepts are described in terms of concrete and tangible concepts”.

Lakoff and Johnson in particular argue that a metaphor involves a map-
ping between two conceptual domains or concepts: the “source” which is
mostly concrete and familiar, and the “target” which is often abstract and
less structured, and a set of mapping relations or correspondences between
these two domains.

Let us examine the following examples:

� I demolished his argument. [LJ80]

� Your claims are indefensible. [LJ80]

They can be understood, via the conceptual metaphor “ARGUMENT IS
WAR”. In both examples the argumentation is seen in terms of a “battle”.
They use notions drawn from the concept of war (i.e. the source domain),
such as winning and losing, attacking and defending, in order to depict
an abstract notion, and to describe what happens during an argument (i.e.
the target domain). Therefore, a mapping between two conceptual domains,
that of war and that of argument is responsible for the creation of metaphor.

Similarly the “LIFE IS A JOURNEY” conceptual metaphor prototype
borrows structuring ideas from the domain of a journey and applies them to
life. An instantiation of the “LIFE IS A JOURNEY” conceptual mapping
is found in the following examples:

� We have come a long way together, but we decided to take our separate
paths.

� We’re at a crossroads.

� I don’t think this relationship is going anywhere. Where are we?

� This relationship is a dead-end street.(Lakoff and Johnson (1980))

The main argument of Lakoff and Johnson in favor of the conceptual
nature of metaphorical process, is that without the metaphorical processing
some domains would have no structure at all.

They exemplified their claim showing the systematic correspondences of
love and journey in the “LOVE IS A JOURNEY” metaphor. They also
claimed that the domain of love did not have the elements to be compared
with the domain of journey before it was structured by the domain of jour-
ney. Therefore, they support that the existence and structure of abstract
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concepts is attributed to their relation and their systematic correspondences
with the more concrete concepts.

In order to further support this claim they pointed out the difficulty of
understanding the aspects of a love relationship without using metaphors,
and the journey domain.

According to Lakoff and Johnson, apart from emotions, other basic
semantic notions (i.e. time, quantity, state, change,) can be understood
metaphorically, creating archetypal metaphorical mapping categories (i.e.
conceptual metaphors), such as the following:

� TIME IS MONEY

� IDEAS ARE PHYSICAL OBJECTS

� EMOTIONS ARE VEHICLES

� FEELINGS ARE LIQUIDS

We are adopting Lakoff’s and Johnson’s approach to metaphor since it is
considered as the most complete theory and treats metaphor not as a mere
linguistic phenomenon, but as a systematic phenomenon that takes place
on the level of thought. It was them who first stated that emotions (i.e.
EMOTION IS MOTION) as well as other basic semantic notions as time
(i.e. TIME IS MONEY) can only be understood metaphorically. We also
argue in favour of the reflection of sentiment or polarity orientation in the
metaphorical expressions, which we do not consider as a random element,
but as an inherent property of the metaphorical process.

We, moreover, argue that metaphor is also a dynamic and contextual
phenomenon. For this we apply contextual criteria to locate metaphorical
readings, inspired nevertheless by the Lakoffian approach, which concerns
the abstract vs concrete mapping of conceptual domains. These criteria
are also described in the metaphor annotation guidelines described in Ap-
pendix A. We do not try to put the manually identified metaphors under
Lakoff’s prototype conceptual mapping categories (i.e. TIME IS MONEY),
since this is not of our interest.

For better illustrating our position to metaphor definition and identifi-
cation, we are presenting the following examples:

� (i) “I swallowed the story”

� (ii)“Sweat is babe magnet”

Example (i) suggests a mapping from the concept “ideas” (story) to that
of “food” (swallow). This mapping is permitted since superficially unrelated
properties of one concept are linked with the other.
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In this example “story” acquires “edible properties” which are borrowed
by the verb “to swallow”. Therefore “the story” which is an abstract concept
(target) is seen as “something edible”, a concrete entity (source) that can
be “swallowed”.

While the first example of metaphor can be put under the “IDEAS ARE
PHYSICAL OBJECTS” metaphorical mapping prototype (i.e. conceptual
metaphor), the second one cannot be put under any prototypical mapping
introduced by Lakoff. Nevertheless in the second example the contextual
use of “magnet”, implying the notion of attraction, can be considered and
understood in comparison or as opposed to the concrete, and basic sense
“magnet”.

This can happen with many more novel and less common and conven-
tional metaphors which cannot be put under close prototype categories but
are rather dynamic and can be interpreted on a per context basis. Our
contextual approach to metaphor identification is better illustrated in the
following section (Section 3.2) .

In this Thesis, since we interprete emotions as carriers of positive and
negative sentiment, we deduce that expressions that imply sentiments or
emotions can be communicated and transmitted, as Lakoff and Johnson
stated, through metaphors and metaphorical mappings between abstract
and concrete domains [LJ80]. These mappings are also exploited in order to
locate metaphors in context, and apply their cognitive theory for metaphors
in discource. The Lakoffian theory argues in favor of the metaphorical struc-
ture of sentiments. In particular Lakoffian theory predicts that people can
only express emotions or sentiments through the use of metaphorical expres-
sions. Such a fact motivated the current work towards Sentiment Analysis
of sentences that contain metaphorical expressions. We are expecting that
metaphorical expressions are mostly inclined to expressing sentiment, a fact
that forecasts a succesful analysis in terms of sentiment detection.

3.2 Linguistic Metaphor and Metaphor in context

The lingustic expression of the conceptual metaphor is the linguistic metaphor.
Linguistic metaphors vary from lexical metaphors, i.e. metaphors compris-
ing a single word (e.g. “swallow” in example (i)), multi-word metaphorical
expressions (e.g. “let him down”). The latter mostly concern cases of phrasal
verbs.

We are concerned with lexical metaphors which are very frequent in
written speech. We strongly believe that linguistic metaphors emerge from
their sentencial context as described in examples (i) and (ii) presented in
Section 3.1.2, and they can instantiate in language usage-based terms the
Lakoffian schema which stands for the conceptual metaphor.

Further, according to Ricoeur [RT86], a metaphor can only be seen and
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activate its meaning in the context of a sentence. In particular Ricoeur holds
that metaphors are not phenomena of lexemes but of sentences. According
to this approach a metaphor is a function of language use; it emerges in the
creation of a novel sentence in which two distant semantic fields clash and
provoke novel metaphorical senses: vital metaphors.

In other words there is no lexical criterion for determining that a metaphor
is being involved. Only in the context of a sentence, where a collision of two
superficially unrelated and distant semantic fields or conceptual domains
[LJ80], takes place and gives birth to the metaphor. Therefore metaphor
emerges in a context.

Concerning example (ii), the abstract meaning of “magnet” is not only
interpreted in terms of its more concrete one , in order to imply the notion
of attraction - according to the Lakoffian approach -, but this process also
involves the opposition and finally the clash of the participating meanings
in that particular context. The contextual meaning of “attraction”, seen
as an abstract concept is opposed to and collides with the basic meaning
of “magnet”, denoting a concrete entity assigned with physical properties.
It is through this clash that a metaphorical meaning can be created and
captured.

So, the kinds of conceptual mappings and contextual collision shown
in examples (i) and (ii) are responsible for giving birth to several kinds of
linguistic metaphors, from more established or entrenched ones - also known
as metaphorical extensions - like (i) that are met and used in every day life,
to less common and more novel cases such as (ii).

In favor of the more “established” nature of example (i) argues also the
significant number of instances of this collocation, in Google search engine.
Such a fact shows that its use is more common. Conversely, the appearance
of the collocation “babe magnet” is much more rare in the Google responses.

We have already made a reference to the different aspects of metaphors,
the more conventional, and the more novel ones. In terms of linguistic
system, the entrenched or established metaphors are considered as more
conventionalized and transparent, while the more novel ones are considered
as non conventionalized and trasparent ( [Mül08]). The conventionalization
criterion is self-evident since it refers to whether a usage is common for a
linguistic society. Further, the transparency criterion is also defined on the
level of linguistic system and we account for it through the following way: if
a conventionalized metaphoric expression has a “literal” companion in the
the language vocabulary, then it is considered transparent. The expression
“boiling with rage” is considered as a transparent metaphorical expression
since it has a literal companion, “angry”. Therefore both metaphors ex-
amined in examples (i) and (ii), are transparent since we can account for
their literal counterpart, while only (i) is conventionalized, and (ii) is non-
conventionalized, since it is not so common.

In our research, we are interested in finding sentiment in sentences that
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entail a more or less conventional metaphorical reading (i.e. entrenched or
novel metaphors) in terms that a comparison between abstract and concrete
concepts can be intuitively captured.

For instance we intend to find that in the example “she swallowed the
story” the author ironically uses this metaphorical expression for the person
that easily believed what it is said, implying this way his negative attitude.

Note that, we are not investigating “naturalized metaphors” as e.g. “He
is in love” and “It’s hard to put into words”, which are expressions that
speakers no longer perceive as metaphorical. These metaphors are no longer
transparent, and they now figure in language as literal expressions. There-
fore, they are considered highly conventionalized and opaque.

Additionally we are not concerned with idiomatic expressions (e.g. kick
the bucket) since they are considered fixed expressions as their formation is
no longer productive in every day language.

Since we greatly consider the context from where a metaphor is born
in our approach we do not isolate single word metaphors but we take into
account the whole metaphorical expressions in which metaphors emerge;
This means that we consider lexical metaphors together with the words that
function as complements to metaphors. These are the words that participate
in the abstract vs concrete mapping, from which a metaphor emerges.

For instance in example (i): “they swallowed the story”, “story” is not
used as an “abstract notion”, but entails a concrete reading. It is seen as
an entity which has the ability to “be swallowed”. Doing so it participates
in the abstract vs concrete mapping of the metaphorical construction for
“swallowed” and therefore is has to be considered as part of the metaphor-
ical expression. Similarly in example (ii) “magnet” is accounted for be-
ing metaphorical but, the metaphor emerges because of the “magnet-babe”
comparison. Therefore, we consider as metaphorical the whole metaphori-
cal expression “babe-magnet”, rather than the single word metaphor “mag-
net”. Most importantly, the negative sentiment that the sentence “they
swallowed the story” conveys is communicated and captured from the whole
metaphorical expression “to swallow the story”. Similarly, the whole phrase
“babe-magnet” and not only the metaphorical use of “magnet” implies the
positive sentiment in the second example sentence. Thus way we aim to
locate whole metaphorical expressions and not just single-word metaphors
in context, in order to further reveal - as we are analytically describing in
Section 4 - the metaphorical senses (i.e. uses) of the words comprising the
metaphorical expressions. We have so far provided the theoretical back-
ground for metaphors as being cognitive and contextual phenomena. This
Section described the different kinds of linguistic metaphors that occur on
a per context basis and we also exhibited our focus on a range of metaphor-
ical expressions (from more conventional to more novel). We are interested
in the whole spectrum of metaphorical expressions (from the more con-
ventional to the more novel), since sentiment can emerge and transmitted
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through both these kinds. This observation and the fact that the existing
lexical resources greatly lack metaphorical expressions, comprised a valu-
able guide for the methodology that we should follow in order to perform
Sentiment Analysis. Therefore, for the sake of corpus completeness, since
metaphorical expressions are seen as valuable indicators of sentiment and
are thus of major importance, and in order to obtain the best possible corpus
for evaluating our Sentiment Analysis method, we adopted an annotation
guidelines schema(Section A.1) for manually annotating metaphorical ex-
pressions within corpora.

3.3 Aspects of metaphors: gradability of metaphoric-
ity

Is the metaphoricity of verbal metaphors indeed gradable? Do some metaphors
imply a greater degree of metaphoricity than others? Do metaphorical con-
ceptions themselves exhibit degrees of metaphoricity and are hence graded?
These are the questions that we aim to answer in the following paragraphs.

In the language-usage level, both the entrenched and novel metaphors
are considered “waking” metaphors [Mül08]. This means that they become
active for the person using them at a given moment in time.

According to Muller [Mül08], in a language-usage level, the more pictorial
and gestural a metaphorical reading can be the strongest the metaphoricity
it activates.

For instance “sweat is a babe magnet” activates, an intense pictorial,
imaginatory and iconic interpretation; a greatly vivid image is projected in
front of our eyes through this metaphorical mapping. We can almost per-
ceive through our vision the “magnetic properties” of the source domain
of “magnet” seen as a physical instrument to be attached as an “attrac-
tion property” in the target domain of “sweat”. The pictorial and gestural
power of this metaphorical mapping is greater than the one implied by “he
swallowed the story”.

Further, we have to consider the following examples: (a)“a sea of mud”,
(b) “a sea of people”, (c) “a sea of emotions”. According to the Lakof-
fian approach, metaphors concern mappings between the source domain
which is more concrete and familiar (i.e. the word “sea” in examples a-
c) and the target domain, which a more or a less abstract concept (i.e.
mud/people/emotions). In all the above examples the more abtsract do-
mains of mud/people/emotions are communicated in terms of the charac-
teristiscs of the word sea. The examples are arranged in order of metaphoric-
ity [SG06], with a view to showing the gradability of these metaphors. The
semantic property that is systematically exploited in these examples, is the
sea’s vastness. All these metaphors share the property of being comuni-
cated and perceived as a vast expanse of something that is not necessarily
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salt water or liquid.
According to Anatol Stefanowitsch [SG06], if the target domain denotes

a liquid (as in example (a) with the word “mud”), the metaphor is less
metaphorical because the sea, too, is liquid. Therefore, Anatol Stefanow-
itsch claims that if the target domain (as in the example (c) “emotions”) in a
metaphorical mapping denotes an abstract entity or event, then the implied
metaphoricity is greater because there are no shared features with the source
domain of “sea” other than a postulated “vast expanse”. Therefore exam-
ples a-c exemplify the fact that metaphoricity is a gradable phenomenon;
Example (a) implies the lowest degree of metaphoricity, while (c) implies the
greatest degree of metaphoricity. It is also noteworthy that the metaphor is
extended much more often in the higher degree of metaphoricity than in its
lower degree [SG06].

From a cognitive linguistics perspective [Eva10], milder metaphorical
expressions, are immediately captured and processed, by the speaker than
the metaphorical mappings that imply a higher degree of metaphoricity.

Metaphoricity is a qualitative measure that allows for the classification
of the intensity of metaphors, thus using metaphoricity we can compare
even metaphors of the same kind e.g. a mild and a strong entrenched
metaphor. As already mentioned our corpus consists of novel and entrenched
metaphors, with varying degrees of metaphoricity. Additionally, the fact
that only some of the established metaphors and even fewer novel ones are
registered in the lexica, makes their computational processing more difficult.

In this Section we introduced and described metaphoricity as a gradable
property that is assigned to a metaphorical expression and is responsible
for the various degrees of intensity that metaphorical expressions imply.
We assumed that such a phenomenon can potentially be reflected in the
sentiment that metaphorical expressions convey.

In the approach presented in Chapter 4 we treat all kinds of metaphors,
from the more entrenched to the more novel collectively, adopting a unified
approach to Sentiment Analysis. Since we do not account for sentiment
intensity, we believe that all kinds of metaphorical expressions can be placed
under the same sentiment umbrella.

On the other hand we aimed to detect the extent to which the phe-
nomenon of metaphoricity can affect a Sentiment Analysis system. In the
course of our research we also found out that out system at the time (i.e. Sen-
tifigWithHMM) - detailed in Appendix B - although able to cope well with
metaphorical language, could not always reach a certain decision about the
polarity orientation of sentences, yielding erroneous evaluations. Such cases
were empirically found to bear weak/mild metaphoricity. Mildly metaphor-
ical cases have been found to carry less ambiguities than their strongly
metaphorical counterparts, in terms that the implied sentiment can be cap-
tured through a straightforward manner without needing to disambiguate
their meaning first. Such a fact, together with the theoretical foundation
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already presented above, led us in examining a Combined path in Senti-
ment Analysis, that brought together a machine learning with a rule based
approach.

The research position and experimental evaluation for this coalition are
presented in Chapter 5.

3.4 Metaphor and Sentiment

Given the fact that a word obtains its sense within a context, it could be
considered reasonable to say, that a sense depending on the context could
be objective or subjective (i.e. bearing sentiment). In our approach we
claim that sentiment is often hidden in metaphorical senses of polysemous
words. We also claim that metaphorical expressions drive the polarity of
the sentences in which they participate, as they constitute intense subjective
expressions.

Examples:

� (a) “The government measures could provoke social earthquake”.

� (b)“Ice storm cripples central U.S”.

In the above examples, the metaphorical senses of “earthquake” and
“cripple” are expressive subjective elements, which demonstrate negative
sentiment without explicitly stating so [WWC05]. In (a) “earthquake” is
used metaphorically to express the author’s worries and therefore a negative
sentiment about the government measures, while in (b) “cripple” is used
to express implicitly the author’s frustration about the physical disaster.
Thus, metaphors can be used as expressive subjective elements in order to
display sentiment (opinion) implicitly. These metaphorical expressions are
also polar as they strongly express a sentiment [RW03].

They have a figurative power, meaning that they set before the eyes the
sense that they display [Mot94]. The expression of metaphors carries as
inherent characteristics a person’s imagination and feeling. Thus, the choice
of a metaphor is not a random lexical choice but an option which reflects
the speaker’s feelings, imagination, stance, as well as psychological situation.
Therefore, it is truly subjective. An author using this kind of expressions
aims to trigger this common experience to the reader, to lead him/her with
a blink of the eye to the comprehension of the author’s opinion. Moreover
more established metaphorical expressions express familiarity through which
an author aims to approach the audience and to make them apprehend
his/her intented figurative meaning which conveys metaphors’ subjective
character [Mot94].
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3.4.1 Metaphorical and Literal language from a Sentiment
Perspective

We claim that metaphors belonging to the sphere of figurative language,
can drive the polarity of sentences, as they constitute strong subjective
expressions, showing authors’ attitudes.

Figurative language is the language that uses the non-literal meaning
of words to ease and/or amplify communication. Actually words belonging
in metaphorical expressions connote, i.e. add layers to the meaning. On
the other hand, what is called the literal meaning of words usually concerns
their “default reading”, i.e. the sense that comes to mind in the absence of
contextual clues. This basic sense of a word is what we call a stylistically
neutral sense, which means it can be used in any style (e.g. colloquial, for-
mal), is not emotionally coloured and has no additional evaluating elements.
A complete definition of the basic or literal sense is given in Appendix A.1.

The basic sense for a word usually constitutes the main member of a
group of synonyms, the so-called synonymic dominant. Furthermore, even
seen in context, words in pure literal language denote their conventional
meaning, i.e. the meaning according to their specific common usage (e.g.
“a cold winter”). In other words, denotation concerns the signifier, the
objective, and therefore the immediately intelligible part of the language.
By contrast, in the phrase “a cold person”, the adjective “cold” in this
context is intentionally used as a property to describe a person, who is
not affectionate or friendly, rather than a person with low temperature.
This specific usage of “cold” cannot be considered as basic (and therefore
neutral) since it due to a specific context in order to exhibit this particular
meaning. In essence, it demands a complement (e.g. “person”) carrying the
semantic feature (+living). It is stylistically characterized as non neutral
and demands the aforementioned semantic restrictions function as such. It
is also expressively and emotionally stressed, since, according to the above
judgment, a person is negatively criticized. In order to characterize someone
in a more neutral manner one would choose a milder synonym of “cold”
instead, such as “indifferent”.

Figurative language, being part of the connotative language, implies
what it communicates. Connotation, involves the non descriptive part of
the language which goes beyond the linguistic conventions of the sign be-
longing to the lexicon and refers to the subjective and expressive parts of
the language. On the contrary the lexicon is seen in terms of a closed sys-
tem, whose members are considered as having only the attribute of naming
reality without interacting with other lexical signs, and are deprived of any
expressive or semantic stress.

Therefore, metaphorical meanings, being part of figurative language are
considered as expressive or emotional meanings for words [Mot94], and can
provide - according to Jakobson’s communication model [Jac60] - informa-
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tion for the internal aspects of a speaker’s attitude.
These meanings are not used to describe facts, as literal language does

[Mot94], but they colour information, illuminating the aspects that lie be-
yond objective reality. They are also defined as carrying the experiential
content of the language contrary to its factual content. This claim is also
backed by Kövecses in [Köv02], who supports that literal terms express spe-
cific kinds of sentiments (e.g. resentment), whereas metaphorical language
expresses aspects of sentiment, concerning the feelings of someone towards
a matter. For example, in “a storm was brewing inside”, the author depicts
a person’s mental state, showing anger and frustration. A negative attitude
is indirectly expressed towards the source of anger.

Moreover, [FO87] move in the same direction since their research shows
that metaphors are used more frequently in cases where people want to
describe what they felt when something happened, compared to the ex-
pressions they use when they describe the incident itself. One’s emotion,
cognitive state, or mood can be expressed through metaphors, and can be
interpreted as negative or positive aspects of sentiment. This trend is gen-
erally followed in [MWPPMGB09], where affectual words are mapped to
positive or negative sentiment. The fact that metaphors bear the speaker’s
intentions, stirs memories and triggers emotions depending on the context
where it appears, is further illustrated in the following sentence:

In the examples (i) “I swallowed the story” and (ii) “Sweat is babe
magnet”

“swallow” and “babe” trigger sentiment through their metaphorical read-
ing. In example (i) the author using the metaphorical expression to “swallow
the story” is being ironic about the person that easily believed what was
said, implying this way his negative attitude. Similarly, in (ii) the metaphor-
ical use of “magnet” seen as a powerful instrument, capable of attracting
women, testifies a strongly positive attitude on the writer’s part.

Conversely, if in example (ii) we substitute “magnet” with “attraction”,
the meaning would be captured in a straightforward manner: “properties
of sweat can attract women”. This literal interpretation, lacking expressive
meaning, does not evoke any ambiguity and does not carry the additional
emotional perspective of the author, therefore it yields a neutral polarity
orientation.

3.4.2 Semantic change and Attitude

Meillet in [Mei75] recorded the causes that provoked the semantic changes
in words from which metaphors have been emerged. He focused mainly on
the historical and social causes of a semantic change. On the other hand,
in [Nyr13] the author noticed a crucial gap of Meillet’s approach, namely
the absence of psychological reasons. Nyrop added an extra cause which
he calls “affectual mood” or “psychological mood” as a main reason for
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semantic change. Moreover, Sperber in [Spe30] attributed semantic changes
to affect, a fact which opened a psychological perspective in the study of
metaphors.

Metaphors answer the need to communicate thoughts and feelings, which
are made more salient through the use of symbolic language. Characteristic
cases of psychological (affectual) involvement in the semantic change process
is the use of amelioration or pejoration.

Through amelioration of a word sense, linguistic means are adopted in
order to ease fear, danger, or avoid repulsion caused by “taboo” words (e.g.
“cancer” or “carcinoma”). Sometimes when linguistic taboos1 fade (e.g.
they stop feeding the collective fear), they are used as metaphors which
denote hideous acts, e.g. a scandal was considered as a “carcinoma”. The
extreme case of semantic amelioration is euphemism, i.e. the use of inoffen-
sive expressions instead of offensive or unpleasant ones, e.g. “Pacific Ocean”,
where “pacific” is used to replace the negatively stressed “tempestuous”.

Contrary to amelioration, pejoration is the process by which the original
meaning of a word is degraded in the course of time. In the example “a
vulgar person”, “vulgar” has come to mean “the rude”, although it used to
mean “the ordinary, the one who is common”.

When authors make these linguistic choices, they consciously use socially
and historically stressed concepts, in order to produce mappings with present
domains that provoke analogous intense emotions. The aim of writers is to
show implicitly their own attitude to specific phenomena.

Two main psychological factors motivate semantic changes:
a) the need to amplify any expressiveness in communication which en-

tails semantic changes in words that are realized through metaphors and
hyperboles

b) the need for propriety, which yields semantic decadence and devolu-
tion of words that are judged as “inappropriate”

We consider that factor (a) argues in favor of the subjective, the emo-
tional, or sentimental nature of such metaphorical expressions. It also defines
and introduces expressiveness as an inherent property of figurative language.

In the current section we investigated the theoretical foundation and
literature and provided evidence from the domains of psychology and lin-
guistics semantics, for the inherent connection of metaphorical language with
sentiment. Additionally according to findings of psychology, we showed that
metaphorical language is more inclined towards expressing sentiment than
literal language is. The examinations of various domains supports the sen-
timental nature of metaphors. In the next Section we are conducting a
corpus study in order to verify in a real corpus that sentences that contain

1Linguistic taboos concern words or expressions generally being culture-specific which
are related to aspects of a culture that are sacred. Such words are avoided, since they are
considered inappropriate, and loaded with affective meaning.
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metaphorical expressions are indeed polar.

3.5 Corpus Study and Empirical Evidence for our
Claims

3.5.1 Corpus Evaluation

To provide evidence for our research hypothesis - that metaphors are senti-
ment bearing expressions - we studied the SemEval 07’ corpus2 which con-
sists of headlines, described in [SM07].

We chose this corpus, as headlines use most of the times non literal
expressions, ambiguous phrases as well as metaphors, in order to attract the
reader’s attention. Moreover, headlines bear a dualism: the fact and the
comment upon the fact. Thus we assume that in such a corpus we expect
to find the types of expressions that we are looking for. Moreover in recent
bibliography there is not so much work on detecting polarity in journalistic
written language.

Given the fact that there has been a lot of work concerning subjectivity
and polarity detection of literal senses, our aim is to perform such a task for
non literal senses such as metaphors. Additionally we are challenged to focus
on sentiment detection in metaphors, since their meaning is not so salient,
and easy to process as literal language [GJG89]. We extracted headlines
containing metaphorical expressions, using criteria inspired by Lakoff [LJ01].
Details and guidelines for the annotation process are given in Appendix A
and A.1. Lakoff’s theory follows the principle of “from more concrete to more
abstract meaning”. For this reason, we mostly considered as metaphorical
those headlines whose word senses did not coincide with the default reading.
The “default or basic reading” of a word is the first sense that comes to
mind in the absence of contextual clues, and it usually coincides with the
literal one: the more concrete connotation of a word. In contrast, headlines
containing figurative language invoke a deduction to a more abstract reading.

Our aim was first to confirm that within the examined headlines which
are annotated with polarity (pos/neg), according to the gold standard va-
lence corpus [SM07] exist metaphorical expressions, a fact which denotes
that these types of expressions appear in subjective contexts expressing
positive or negative attitude. We manually extracted from the corpus 277
headlines containing metaphorical expressions3. These are annotated, as
described in [SM07], according to a valence scale from -100 to +100, in
which 0 represents a neutral opinion, -100 the strongest negative opinion,
and 100 the strongest positive opinion. The average polarity assigned to

2http://www.cse.unt.edu/~rada/affectivetext/
3The SemEval 07 corpus subset, annotated with metaphorical expressions can be down-

loaded from: http://www.iit.demokritos.gr/~vrentoumi/corpus.zip
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headlines containing metaphorical expressions is above 40 which provides
evidence that figurative language conveys significant polarity. The detailed
description of this empirical evaluation is described in Section 3.5.2. This
way we verified that humans can assign to these peculiar types of expres-
sions spontaneous polarity, using an inherent mechanism of understanding
these types of expressions.

The following examples are derived from the corpus:

� Visitors to Eiffel Tower climb to record in 2006.

The expression “climb to record” constitutes a metaphor. From a lin-
guistic point of view, this phrase comprises two metaphors. According to the
Lakoff’s approach to metaphors already presented in Section 3.1.2 in the first
metaphorical mapping, visitors denote the number of persons who “climb”;
In particular the abstract entity “number” is represented as a concrete per-
son. In the second metaphor one concept is understood and expressed in
terms of another structured, sharply defined concept. Here, the process of
“increase”, the route to success, is given in terms of climbing which denotes
the rising number. The author uses this metaphor in order to describe the
fact of reaching the maximum number of visitors so far in a subjective way.
This is further proved as according to the gold standard corpus this headline
is annotated with a positive polarity score (+61).

� Sleep more to fight childhood obesity

� Republicans plan to block Iraq debate.

In the above two examples we observe the metaphorical usages of the
verbs “fight” and “block” respectively. In the first example, the verb “fight”
is used with the sense of “to prevent something or to get rid of something
unpleasant that already exists”. Notably, this sense digresses enough from
the literal sense of the verb fight which literally means “to take part in a war
or battle”. Similarly in the second example the verb “block” is used with
the sense of “to stop something from happening, developing or succeeding”.
The literal sense of “block” implies the prevention of moving through the
placement of physical obstacles. In this case the journalist makes this lexical
choice in order to broadcast a news’ item as well as to add his personal com-
ment. The sentencial truth behind this phrase is that debate is prevented by
republicans. This content denotes the fact itself, but the way this utterance
is expressed using the metaphorical extension of “block”, which describes
how the fact is perceived and expressed intentionally by the journalist, thus
displaying the journalist’s negative attitude. Both the above examples are
annotated according to the gold standard corpus, with 31 (positive) and -57
(negative) valence respectively.
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As it can easily be deduced, it is difficult to detect the sentiment ex-
pressed in all the above cases, as they are polysemous and metaphorical. It
is obvious that in order to decide for their polarity we have to find their
meaning, i.e. the senses that these expressions yield within the context.
These senses can be obtained through word sense disambiguation (WSD).
Later on in Section 3.6, we provide further details for the necessity of WSD
in order to detect polarity in all aspects of metaphors.

3.5.2 Empirical Results

In the valence scale used for the annotation of the headlines, already de-
scribed in Section 3.5.1, 0 represents a neutral headline, -100 represents a
highly negative headline, and 100 represents a highly positive headline. This
data set was independently annotated by six annotators. The annotators
were instructed to follow their first intuition in order to annotate and use the
full range of the annotation scale bar. In order to conduct inter-annotator
agreement, an agreement evaluation was followed using the Pearson cor-
relation measure [SM07]. In order to measure the agreement among the
annotators, the agreement between the first annotator and the average of
the remaining five was measured first, followed by an average over the six
resulting agreement figures.

In Table 1 we see that 277 out of 1000 examined headlines were found to
contain metaphorical expressions. This constitutes a rather significant sam-
ple, showing the importance of capturing the polarity that such expressions
exhibit. We are interested in capturing the polarity of such expressions since
current techniques for Sentiment Analysis that do not take under consider-
ation the contextual senses of words (e.g. using pre-annotated seed words
with pos/neg), could easily fail or assign wrong polarity to these types of
expressions. The remaining headlines bear literal expressions and are thus
out of the scope of our research hypothesis. In particular, we assume that
literal expressions yield more obvious polarity which can be handled effi-
ciently using state of the art methods for polarity detection, without using
so fine grained techniques, such as WSD.

Moreover in Table 1, average polarity (PosAvg/NegAvg) results are pre-
sented for the headlines containing metaphorical expressions. We deduce
from the results presented in Table 1 that the types of expressions detected
display significant polarity. In our research we do not examine the strength
of polarity that these types display, but if they bear (positive or negative)
polarity. Moreover if these phrases are assigned a significant polarity score
according to the valence scale adopted, this fact enforces our very first hy-
pothesis that these types of expressions are used in subjective contexts and
bear opinion. In particular, it is empirically observed that headlines con-
taining metaphorical expressions bear a high polarity score. On the other
hand, as it is also depicted in Table 1, a randomly selected corpus of the
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Table 3.1: Average Polarity on Headlines annotated with metaphorical ex-
pressions

Total Pos PosAvg. Neg NegAvg.
Metaphors 277 134 40,33 143 -43,43
Literal 277 134 34.44 143 -32,43
TOTAL 277

same size with the figurative language corpus (277 sentences) extracted from
the literal remainder of the Affective Text corpus, bears in average a milder
polarity orientation (Section 3.1).

This fact argues in favour of our initial intuition that sentences contain-
ing metaphorical expressions are significant carriers of polarity orientation.
Therefore, this phenomenon needs further experimental investigation. Ex-
perimental results that also verify that metaphorical expressions drive the
polarity of a sentence are presented in Section 4.3.1.

3.5.3 Contextual valence shifters

As mentioned already from the Introduction 1, apart from metaphorical
expressions, in order to compute the polarity at a sentence level, we also
take into account other discourse elements known as valence shifters.

Valence shifters are contextual indicators, that can strengthen, weaken
or even reverse the positive or negative polarity evoked by evaluative words.
Polanyi in [PZ04] described how the polarity of lexical items can be modified
by contextual information. They also proposed a simple implementation for
some contextual shifters that reverse, strengthen or diminish the polarity of
the evaluative words that they accompany.

In particular there exist three basic kinds of valence shifters: the log-
ical reversers “negations”, (which reverse the polarity of the evaluative
terms/sentences they modify, e.g. not, never, not quite), the intensifiers,
(which strengthen the polarity orientation of evaluative terms, e.g. ex-
tremely, a lot), and the diminishers (which diminish the strength of the
lexical base, e.g. barely, rather).

In the following paragraphs we present example sentences where valence
shifters appear. We first examine the logical reversers: Examples:

� (a)“Blazing Angels” for PS3 fail to soar,

� (b)“Stop/halt/end, violent nepal strikes”.

In example (a) we observe, as claimed in [PZ04], that “fail” has a negative
connotation. On the other hand “to soar” in this context, has a positive
connotation. The evaluative term “to soar”, under the scope of “fail” will
be neutralized, and “fail” preserves its negative orientation and propagates
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it to the whole sentence. In example (b) additional valence shifters are
presented which are used as metaphors (i.e. metaphorical extensions), and
they act as polarity reversers. These are the verbs “halt”, “end” and “stop”.

In the following examples we meet two more categories of valence mod-
ifiers, the diminishers and the intensifiers:

� (c)“Tsunami fears ease after quake”,

� (d) “New Orleans violence sparks tourism fears”.

In example (c) “ease” functions as a valence diminisher for “fears”, as
it means “ to calm down”. The polarity of the whole sentence becomes
less negative. In example (d), “spark” is used with its metaphorical sense
denoting “to trigger a reaction”, thus strengthening the evaluative term it
modifies.

As detected from these examples, apart from certain words that almost
always act as valence shifters, (e.g. not, never) there are some polysemous
words that act as valence shifters when used in a specific context under a
specific sense. For example, “cut” means literally “to penetrate with a sharp
edge”. On the other hand, it acts as a valence diminisher when it is used
with its metaphorical sense, which means “to reduce”, as in the example
“On-the-job naps might cut heart risk”. Here, “cut” diminishes the force
of the term “risk” when the latter denotes an “upcoming danger”. For the
purpose of this work we manually compiled two lists of valence shifters.
More details for these lists are given in Section 4.2.

3.6 Metaphor, Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD)
and Sentiment

As we have detected so far, metaphorical senses of words are considered as
parts of their polysemy. Metaphorical senses are considered as ambiguity
factors for words.

Concerning the computational treatment of metaphors, we are exploring
WSD techniques for disambiguating their meaning. As we have argued so
far, the meaning that metaphorical expressions correlate with sentiment.
These meanings are what we intend to capture through the employement
of WSD techniques, in order to reveal the metaphor’s implicit or hidden
sentiment.

We are providing the following example that exemplifies the necessity of
WSD in order to reveal the sentiment of metaphors or metaphorical expres-
sions.

� The earthquake in Japan provoked a lot of physical disasters.
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� The government measures could provoke social earthquake. (earth-
quake = disruptive event)

“Earthquake” in the first example is used with its literal sense and ex-
hibits a neutral polarity orientation. This happens, since in that example
the author just depicts the objective reality, without accompanying it with
his personal perspective. In that particular context “earthquake”, implies
its literal and basic meaning. If we assign the term “earthquake” an out of
context polarity orientation, which is the neutral polarity, it would be con-
sidered a sufficient and correct judgement in terms of polarity orientation.
Under these terms, WSD is not necessarily needed for detecting the polar-
ity of that literal word-usage, and consequently that of the whole sentence,
since the out-of-context polarity matches the polarity of that word.

Conversely, the second example constitutes a speech event expressing
a private state. The metaphorical use of “earthquake” in that example is
used as an expressive subjective element, which demonstrates the authors’
negative sentiment without explicitly stating so.

If we assign an out of context polarity on “earthquake” in the second ex-
ample this would lead to erroneous decision concerning polarity orientation.
This happens since in example (ii), “earthquake” activates its metaphorical
meaning, denoting the occurrence of a significantly disruptive event, which
undoubtedly - as mentioned before - conveys a negative polarity orientation.

Therefore, in order to capture the polarity that the metaphorical use
of “earthquake” conveys, it is necessary to first resolve its ambiguities and
reach its metaphorical sense. This can be achieved through the employment
of WSD. By detecting the appropriate metaphorical meaning for that word
- which is the meaning that a word activates in the particular context it
occurs - we can further proceed to the assignment of the correct polarity on
the enclosing context.

3.6.1 WSD, WORDNET and Metaphors

In Chapter 4 we are going to present the WSD method selected for dis-
ambiguating all the annotated metaphorical words appearing within the
figurative language sentences. We need WSD since, as we already showed in
the previous section, senses of metaphorical expressions convey sentiment.
These elements, i.e. the polarity assigned to metaphorical senses, are ex-
ploited in our approach in order to reveal the overall polarity of a sentence.

As we mentioned in the Introduction little work has been done so far
using the relation between metaphors and sentiment. Such a relation can
be considered as a function of the attitude, the kind of language, and the
type of metaphors that this method targets.

In terms of attitude most current approaches detect the expressed emo-
tions (e.g. panic, fear, anger) communicated through metaphors. In [Zha09]
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they are mostly interested in spoken language and focus on particular types
of conventional metaphors and on categories of those, such as the “ideas/emotions
as physical objects” category (e.g. “fear is killing me”). In this approach
a dialogue system is described where WordNetAffect is used to refine user
input (queries) in order to obtain metaphorical affective expressions. The
WordNet-affect hierarchical information is exploited to interpret the input
syntactic structures.

Specific structures are investigated and then mapped to metaphorical
categories. A structure like a mental state (“panic”) + an activity + object
(me) implies a metaphor of the category “emotions as entitites”. The affect
state (e.g. “fear”) for an utterance is extracted from WordNet Affect hier-
archy and is recognized through the detected mental state (e.g. “panic”).

Other methods focus on detecting emotions on metaphors in certain
domains (e.g. “animal and monster metaphors” [RBLW08, WAB+08]). In
particular a system is developed in order to detect affective metaphors in
e-drama transcripts, in speech. They witness that metaphors convey affect.
A variety of metaphorical expressions are used that tend to appear in e-
drama. The metaphor recognition system uses specific syntactic structures
(e.g. X (pronoun) is/are Y) as well as indicative strings (such as, like,
etc.). WordNet is exploited in order to analyze X, Y nouns. It is tried to
determine whether X is a person, and if so, they investigate if Y belongs
to hyponyms of animals and persons (e.g. You(X) are a cow(Y)). If this
is valid then metaphors are determined and the evaluative content is being
searched. They first exploit and expand WordNet’s quality synsets (good,
bad, positive, negative) using WordNet “see also” relationship in order to
produce lists of positive and negative indicators. Then in order to determine
the polarity orientation for the metaphor, the intermediate nodes (glosses
and synsets) between the metaphor’s synset and the “person” concept, are
searched for positive and negative word indicators. The class that comprises
the majority of the indicators (pos/neg) denote the polarity orientation of
the particular metaphor.

All approaches presented in the literature so far interpret and relate
specific kinds of metaphors (i.e conventional metaphors) and of particular
categories of conceptual metaphors (i.e. IDEAS ARE FOOD) with some
aspects of affect. A very important defect of these approaches is that novel
and more creative metaphors are not dealt with.

On the contrary, in our approach we exploit manually annotated metaphor-
ical expressions in order to explore their meanings as polarity carriers. We
need an approach of metaphor interpretation that can be used with more
conventional as well as more novel and creative metaphors, since the corpus
investigated is full of of established and creative metaphors.

This is why we examine the potential a WSD method for metaphor
interpretation which can result in metaphorical senses. We assume that this
can be achieved if the WSD method selected can consult a linguistic resource
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such as WordNet, which is rich in polysemous words [Vea04].
In particular, the average polysemy in WordNet, including monosemous

words is 1.52 and excluding monosemous words is 2.894. This is considered
crucial in our research where we target metaphorical senses that are, in
essence, tightly coupled with polysemy.

WordNet combines the virtues of a thesaurus and a dictionary as it pro-
vides extended synonym sets for every sense of a word (synset) accompanied
with its definition and a sample sentence which places in context some of
the synonyms for that word sense (gloss).

Although it includes some information about more established metaphors,
(e.g. he is a lion), Christianne Fellbaum stated that it greatly lacks more
novel and creative metaphors that are created by language users on the fly
(e.g. my work is a jail)5. Additionally, it does not usually provide an explicit
indication for metaphorical senses, which is the reason why we manually an-
notated the metaphorical expressions within the corpora investigated.

We expected that WordNet’s polysemy would balance its lack of metaphor-
ical senses. Therefore, for the example “the birth of a new era” we expected
the WSD algorithm to retrieve for “birth”, amongst its five registered Word-
Net senses, the one intended by the metaphorical expression “his election
signaled the birth of a new age”.

We are also aware of the work in automatic metaphor detection per-
formed so far, and in the future we intend to use the manually annotated
corpus in order to train classifiers for automatically detecting metaphorical
expressions which we will then assign with subjectivity.

In this research the automatic detection of metaphors is out of our scope,
since our intention is to provide complete core sets of manually annotated
metaphorical expressions in two different genres of language, namely in news-
papers headlines as well as in movie reviews corpora, in order to perform
polarity detection upon correct and fully annotated data with metaphorical
expressions.

3.7 Discussion and Conclusion

Through the presented literature review, we exemplified the cognitive na-
ture of the phenomenon of metaphor, inspired by the Lakoffian approach,
and also exhibited its contextual dimension. The proposed cognitive to con-
text approach in metaphor identification and interpretation is considered
very important since it comprises the solid foundation for the selection and
elaboration of the specific guidelines that are necessary for the manual an-
notation of metaphorical expressions. The guidelines for the annotation of
metaphorical expressions are presented in Appendix A.

4http://wordnet.princeton.edu/wordnet/man/wnstats.7WN.html
5http://www.globalwordnet.org/gwa/gwc04panelsummary.txt
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We also provided strong theoretical evidence, derived from the fields of
linguistics and psychology, for the internal correlation of metaphorical ex-
pressions and sentiment. In particular we exhibited the role of sentiment
as an inherent property attached to metaphorical expressions. We also pro-
vided empirical evidence from a corpus study that argues in favour of the
conjecture that sentences containing metaphorical expressions are strongly
polar. Both theoretical and empirical findings exemplify the close relation
between sentiment and metaphors. Motivated by these findings we decided
to explore and integrate in the proposed Sentiment Analysis approaches pre-
sented in (Chapter 4) and (Chapter 5) the role that senses of metaphorical
expressions play in determining the sentiment of sentences. Moreover, in this
Chapter, we investigated the role of valence shifters as elements in discourse
that can influence the polarity of evaluative words. In order to investigate
their role in the Sentiment Analysis of metaphorical language we locate them
in corpora sentences using two manually compiled lists of valence shifters
(Section 4.2) and integrate their functionality in the proposed approaches
presented in (Chapter 4) and (Chapter 5). By providing a solid theoretical
background, exemplifying their close relation, we ensure the sanity of the
methodological stages adopted, providing also the best possible conditions
for a successful Sentiment Analysis of metaphorical language.

We also showed that all kinds of metaphorical expressions, from the more
established and common to the more novel, are tightly coupled with senti-
ment since all these expressions are seen as valuable carriers of sentiment.
Therefore all kinds of metaphorical expressions can be seen as a unified
phenomenon belonging to the sphere of figurative language. Such a fact
led us to design a unified Sentiment Analysis approach that - contrary to
other existing approaches that target only specific kinds of metaphors (i.e.
more conventional) - will be able to target and encounter all the aspects
of metaphorical expressions. Following this direction we also developed our
figurative language data sets (Section 4.2) containing all kinds of metaphor-
ical expressions (e.g. established and novel), in order to learn our method
in detecting sentiment to all kinds of metaphors.

We also presented and discussed the theoretical background for the prop-
erty of metaphoricity which postulates that metaphorical expressions can
vary in terms of intensity from milder to stronger ones. This observation
is further experimentally explored in Chapter 5, where we also provide ex-
perimental evidence for this language property with respect to the results
driven from our proposed Combined Sentiment Analysis approach. In par-
ticular, the fact that metaphorical expressions can bear various degrees of
intensity, made us explore if such a feature can affect the implied senti-
ment of metaphorical expressions. Since we are not interested in detecting
Sentiment Analysis strength, we are motivated to detect the extent that
the various degrees of metaphoricity can have implications on a Sentiment
Analysis system (Chapter 5). An older machine-learning approach tested
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yielded an uncertain polarity for some cases leading to erroneous evalua-
tions. Such cases have empirically been found to bear mild metaphoricity.
Mildly metaphorical/marginal cases have been found to carry less ambigui-
ties than their strongly metaphorical counterparts, in terms that the implied
sentiment can be captured through a straightforward manner without need-
ing to disambiguate their meaning first.In this direction in Chapter 5, we
investigate the efficiency of a Combined approach in Sentiment Analysis,
that is designed in order to treat separately the cases of strong and mild
metaphorical language.

In Section 3.6 we also exhibited the relation of metaphors and sentiment
and the necessity for WSD to process metaphors which results from the fact
that metaphorical language varies and its aspects are numerous. We ex-
pect that a WSD system can potentially handle all aspects of metaphorical
expressions, while it is very difficult to develop a generic metaphor detec-
tion system, since the metaphorical phenomenon varies wildly. We also
made reference to other approaches that relate metaphors with sentiment,
and provided evidence for their restricted potential in being used as generic
methods for detecting sentiment in all kinds of metaphorical expressions.
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Chapter 4

SentiFig: A Three-Stage
Machine Learning Approach
to Sentiment Analysis

In this Chapter we are describing the three-stage proposed approach for
Sentiment Analysis of metaphorical language together with its experimental
evaluation. In particular in Sections 4.1.1, 4.1.2 and 4.1.6 we are presenting
each stage of the proposed method together with theoretical evidence for
the selection of each stage and of the tools selected to implement them. Sec-
tion 4.3 presents the experimental evaluation of each stage adopted together
with the experimental evidence for all the conjectures made during the pre-
sented research. Section 4.4 presents a comparison of the overall proposed
method with other state-of-the-art methods. The last Section 4.5 of this
Chapter concludes the contributions made regarding the proposed
method and discusses the open issues that have been raised and
are related to the findings already achieved.

4.1 The Proposed Approach For Sentiment Anal-
ysis

As already mentioned in the Introduction, the proposed approach involves
three stages:
(a) Disambiguation of word senses (WSD)
(b) Assignment of polarity to word senses (SLP)
(c) Sentence level polarity detection

The specific methods that implement these stages are presented in more
detail in the subsequent sections.
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4.1.1 First Stage: Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD)

The input of this stage comprises each sentence, and the output the word
sense of each word. We opted for a WSD algorithm that would not need large
amounts of manually annotated data to work. For this we selected SR-AW
[PK09]. The SR-AW uses the database of WordNet which is characterized
by its very broad coverage.

From the word senses computed in the WSD stage SentiFig exploits
only the senses of words in metaphorical expressions as input in the sense-
level polarity assignment method. Since WordNet does not usually provide
an explicit indication for metaphors, we manually annotated metaphorical
expressions within the corpora investigated. Details and guidelines for the
annotation process are given in Appendix A in A.1.

The SR-AW algorithm assigns to every word in a sentence the WordNet
sense that is most closely related to the WordNet1 senses of its neighbouring
words. The selected algorithm is an extended version of the Maximum Relat-
edness Disambiguation algorithm described in [PBP05], which was designed
to reveal the sense of a single targeted word in a sentence by computing its
maximum semantic relatedness with its neighbours. The SR-AW algorithm
that we have used is a refined version2 presented in [PK09].

This WSD algorithm takes as input a sentence and a relatedness measure
[PBP05]. Given such a measure, it computes relatedness scores for pairs
of word senses, using every sense of a target word and every sense of its
neighbouring words. The score of each sense of a target word is the sum
of the individual scores of that sense, in combination with the senses of
the neighbouring words. Finally, it assigns to each word the sense with
the highest score. We consider neighbouring words those that appear in a
context window of 8 words spanning 3 words on the left and 4 words on the
right of the targeted word as specified in [RKVM08]. This choice is also
backed in [LMC98]. This process is repeated until the algorithm reaches
a fixed point, where each word in a sentence has been assigned a specific
sense.

The algorithm can support several WordNet based similarity and relat-
edness measures. Similarity measures are based on path lengths (i.e. lch) or
on path lengths augmented with Information Content derived from corpora
(i.e. jcn). Similarity measures are limited to making noun to noun and verb
to verb comparisons, and are based on using the hierarchical information
available for nouns and verbs in WordNet.

Path based measures, given a subsumption hierarchy, measure the simi-
larity of two senses, by using the shortest path between two words in a Word-
Net graph. Moreover Information Content (IC) based similarity measures
measure the specificity assigned to each concept of a hierarchy. A concept

1http://wordnet.princeton.edu
2http://www.d.umn.edu/~tpederse/senserelate.html
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with a high information content is very specific to a particular topic, while
concepts with lower information content are associated with more general,
less specific concepts. The information content of a concept is estimated
by counting the frequency of that concept in a large corpus and through
that to determine its probability via a maximum likelihood estimation. The
information content of a concept is defined as the negative log probability of
the concept: IC(concept) = −log(P (concept)). Additionally the frequency
of a concept includes the frequency of all its sub-concepts since the count
we add to the concept is also added to its subsuming concepts. Therefore,
the more information content a concept has, the less probable is to appear
in a corpus, and thus the most specific it is. This fact also means that it is
a leaf concept in the hierarchy. According to these measures the similarity
between two senses depends on the degree of their mutual specificity as well
as on their position in the hierarchy.

On the other hand relatedness measures, measure the similarity of senses
based on word sense glosses. The measures of relatedness may make com-
parisons between words in any part of speech, and are based on using gloss
overlaps either for string matching (i.e. Lesk, Extended Gloss Overlaps) or
for creating a vector space model (i.e. Gloss Vector (GV)) that are used for
measuring relatedness.

Lesk [BP03]) measures the similarity of senses based on word sense
glosses, and in particular, what determines similarity is gloss overlaps, i.e.
how many consecutive words are identical between word sense glosses. Ex-
tended Gloss Overlaps and Gloss Vectors extend the above mentioned prin-
ciple. The Gloss Vectors measure is analyzed below. Extended Gloss Over-
laps [PBP05] is based on the assumption that there are relations between
concepts that are implicit, but can be found via gloss overlaps: Through
Extended Gloss Overlaps it is possible to find overlaps not only between
the definitions of two concepts being measured (as it happens in the Lesk
measure), but also among these concepts to which they are related.

For the selection of the WSD system, we tested similarity measures of
each category (i.e. Similarity: path, res, Relatedness: Extended Gloss Over-
laps, Vector) on a small subset of metaphorical words (i.e. a total of 100
words) appearing in a headlines’ subset (100 headlines) randomly derived
from the Figurative Language data set (FLA), belonging in the Affective
Text corpus. Details for the FLA corpus are given in Section 4.2. As it
was detected, GV performed best for non literal verbs and nouns. These
experiments are reported in Section 4.3.3.

Path based and Information Content measures did not produce successful
results especially for verbs, since verb hierarchies in WordNet are shallow
and numerous. As a result very few verbs occupy the same hierarchy and
there are rarely paths between verb concepts.

GV outperformed all the others similarity and relatedness measures. We
can attribute this on the fact that similarity (a.k.a semantic distance) mea-
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sures exploit the concept hierarchy of WordNet and can only draw similarity
among the same parts-of-speech, while relatedness measures can draw links
between different parts-of-speech using gloss information. Recent bibliogra-
phy argues in favor of gloss based measures as shown in [PK09], where evalu-
ation results for SR-AW tested against the SENSEVAL-2 and SENSEVAL-
33 data sets from the English all-words task report that the gloss based
methods outperformed the WordNet hierarchy based similarity measures.

In GV relatedness WordNet synsets are represented as gloss vectors and
similarity is measured by finding the cosine similarity between their respec-
tive glosses. Doing so, it overcomes the limitations of other relatedness
measures which are based on comparisons between only the glosses of the
compared senses (lesk) or among all related glosses (extended gloss over-
laps) [PBP05]. In the case of the glosses under comparison, these are usu-
ally short and therefore do not provide sufficient information on their own to
make judgements about relatedness, while in the second case related glosses
may not contain enough overlaps to make a safe decision.

The input to the SR-AW algorithm exploiting the GV relatedness mea-
sure comprises the corpus sentences enriched with part-of-speech (POS) tags
assigned by the Stanford POS tagger4.

The GV method creates a co-occurrence matrix of words appearing in
WordNet glosses. Each cell in this matrix indicates the number of times the
words represented by the row and the column occur together in a WordNet
gloss. Thus, every word existing within a WordNet gloss is represented in
a multi-dimensional space by treating its corresponding row as a vector.
Finally, each gloss is represented by a vector, which is the average of the
vectors of constituent words.

For instance in the headline sentence “Sarkozy heads for clash in car-
toons row”, the gloss of “clash” is a state of conflict between persons. A
context vector is created for each word in the above gloss (state, conflict,
between, persons), using its corresponding row in the co-occurence matrix.
Then the gloss of “clash” is represented by a vector that is the average of
all these context vectors. The GV method exploits what is called second or-
der co-occurrence, which defines that two concepts (senses) are semantically
related when they both occur with the same third concept.

4.1.2 Second Stage: Sense-Level Polarity Assignment (SLP)

This stage performs binary polarity classification by exploiting the senses
of words participating in the metaphorical expressions as these have been
computed by the WSD stage. For this task we adopted a Machine Learning
method which exploits n-gram graphs ( [GKVS08]). This is described in
detail in the following sections.

3http://www.senseval.org/
4http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml
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In the following paragraphs, we provide details for the lexical resource
selected for the provision of training examples (Section 4.1.2), the definition
for the character n-gram graphs (Section 4.1.2), the use of n-gram graphs for
the computation of models for positive and negative polarity (Section 4.1.3),
and for the classification to these models (Section 4.1.4). Finally, in Sec-
tion 4.1.5 we provide argumentation for the use of character n-grams as
features.

Lexical Resource Selection

For the training of the graphs based method we used the Subjectivity Lex-
icon5, a superset of General Inquirer’s polarity lexicon (GI)6. GI was used
in the work presented in [RGKV09a]. GI is a lexical resource containing
1915 words labeled “positive” and 2291 labeled “negative”. The Subjec-
tivity Lexicon provides a prior polarity (positive, negative, neutral, both)
for every word entry included therein. This polarity implies the word’s ori-
entation when this is seen out of context. As we are interested in binary
classification, (positive/negative), we extracted only the words that were la-
beled as either positive or negative. Since the Subjectivity Lexicon did not
provide any senses or definitions, we enriched it by automatically extracting
all Synsets and Gloss Examples from WordNet for each positive and neg-
ative word in the Subjectivity Lexicon. This way, we simulated a typical
dictionary entry, where the senses of a word are part of the entry. The result
was the ESL lexicon.

Through the construction of the ESL Lexicon we also gave a solution
to the inconsistency between the Subjectivity Lexicon, and the information
provided per test instance, which includes synsets and gloss examples ex-
tracted from WordNet. In order to decide whether we should incorporate
the constructed resource as a training corpus in the n-gram graphs based
classification method, we performed 10-fold cross validation for both GI and
ESL. Each training and test instance consisted of the information given for
a specific word by each lexicon. In the case of GI that was the sense and
definition and in the case of ESL the synset and gloss example. The train-
ing instances were assigned a polarity orientation, while the method tried
to guess the polarity for each test instance. For GI, the accuracy was 60%
and for the ESL 75%.

Further experimental evaluation presented in Section B.3, using prelim-
inary system versions, argues also in favor of the integration of the ESL
lexicon in SentiFig.

We also evaluated SentiWordNet7 as a possible training resource for the
n-gram graphs method. SentiWordNet [ES06] assigns three scores to every

5http://www.cs.pitt.edu/mpqa/
6http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/~inquirer/
7http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/
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synset in WordNet representing the probability for a sense to be used in a
positive, negative or objective manner. Each score can vary from 0.0 to 1.0,
so that the sum of the three scores totals 1.0 for each synset.

For the evaluation of SentiWordNet we automatically extracted the po-
larity orientation, for the word senses belonging to the metaphorical ex-
pressions of a figurative language data set constructed for the needs of the
current research. Details for the construction of this corpus (FLA) are given
in Section 4.2.

We used the senses with a (positive or negative) probability score above
0.4, as in [AS07] this was shown to work well. Any sense whose polarity was
below this threshold was considered neutral. The majority of metaphorical
senses (86%) were classified as such (i.e. neutral). For instance the sense
for the verb “to cripple” denoting “to deprive of strength or efficiency; to
make useless or worthless;” is assigned a neutral score 0.75, a positive score
0.25, while the negative score is 0.0. These erroneous evaluations led to the
decision to not include it in the possible candidate for this task.

Character n-gram graph definition and motivation

The basic constituent of an n-gram graph is the n-gram: a character n-gram
Sn contained in a text T can be any substring of length n of the original
text. So, from the text string (a) abcde we can extract character n-grams of
length (rank) 3 as follows: (b) abc, bcd, cde. So, in our approach character
n-grams of different ranks (e.g. 3, 4, 5) are extracted from the training and
test instances, and are represented with character n-gram graphs.

The n-gram graph is a graph, G = {V G, EG, L,W}, where V G is the
set of vertices, EG is the set of edges, L is a function assigning a label to
each vertex and edge, and W is a function assigning a weight to every edge.
n-grams label the vertices vG ∈ V G of the graph. The (directed) edges are
labeled by the concatenation of the labels of the vertices they connect in
the direction of the connection. The edges eG ∈ EG connecting the n-grams
indicate proximity of these n-grams in the text within a given window Dwin

of the original text [GKVS08]. Figure 4.1 shows the resulting character n-
gram graphs for the character n-grams depicted in example (b) above, and
a window size of 1.

The edges are weighted by measuring the number of co-occurrences of
the n-grams within a specified window. So the edges connecting the charac-
ter n-grams, shown in Figure 4.2, have weight 1, since the connected n-grams
co-occur once within the window size 1 as shown in Figure 4.1 .

The n-gram graphs representation was used to exploit sub-word (using
character n-grams of different ranks) and neighbourhood (proximity) in-
formation. To capture neighbourhood information, we used a 3-character
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_abc

_bcd

_bcd

_cde

Figure 4.1: Character n-gram graphs for the “abc”, “bcd”, “cde” n-grams
derived from the “abcde” string for a window size of 1

_abc

_bcd

1.00

_bcd

_cde

1.00

Figure 4.2: Character n-gram graphs with weighted edges

threshold: two character n-grams, to be considered neighbours, should be
at a distance not greater than 3 characters (start to end). The represented
character n-grams, together with proximity relations are assumed to also
capture, apart from morphological and lexical, latent syntactic information.
By exploiting this we can capture valuable collocations that can semantically
lead to detecting the polarity orientation of the neighbourhood context. We
believe that the polarity of word senses is implied through the contextual
information of words definitions, senses, and examples. Such information
cannot be exploited with a bag-of-words approach. Further discussion on
this follows in Section 4.3.4.

4.1.3 Constructing polarity models using n-gram graphs

For computing the models of positive and negative polarity using n-gram
graphs, we used as training corpora two sets of instances from the ESL; one
for the positive polarity class and one for the negative. Each instance, in
either set, corresponds to a sense with its accompanying synsets and gloss
examples.

The model construction process for each class comprises the initialization
of a graph with the first instance of the class, and the subsequent update
of this initial graph with the graphs of the other instances in the class.
In particular for the model construction, the update process is performed
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among the n-grams of the same rank for the various ranks of n-grams we
consider. In our approach we considered character n-grams of ranks 3 to 5
(Lmin= 3 and LMAX= 5). In the end of the polarity model construction
process we obtain a positive and a negative model for every rank. The
merging operator is detailed in [GVK10]. When the model for each class
is created, we can determine the class of a test instance by computing the
similarity of this instance’s n-gram graph to the models of the classes: the
instance is classified to the class whose model is the most similar to the test
instance’s graph.

The update process is detailed in [GVK10]. Briefly, for two graphs,
G1 and G2, each representing a subset of a given set of instances, a sin-
gle graph is created by merging the two graphs into a single one: Gu =
(Eu, V u, L,W u), such that Eu = EG

1 ∪EG
2 , where EG

1 , E
G
2 are the edge sets

of G1, G2 correspondingly. The weights of the resulting graph’s edges are
calculated as follows: W u(e) = W 1(e) + (W 2(e) −W 1(e)) × l. The factor
l ∈ [0, 1] is called the learning factor: the higher the value of the learning
factor, the higher the impact of the second graph to the first graph.

e(

_abc

_bcd

1.50 ,

_abc

_bcd

3.00 ,l) =

_abc

_bcd

2.00

Figure 4.3: Graphs Update process

For simplicity, we illustrate the update process in Figure 4.3 with two
simple graphs. The two graphs presented have a common edge with weights
1.50 and 3.00 respectively and a learning factor

l =
1

3

As we need the model of a class to hold the average weights of all the
individual graphs contributing to this model, functioning as a representative
graph for the class instances, the i-th graph that updates the class graph
(model) uses a learning factor of l = i−1

i , i > 1.
When the model for each class is created, we can determine the class of a

test instance by computing the similarity of this instance’s n-gram graph to
the models of the classes: the instance is classified to the class whose model
is the most similar to the test instance’s graph.

In accordance with the training instances, each test instance comprises
the sense derived from the WSD stage with its accompanying synset and a
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gloss example. The Graph Similarity exploited here is the Value Similarity
for every n-gram rank [GKVS08]. This indicates how many of the edges
contained in one graph of rank n are also contained in the graph also of
rank n, considering also the weights of the matching edges.

4.1.4 Graph Similarity

To represent a character sequence of any size we use a set of n-gram graphs,
for various n-gram ranks (i.e. lengths), instead of a single n-gram graph.

To compare two graph sets G1,G2 (one representing a sense and the
other the model of a polarity class) we first use the Value Similarity (VS) for
every n-gram rank [GKVS08], indicating how many of the edges contained in
graph Gi of rank n are also contained in graph Gj also of rank n, considering
also the weights of the matching edges. In this measure each matching edge
e having weight wi

e in graph Gi contributes VR(e)
max(|Gi|,|Gj |) to the sum, while

non-matching edges do not contribute, i.e. if an edge e /∈ Gi then wi
e = 0.

The ValueRatio (VR) scaling factor is defined as VR(e) = min(wi
e,w

j
e)

max(wi
e,w

j
e)

. Thus,

the full equation for VS is:

VS(Gi, Gj) =

∑
e∈Gi

min(wi
e,w

j
e)

max(wi
e,w

j
e)

max(|Gi|, |Gj |)
(4.1)

VS is a measure converging to 1 for graphs that share their edges and have
identical edge weights.

The overall similarity VSOof the sets G1,G2 is computed as the weighted
sum of the VS over all ranks:

VSO(G1,G2) =

∑
r∈[Lmin,LMAX] r ×VSr∑

r∈[Lmin,LMAX] r
(4.2)

where VSr is the VS measure for extracted graphs of rank r in G, and Lmin,
LMAX are arbitrarily chosen minimum and maximum n-gram ranks. For
our task we used Lmin= 3 and LMAX= 5. Details on the computation of
the Value Similarity are also provided in [GVK10]. For our experiments we
used the JInsect8 n-gram graphs implementation.

4.1.5 Character n-gram feature representation

Character n-grams offer rich linguistic information, since they can function
either as stems or lemmas matching many words. This means that many
character n-grams can identify words, or word stems, that are indicative of
the positive or negative polarity class, thus helping the classification process.
For instance the character n-gram “non” occurs in many words that are

8http://sourceforge.net/projects/jinsect/
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recorded in the negative training example (e.g. non-sense, non-sensical, non-
meaningful, non-performance). Additionally the character n-gram “anti”
matches words such as fr-anti-cally, fr-anti-c, anti-que (denoting the old-
fashioned, and one’s outmoded ideas when used metaphorically), that are
less often found in the training examples. The low frequency of appearance
of these words in the corpus, makes it hard to know whether they are good
indicators for a particular class. A solution to this, would be to identify
more general groups that include these n-grams, like “anti-pathy”, “anti-
pathetic”, “anti-social”. This can be achieved using character n-grams.

On the other hand it seems that some character n-grams are indicative
of both classes, since they appear in both positive and negative training
examples. For example, the character n-gram “dis” which is used as a prefix
in many words, although it is accompanied with a negative connotation, it
matches not only negative e.g. “disappoint”, “discourage”, but also posi-
tively “coloured” words such as “disposition”, ”discovery” etc.

The n-gram graphs representation captures character n-grams neigh-
bourhoods as well as individual n-grams occurring in text. This way n-gram
graphs provide additional discrimination features based on the context of
n-grams occurrence.

4.1.6 Third stage: Sentence Level Polarity Detection

Given the polarity of metaphorically used word senses computed in the
previous stage, the problem of detecting the polarity of sentences can be
regarded as a classification problem: each sentence is represented by an or-
dered sequence of features concerning words. According to the proposed
approach, these features are being used by a Conditional Random Fields
(CRF) model [LMP01].

In addition to the reasons stated in Section 2.2, a further motivation
for using CRF is founded on the principle that the meaning a sentence can
imply is tightly bound to the ordering of its constituent words. Especially
in the case of the English language which lacks rich inflection, the syntactic
and semantic relations of its constituents is mainly implied through word
ordering. In English the change of word ordering in a sentence can affect
significantly its meaning. Similarly we have detected that word ordering
can also affect not only the meaning but also the polarity that a sentence
conveys. This can be further illustrated through the following examples:

� (a) Honestly, they could not have answered those questions.

� (b) They could not have answered those questions honestly.

Examples (a) and (b) contain the same word information, but convey a
different polarity orientation. Example (a) implies a positive polarity since
the author, placing the adverb in the initial position is trying to support its
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Figure 4.4: A linear chain CRF

claim, providing excuses for the behaviour of someone. On the other hand
in example (b), the adverb relocation at the end of the sentence changes
the meaning of the sentence and creates a negative connotation. Here the
author criticizes the non-honest behaviour of someone, implying a negative
polarity.

CRF is particularly appropriate to capturing such fine distinctions since
it is able to capture the relations among sentence constituents (word senses)
as a function of their sentential position.

On the other hand a bag-of-words classifier, such as an SVM classifier,
which can not exploit adequately the structure of sentences, can be proven
misleading in assigning a correct polarity on examples (a) and (b), since the
bag-of-words representation is the same for both sentences.

In Section 4.3.2 we provide experimental evidence that verifies the appro-
priateness of the CRF approach for sentence level polarity detection tested
and compared to state-of-the-art bag-of-words approaches (SVM).

CRF is an undirected graph model which specifies the joint probability
for the existence of possible sequences given an observation. We used a
linear chain CRF implementation with default settings. Figure 3 shows the
abstract structure of the model, where x indicate word senses and y states.

A linear chain CRF is able to model arbitrary features from the input
instead of just the information concerning the previous state of a current
observation (as in Hidden Markov Models). Therefore it is able to take into
account contextual information, concerning the constituents of a sentence.
This as already discussed is valuable when it comes to evaluate the polarity
orientation of a sentence.

In discriminative CRF, we can directly model the conditional probability
p(Y |X) of the output Y given the input X. As p(X) is not modelled,
CRF allows exploiting the structure of X without modeling the interactions
between its parts, but only those with the output. In CRF the conditional
probability p(Y |X) is computed as follows:

p(Y |X) =
1

Z(X)
exp

(
T∑
t=1

K∑
k=1

λkfk(yt, yt−1, xt)

)
(4.3)
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Z(X) is a normalization factor that depends on X and the parameter
of the training process lambda. In order to train the classification model,
i.e. to label sense xi depicted in Figure 3 - indicating a positive/negative
sentiment for the sentence, we exploit information from the previous (xi−1)
and the following word senses (xi + 1), exploiting feature functions fk. A
feature function fk looks at a pair of adjacent states yi − 1, yi, the whole
input sequence X and the position of the current word. This way CRF
exploits the structural information of a sentential sequence.

The CRF component assigns a sentence polarity for every word partic-
ipating in a sentential sequence. This sentence level polarity corresponds
to the polarity of a sentence in which this word would most probably par-
ticipate, according to the contextual information. Then a majority voting
process is used to determine the polarity class for a specific sentence. Thus
the majority voting does not involve judging the sentence level polarity from
word level polarities, but from the sentence level polarities already given to
the words with the CRF component. In other words, the final polarity of the
sentence is the polarity that a sentence would have wherein the majority of
the words would participate. For example for a sentence of five words, CRF
would assign a sentence level polarity to each word. If there are 3 negative
and 2 positive sentence level polarities given, then the dominant polarity
would be the final result, i.e. the negative.

In order to train the CRF we used sentences from the corpora exploited
(Section 4.2) assigned with polarity (either positive or negative). Every word
sense in a sentence, together with its polarity assessed during the SLP stage
(Section 4.1.2), is represented by a feature vector of the form:

feature vector = (token, sense pol, valence type, sentence pol)

where “token” is the word, “sense pol” is the sense-level polarity (with val-
ues “no”,“pos” or “neg”), “valence type” is the type for the valence shifter
(with values “no valence”, “intensifier”, “reverser” or “diminisher”), and
“sentence pol” is the sentence level polarity class (positive/negative). Each
sentence is represented by a sequence of such feature vectors. Within the
test set, the last feature representing the class (pos/neg) for the sentence is
absent and is assessed.

In the proposed approach only the annotated metaphorical word tokens,
comprising the metaphorical expressions, are assigned a sense-level polarity.
For the purpose of this work we manually compiled two lists of valence
shifters. More details for these lists are given in Section 4.2.
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4.2 Resources

We ran experiments on four corpora constructed using the Affective Text
Test Data9, 10 from SemEval ’07 Affective Text Task [SM07] and the Movie
Reviews corpus derived from the Movie Review data11.

The corpora differ in language style and domain. The Affective Text
corpus consists of headlines extracted from news web sites (such as Google
news, CNN) and/or various newspapers. This means that the language
style used can vary from very popular (e.g. tabloids) to more formal (e.g.
broadsheets). The language of headlines is elliptic, compressed, which is
why headlines are short in length. The word choice aims to exaggerate and
the preferred words are usually short and rhyming.

On the other hand the Movie Reviews sentences derived from the Rotten
Tomatoes corpus, are mostly written in an informal, free style that bristles
with caustic expressions and sometimes irony. Contrary to the headlines sen-
tences, the language here is often redundant, characterized by the repetitive
use of adjectives and adverbs, resulting in longer sentences.

The complete corpora have the following structures:

� The Affective Text corpus has 1000 sentences, 526 negative and 474
positive

� The Movie Reviews corpus has 10649 sentences, 5326 negative and
5323 positive

Figurative Language data sets12 were extracted from the above corpora
and enriched with manually-added annotations for metaphorical expressions
and valence shifters. More details about the annotation of valence shifters
and the guidelines for the annotation of metaphorical expressions are given
in Appendix A in A.1.1 and A.1 respectively.

� The Figurative Language data set from the Affective Text corpus
(FLA) has 277 sentences, 143 negative and 134 positive

The list derived from the FLA includes 59 valence shifters.

� The Figurative Language data set from the Movie Reviews corpus
(FLM) has 1863 sentences, 955 negative and 908 positive

The list derived from the FLM includes 914 valence shifters.

9http://www.cse.unt.edu/~rada/affectivetext/
10We selected for our experiments the largest data set which is the test data from the

Affective Text corpus (Affectivetext.test) consisting of 1000 headlines, and we performed
10-fold cross validation for evaluating our overall method. Conversely the development
data (Affectivetext.trial) of the Affective Text corpus, includes only 250 headlines.

11We used version 1.0 of the sentence polarity dataset (v1.0) from http://www.cs.

cornell.edu/People/pabo/movie-review-data/
12http://www.iit.demokritos.gr/~vrentoumi/figurative_data.zip
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4.3 Experimental Evaluation

This section presents results from experiments with the SentiFig system
and alternative configurations of it using the Figurative Language data sets
(FLA & FLM) introduced in Section 4.2. Since the FLA data set is relatively
small, we also evaluated SentiFig in the more extended FLM corpus for
verifying its validity and consistency. Doing so, we measure the adequacy
of the proposed method to detect the attitude implied in sentences with
metaphorical expressions.

Within this scope experimental results provide solid evidence towards
the conjecture that the polarity of metaphorical expressions is an important
factor that leads to revealing the overall polarity of sentences (Section 4.3.1).

Additionally we evaluate the distinct stages of the proposed approach in
order to:

(a)(i) verify that a feature representation consisting of more linguistic in-
formation is better suited in representing the sentential structure and leads
in a better judgment of the polarity orientation of a sentence than a less
descriptive one i.e. which makes use of less linguistic information. In con-
junction with this claim we also show that CRF sequential models are more
effective in the polarity classification of sentences than the HMM approach
adopted in our initial experiments. (ii) verify whether sequential models
(i.e. CRF) are better suited for revealing the polarity of figurative language
sentences compared to bag-of-words approaches (Section 4.3.2).

(b) check whether WSD helps the polarity detection in corpora consist-
ing of figurative sentences (Section 4.3.3). (c) verify that the graphs-based
method is appropriate for assigning senses with polarity (Section 4.3.4).

We conclude the experimental evaluation by presenting a comparison
of SentiFig with other state-of-the-art systems applied to the same corpora
(Section 4.4).

Statistical significance was tested using paired t-tests against a 5% error
threshold. p-values are indicated in the captions of the relevant tables,
indicating the significant ones with an asterisk.

4.3.1 Metaphorical Expressions drive sentence level polarity

Through the experimental evaluation we aim to show that metaphorical ex-
pressions appearing in a sentence are a significant lead towards revealing
the polarity of a sentence. In order to examine the above conjecture we per-
formed experiments, for both the FLA (Table 4.1) and the FLM (Table 4.2)
data sets.

The experiments involved three representation variations of each sen-
tence used for the training of the CRF component. In the first variation,
which is the standard representation used in SentiFig (PolOnMetaphoric-
Words), only the metaphorical senses were assigned a polarity orientation.
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Table 4.1: FLA: Performance scores for SentiFig (PolOnMetaphoricWords),
PolOnAllWords & PolOnNonMetaphoricWords configurations PolOnALL-
Words vs PolOnMetaphoricWords: error threshold 5%, p-value: 0.88
*PolOnMetaphoricWords vs PolOnNonMetaphoricWords: error threshold
5%, p-value: 0.04

SentiFig (PolOnMetaphoricWords) PolOnAllWords PolOnNonMetaphoricWords

neg pos neg pos neg pos

recall 0.66 0.67 0.69 0.69 0.62 0.60

precision 0.73 0.57 0.71 0.65 0.61 0.61

f-score 0.68 0.61 0.70 0.65 0.61 0.60

Table 4.2: FLM: Performance scores for SentiFig (PolOnMetaphoricWords),
PolOnAllWords & PolOnNonMetaphoricWords configurations PolOnALL-
Words vs PolOnMetaphoricWords: error threshold 5%, p-value: 0.15
*PolOnMetaphoricWords vs PolOnNonMetaphoricWords: error threshold
5%, p-value: 0.00002789

SentiFig (PolOnMetaphoricWords) PolOnAllWords PolOnNonMetaphoricWords

neg pos neg pos neg pos

recall 0.82 0.82 0.88 0.80 0.73 0.73

precision 0.83 0.81 0.79 0.89 0.76 0.73

f-score 0.83 0.81 0.84 0.83 0.74 0.73
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In PolOnAllWords all the senses in the sentence were assigned a polarity
orientation and in PolOnNonMetaphoricWords polarity was assigned to the
non-metaphorical senses only.

In PolOnMetaphoricWords and PolOnNonMetaphoricWords, the remain-
ing tokens of the sentence were also used as features, though without a
polarity value (i.e. they were assigned with the value “non-polar”).

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 present the performance of SentiFig (PolarityOnFigu-
rativeWords) and its two variations (PolarityOnNonFigurativeWords & Po-
larityOnAllWords), for each polarity class (pos/neg) for the FLA and FLM
figurative language data sets.

The small increase in the performance of the PolOnAllWords variation,
when compared to PolOnMetaphoricWords is not statistically significant
for any data set. On the contrary it is shown that assigning polarity only
to the non-metaphorical part of the sentence (PolOnNonMetaphoricWords),
causes a statistically significant drop in the performance of the system. This
fact verifies our conjecture, that the metaphorical part of the sentence con-
stitutes a strong polarity factor, that can drive the sentence level polarity.
For the FLA, this conjecture is also backed by the observation that the
average metaphorical expression in the data set has half the size of its non-
metaphorical counterpart (1.6 words and 3.5 words on an average sentence
length of 4.6 words).

We conclude that the sufficiency of the polarity of metaphorical language
expressions to reveal the overall sentence polarity is valid across different lan-
guage domains. This fact makes our assumption more systemic and generic.

Tokens Only Evaluation

To further measure the impact of the polarity feature assigned to word
senses, we used an alternative representation of figurative language sentences
exploiting only the tokens appearing within a sentence (TokensOnly). In this
representation we did not use the features for sense level polarity neither
for valence type. In the TokensOnly approach each word appearing in a
sentence is represented as a feature vector consisting of this word token and
the value for the polarity class of the sentence it belongs to. A sentence in
the TokensOnly approach is represented as the sequence of feature vectors
of the following format:

TokensOnly:

feature vector = (token, sentence pol)

Results provided in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, concern the performance of the
system when it only exploits word tokens in the feature representation of
sentences. The TokensOnly system, in contrast with SentiFig, employed
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Table 4.3: FLA: System Evaluation using only the word tokens *PolOn-
MetaphoricWords vs OnlyTokens: error threshold 5%, p-value: 0.06

TokensOnly

neg pos

recall 0.66 0.66

precision 0.71 0.60

f-score 0.68 0.62

Table 4.4: FLM: System Evaluation using only the word tokens *PolOn-
MetaphoricWords vs OnlyTokens: error threshold 5%, p-value: 0.03

TokensOnly

neg pos

recall 0.76 0.76

precision 0.78 0.76

f-score 0.77 0.75

only the CRF component for sentence level polarity detection. It did not
use a WSD nor a sense level polarity assignment step.

Results strongly support that the performance of the system is better
when exploiting polarities of senses (Tables 4.1 and 4.2), rather than only
word tokens (Tables 4.3 and 4.4). This is valid for both corpora.

t-tests show that for the Movie Reviews figurative language data set,
the better performance of the two system alternatives exploiting polarities
(PolOnMetaphoricWords vs PolOnAllWords) is statistically significant over
the system exploiting only tokens. It is therefore deduced that for longer
sentences - as it happens for the sentences of the Movie Reviews corpus -
the polarity information at a sense level is valuable, while for sentences of
shorter length - belonging to the Affective Text corpus- we cannot support
such a claim based on statistical significance.

Table 4.5: FLA: Polarity classification of sentences exploiting SentiFig-
WithHMM or SentiFig

SentiFigWithHMM Configurations for SentiFig

SentiFigWithHMM(one feature) SentiFig(one feature) SentiFig(two features) SentiFig(three features)

neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos

recall 0.69 0.57 0.64 0.64 0.65 0.66 0.66 0.67

precision 0.64 0.62 0.70 0.57 0.70 0.60 0.73 0.57

f-score 0.66 0.59 0.66 0.59 0.67 0.63 0.68 0.61
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Table 4.6: FLM: Polarity classification of sentences exploiting SentiFig-
WithHMM or SentiFig

SentiFigWithHMM Configurations for SentiFig

SentiFigWithHMM(one feature) SentiFig(one feature) SentiFig(two features) SentFig(three features)

neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos

recall 0.67 0.65 0.72 0.67 0.78 0.73 0.82 0.82

precision 0.67 0.65 0.65 0.72 0.79 0.60 0.83 0.81

f-score 0.67 0.65 0.68 0.70 0.75 0.75 0.83 0.81

4.3.2 Third Stage: Evaluate different feature representations
for the sentence level polarity detection: CRF vs HMM

To verify our claim that a CRF approach is better suited for the sentence
level polarity detection task than an HMM alternative, we compare SentiFig
employing CRF for sentence level polarity detection with a system variant
the SentiFigWithHMM that uses HMM instead (Tables 4.5 and 4.6).

For the integration of the HMM in the sentence level polarity detec-
tion stage, we trained two HMMs [Rab89], one for the positive and one for
the negative cases. The reason behind the choice of HMMs was that they
take under consideration transitions among observations which constitute
sequences. In our case the POS of a word combined with the word’s po-
larity constitutes an observation. This information is provided by the POS
tagging, and the graph-based polarity assignment method upon metaphori-
cal senses of the input sentences. The transitions among these observations
yield the polarity of the sentential sequences. As said before, to exploit va-
lence shifters, these are manually annotated in the corpus; they are assigned
a predefined value depending on whether they revert, strengthen or weaken
the polarity, in order to be integrated in the HMM.

This choice of features is based on the assumption that the polarity of
sentences is implied by patterns of parts of speech appearance, the polarity
assigned to specific senses in the specific context, and the presence of va-
lence shifters types in a sentence. We need to emphasize that the sequences
were constructed using only metaphorical expressions and valence shifters
(if present), as we believe that these sequences enclose and determine the
polarity of the sentences in which they participate. Having trained two
HMMs, one for positive and one for negative cases, we determine the po-
larity of each corpus sentence by means of the maximum likelihood of the
judged observations given by each HMM. In order to evaluate this method
of classifying headlines containing metaphors and expanded senses into pos-
itive and negative, we used a 10-fold cross validation method for each subset
tested.

In parallel we aim to show that SentiFig when it integrates in the CRF
component more linguistic information (i.e., word tokens, polarity for words
senses) is more representative of the structure of the sentence, and therefore
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can lead to judging more accurately the polarity orientation of a sentence,
than a feature represenation that does not take into account enough infor-
mation from the sentential context.

Tables 4.5 and 4.6 present recall, precision and f-score values for each
polarity class for all systems under comparison using the FLA and FLM
corpora respectively. Despite the algorithms used for sentence level polarity
detection (HMM and CRF) all the remaining stages (WSD and Sense Level
Polarity Assignment) for all system configurations are the same.

In order to show that all aspects of metaphorical language (i.e., more or
less novel) do not differ in terms of the sentiment they can imply we first run
our experiments on the distinct sets of the less and more novel metaphors
and then we tested our claim collectively, across the aforementioned merged
figurative language data sets.

Our findings suggested that the system alternatives tested - i.e., exploit-
ing HMMs for sentence level polarity detection - against the merged Figu-
rative Language Data Sets (FLM) and (FLA) yield approximately the same
performance to the average performances when tested against the separate
more and less novel metaphors’ subsets.

For this, in the remaining experimental evaluation all experiments have
been performed on the merged FLA and the FLM data sets.

The first four columns appearing in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show the com-
parison of SentiFig with SentiFigWithHMM under a common feature set
for the representation of sentences. In all the experiments where HMMs
are utilized 4 states have been exploited. Exhaustive experimental evalua-
tion using various states from (i.e., 4-12) presented in Section B.1 indicated
that HMMs trained with 4 states perform best for the FLA and the FLM
data sets. The system alternatives exploiting HMMs trained with a range
of states (i.e., 4-12), are also tested on the whole Affective Text and Movie
Reviews corpora. This evaluation is presented in Section B.1.

Both SentiFig and SentiFigWithHMM exploit sequences of features where
each feature either represents a combination of the part of speech (POS) for
a metaphorical word sense assigned with its polarity orientation, or refers
to the type of the valence shifter (i.e., reverser, intensifier, diminisher).

Only the metaphorical words senses participate in this particular feature
representation of the sentence, while the remaining part of the sentence,
which is considered literal, is absent. Thus, in this representation a single
feature is exploited to represent a word sense (using the POS and polarity
attributes) or a valence shifter value. We need a single feature for repre-
senting either the polarity value or the valence shifter value, since in this
representation we only use metaphorical words that are always polar. In the
case where we do not have polar words, these function as valence shifters.

Results in Table 4.6 report that SentiFig exploiting CRF performs better
than SentiFigWithHMM, for the FLM data set, while results in Table 4.5
show a similar performance for SentiFigWithHMM and SentiFig under a
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common feature representation when tested against the FLA corpus. These
small differences in the performances of both systems concerning the FLA
corpus can be attributed to the small size of the corpus. For the FLM data
set, the superior performance for SentiFig is also statistically significant
within a 5% error threshold. Therefore, results concerning the more ex-
tended FLM corpus, clearly indicate the superiority of SentiFig integrating
the CRF approach against its HMM counterpart.

We can attribute this better performance of SentiFig to the inherent
properties of the CRF component. In particular CRF takes its decision based
on the previous and next output polarity labels of the constituent words in
a sentence, which are considered valuable in deciding its overall polarity. On
the other hand HMM bases its decision only on the previous state for a given
observation, which in our case is the part of speech in which a word belongs
in combination with its polarity orientation. Therefore, with CRF we take
advantage of more available information appearing within a sentence, which
leads in properly judging the polarity orientation of a sentence.

Moreover in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, from the fifth to the eighth column,
results are shown for two configurations of SentiFig each exploiting an en-
riched feature representation for the CRF component. Results in columns
four and five are shown for an alternative feature representation integrated
in the CRF which uses two features for representing a word appearing in a
sentence. In addition to the sense level polarity assigned on the POS tag for
a word, here we exploit the corresponding metaphorical word tokens.

Indeed, columns five and six in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, indicate that word
tokens used as features representing the metaphorical words, offer an added
value in Sentiment Analysis of sentences, since a performance boost is pre-
sented compared to the case when the token feature is absent (columns three
and four).

The last column of Tables 4.5 and 4.6 present results for SentiFig when
the CRF component is not fed only with tokens for metaphorical words as we
did in the previous feature representation, but with all the tokens appearing
within a sentence. This way we aim to investigate the extent to which the
overall context contributes in Sentiment Analysis of figurative language sen-
tences. Therefore in this proposed representation every word in a sentence
is described by three features, the word token itself, its polarity orientation,
and a value for a valence shifter. Within the proposed representation the
part of speech feature did not contribute in the process and we omit it.

Results presented in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 indicate that SentiFig incorpo-
rating the proposed feature representation outperforms all the other cases
where alternative feature representations are integrated in the CRF com-
ponent. This is valid among both Figurative language data sets, FLA and
FLM, and is also backed with statistical significance. Paired t-tests report
that SentiFig’s superior performance when using a three feature representa-
tion is statistically significant within a 5% error threshold for both the FLA
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and FLM data sets (p-values:0.05 and 0.001).
These findings lead to the conclusion that the exploitation of the con-

textual information of sentences (word tokens) that surround metaphorical
expressions, together with the valuable polarity feature for word senses can
accurately predict the implied sentiment of a sentential structure.

We have to mention that this more descriptive feature representation was
first integrated in the HMM model, but we faced some limitations caused
by the HMM library used.

Evaluating the effect of CRF for sentence polarity detection

In order to verify our assumption that a CRF approach is more accurate than
a bag-of-words approach in assessing the polarity of sentences we compared
SentiFig with two bag-of-words configurations, using SMO and Naive Bayes
(NB) for the third stage in the place of CRF. They both use the same
sets of features for the representation of sentences, as CRF (Section 4.1.6).
As expected these approaches could not accurately assess the sentiment of
a sentence, since latent semantic and syntactic information, valuable for
detecting sentiment, was not exploited sufficiently well.

Tables 4.15 and 4.16 present recall, precision and f-score values for each
polarity class for all three system configurations using the FLA and FLM
corpora respectively. In these Tables (4.15 and 4.16) we show that SentiFig
outperforms the SMO and NB alternatives for the respective data sets.

The following example: “legendary Irish writer Brendan Behan’s mem-
oir, Borstal Boy, has been given a loving screen transferral”, has been mis-
classified as negative by the SMO configuration, while SentiFig has properly
classified this review sentence as positive. Sense-level polarity tags (posi-
tive or negative) were assigned only to the annotated metaphorical part of
the sentence “loving(pos) screen(pos) transferral(neg)”. All the other words
were given a non-polar value.

Particularly, SMO did not perform adequately when there were few
metaphorical words in a sentence (i.e. short metaphorical expressions) as
it is easier for these small patterns to appear in both positive and negative
training examples.

On the other hand, in longer metaphorical expressions e.g. “opaque(neg)
and emotionally vapid(neg) exercise(pos) in style(neg) and mystification(neg)”,
the SMO configuration yielded a correct negative classification since a longer
pattern is more difficult to appear in both training sets.

As a verification of the above observations of the performance of SMO, we
found that out of all the misclassified positive instances, 213 cases contained
less than four polarity-annotated word senses, while only 68 contained more
than four. Moreover, out of all the misclassified negative instances, 223 cases
contained less than four words, while only 50 instances had more than four
words.
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On the other hand the CRF sequential approach classified both of the
above examples correctly, since it exploits the ordering of features repre-
senting the sentence structure. This provides discriminative power, since it
is rarer for words to appear in a specific order, in combination with other
words, at identical positions within sentences in both sets of training exam-
ples.

Evaluation of SentiFig on corpora of Short and Mixed (short and
long) sentences

We further observed that SentiFig when tested against the FLM, yields
a better performance than when tested on the FLA corpus (Tables 4.13
and 4.14). This leads to the assumption that the FLA, consisting of short
sentences, does not allow CRF models to generalize effectively. On the
contrary, CRF tested on the (mainly) longer sentences (sequences) of the
FLM is capable of much more effective generalization.

In order to verify this assumption we evaluated SentiFig in two subsets
consisting of only short and mixed sentences (short and long) derived from
the FLM Movie Reviews corpus.

In Table 4.7 we present the evaluation of SentiFig tested against these
two subsets, each consisting of 334 sentences13. As these were used both for
training and testing, we performed 10-fold cross validation.

Each short sentence subset contained up to 8 words. The mixed data
set contained a random selection of short and long sentences in the same
proportions as the FLM corpus.14

Experimental results in Table 4.7 show a drop in the performance of
SentiFig, when tested on short sentences. We thus conclude that indeed
SentiFig performs better in corpora consisting mainly of longer sentences.
This better performance is also statistically verified.

Evaluation Of Valence Shifters

We also performed experiments in order to assess the impact of valence
shifters on the sentence level polarity. Tables 4.8 and 4.9 present results for
SentiFig taking into account two cases: when valence shifters are exploited
(with valences) and when they are not (without valences).

Tables 4.8 and 4.9 show that the use of valence modifiers slightly ame-
liorates the system performance, without, though, yielding statistical signif-
icance. Thus, we can deduce that regardless of whether valence shifters are
exploited by SentFig, the system has a stable performance indicating that
it is valence shifters agnostic.

13334 is the population of short sentences in the FLM corpus
14The corpus contains 1/6 short sentences, i.e. up to 8 words, and 5/6 long sentences

over 8 words.
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Table 4.7: Evaluation of SentiFig on short and mixed (short and long)
sentences subsets *SentiFig Short Sentences vs SentiFig Mixed (Short and
Long) Sentences), error threshold 5%, p-value = 0.03781

SentiFig

FLM: Short Sentences FLM: Mixed Sentences

neg pos neg pos

recall 0.75 0.76 0.82 0.80

precision 0.82 0.65 0.86 0.73

f-score 0.79 0.69 0.84 0.75

Table 4.8: FLA: Performance scores for SentiFig with and without valence
shifters

SentiFig

with valences without valences

neg pos neg pos

recall 0.66 0.67 0.65 0.65

precision 0.73 0.57 0.71 0.58

f-score 0.68 0.61 0.67 0.61

One reason why valence shifters do not affect the performance is that we
cannot specify a context window, using the CRF approach, which will deter-
mine their influence. If there exists a possibility for an improvement as far
as the exploitation of valence shifters is concerned, this will be investigated
in the future.

4.3.3 First Stage: WSD Measure Selection

In Table 4.10 we present results from all measures tested towards a subset
of metaphorical words derived from the FLA corpus.

It is detected that GV performs best for verbs and nouns, a fact which
shows that this measure seems promising in disambiguating verbs and nouns.
The first intuition behind the good performance of Gloss Vectors, concerning

Table 4.9: FLM: Performance scores for SentiFig with and without valence
shifters

SentiFig

with valences without valences

neg pos neg pos

recall 0.82 0.82 0.81 0.81

precision 0.83 0.81 0.82 0.80

f-score 0.83 0.81 0.82 0.80
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Table 4.10: Preliminary Experimental Results using measures of similarty
and relatedness

POS Gloss Vectors (GV) Ext.Gloss Overlaps jcn lch Sum
Verbs 30 25 15 10 50
Nouns 16 14 10 10 30
Adjectives 10 6 4 6 20
total

verbs and nouns, is that similarity is deduced by a larger data set, since this
method takes under consideration the words that co-occur with the words
in the glosses. Thus, more contextual information in our task leads to safer
and more accurate results. Additionally GV measure is able to measure
similarity between words with any parts of speech, whereas jcn and lch
are limited to making noun-noun and verb-verb measurements. Moreover
the better performance of GV compared to Extended Gloss Overlaps is
attributed to the fact that in GV WordNet synsets are represented as gloss
vectors and similarity is measured by finding the cosine similarity between
their respective glosses, while in the Extended Gloss Overlaps the related
glosses may not contain enough overlaps to make a safe decision.

The role of WSD in assigning sentences with polarity

For the evaluation of SentiFig we created a gold standard for the FLA cor-
pus, based on the outcome of the WSD and SLP manual tasks (Table 4.11,
manual(a)). Additionally, in order to evaluate the impact of WSD on the
same corpus, we created an alternative configuration, using automatic WSD
and the results of the manual SLP task (Table 4.11 manual(b)). Both con-
figurations used CRF for the sentence level polarity stage. The process
followed for the three manual tasks is described in Appendix A (A.3 and
A.4).

From the results presented in Table 4.11, we conclude that the more
accurate the input the better the performance for the system. Errors in-
troduced in the automatic WSD step, may affect the manual sense-level
polarity stage, i.e., polarities are assigned to erroneous senses, and therefore
affect the overall performance of the system.

In order to further investigate whether WSD helps the polarity detection
of figurative language sentences, we compared SentiFig with a baseline WSD
method, and one without WSD, the noWSD(allGloss) method. All three
configurations exploited WordNet synsets and gloss examples for each word
and tested on both the FLA (Table 4.11) and FLM (Table 4.12) data sets.

In particular, in the baseline WSD configuration, all words were assigned
their first sense provided by their matching WordNet synset and gloss ex-
ample entry. Since WordNet ranks the senses depending on their frequency,
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the first sense indicates the most frequent sense. The noWSD(allGloss)
configuration exploits all synsets and gloss examples for each word.

As the results in Tables 4.11 and 4.12 indicate, SentiFig performs slightly
better than all the other automatic configurations regardless of whether they
use WSD or not (e.g., noWSD(allGloss)). This performance is not statisti-
cally significant which can be attributed to the performance of WSD. The
accuracy of WSD was 47.15% for the disambiguation of the words belong-
ing to the metaphorical expressions of the FLA corpus. This accuracy was
computed by comparing the output with the results from the manual disam-
biguation task. The performance of the WSD algorithm can be attributed
to the restricted context of the headlines in combination with the lack of
metaphorical senses in WordNet. Another factor is the high average pol-
ysemy of the words belonging to the FLA corpus (6.46 senses per word
compared to 1.52 which is the WordNet average). In [PDF07] it has been
argued that high polysemy has a detrimental effect on both manual and
automatic sense tagging.

For further investigating the role of WordNet information we compared
the noWSD(allGloss) configuration with another noWSD approach which
did not use any information from WordNet, namely noWSD(noGloss). From
Tables 4.11 and 4.12 we observe that the noWSD(allGloss) configuration
outperforms the noWSD(noGloss) variant.

Therefore, Sentiment Analysis of figurative language can benefit from
the information in WordNet. This feature seems to help the process consid-
erably. Given the language style, and the lack of resources for metaphorical
senses, the WSD(allGloss) method becomes a hard competitor for any WSD
method. Although we proved that WordNet information helps Sentiment
Analysis this does not cancel the potential usefulness of the WSD approach.
We provide evidence for that in Table 4.11, where manual(a) clearly outper-
forms the noWSD(allGloss) configuration which is also backed with statis-
tical significance. We believe that if we could exploit resources with more
information for metaphorical senses, errors would be reduced and the overall
performance of SentiFig would rise considerably.

Similar findings have also been observed in our preliminary experiments
when we integrated the system variations (SentiFigWithHMM and SentiFig-
WithHMM with GI), that exploit HMMs in the sentence level polarity as-
signment step. These experimental results are presented in Appendix B.2.

We assume that, if the WSD system could exploit resources with more
information for metaphorical senses, errors would be minimized and the
overall performance would rise considerably.
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Table 4.11: FLA: Evaluation of the impact of WSD: comparison of
SentiFig with alternative system configurations. *noWSD(allGloss) vs
noWSD(noGloss): error threshold 5%, p-value: 0.03 *manual(a) vs
noWSD(allGloss), error threshold 5%, p-value = 0.00027 SentiFig vs
noWSD(allGloss), error threshold 5%, p-value 0.30

manual(a) manual(b) SentiFig baseline noWSD(allGloss) noWSD(noGloss)

neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos

recall 0.83 0.82 0.75 0.71 0.66 0.67 0.66 0.66 0.65 0.64 0.63 0.64

precision 0.82 0.81 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.57 0.71 0.59 0.70 0.57 0.62 0.61

f-score 0.83 0.81 0.74 0.71 0.68 0.61 0.67 0.61 0.67 0.60 0.63 0.62

Table 4.12: FLM: Evaluation of the impact of WSD: comparison
of SentiFig with alternative system configuations. *noWSD(allGloss)
vs noWSD(noGloss): error threshold 5%, p-value: 0.004 SentiFig vs
noWSD(allGloss): error threshold 5%, p-value: 0.10

SentiFig noWSD(noGloss) baselineWSD noWSD(allGloss)

neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos

recall 0.82 0.82 0.79 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81

precision 0.83 0.81 0.78 0.78 0.82 0.79 0.82 0.80

f-score 0.83 0.81 0.78 0.77 0.81 0.80 0.81 0.80

4.3.4 Second Stage: Evaluation of SentiFig using the n-gram
graph method for assigning senses with polarity

Tables 4.13 and 4.14 present experimental results from the proposed method
(SentiFig) which integrates n-gram graphs for the sense-level polarity assess-
ment, tested against the FLA and FLM corpora.

In order to evaluate the n-gram graphs method in the context of this task,
the performance of SentiFig is compared to an alternative configuration
integrating the SMO (Sequential Minimal Optimization) algorithm in the
SLP stage, which we call SentiFigWithSMO (Tables 4.13 and 4.14). Both
configurations exploit the ESL lexicon in the training process.

SentiFigWithSMO uses a vector representation of synsets and glosses
for the senses considered (either during learning or during testing) that
comprises as features all character n-grams from three to five characters,
extracted from the ESL lexicon (146289 features). The value of each feature
in this vector is the number of occurrences of the corresponding character
n-gram. The classifier is expected to classify each instance in either the
positive or negative class. For the experiments we used the SMO version
provided by the WEKA package15.

For the FLA case, Table 4.13 shows a similar performance of Sentifig

15http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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configurations, with the SMO version performing slightly better. This dif-
ference is not verified by statistical significance. The similar performance of
the two systems is attributed to the small size of the training corpus.

On the other hand, for the FLM, results in Table 4.14 suggest that
the integration of the n-gram graphs method yields a superior performance
for SentiFig when compared to SentiFigWithSMO, as it takes advantage of
neighbourhood and sub-word information of the training instances.

We also claim that the bag-of-words representation used for the training
of the SMO model mainly provides lexical information that does not enhance
the discriminative power of the algorithm. This is happening since - as
already discussed in Section 4.1.5 - the same character n-grams can appear
in both positive and negative training instances, and can lead the SMO
model to erroneous polarity classifications.

Conversely, the n-gram graphs method surpasses this difficulty as illus-
trated in the following example: the word “egotistic”, which includes in its
synset the term “self-loving”, will be represented as a graph consisting of all
possible 3-grams, 4-grams and 5-grams, appearing within a distance window
of 1 to 5 characters. Therefore, when n-grams related to “loving” appear
within the graph, they will be accompanied by their neighbour in a distance
of five characters, also including “self”. This way the graphs-based method
will not get confused with the synsets that include “loving” appearing in the
positive training instances.

Errors introduced by the SMO in the SLP stage, impact the performance
of the CRF component. For example, the word “loving” within the example
(derived from the Movie Reviews corpus) “legendary Irish writer Brendan
Behan’s memoir, Borstal Boy, has been given a loving screen transferral”,
that was erroneously classified as negative using SMO, led the CRF module
to misclassify this sentence as negative. Similarly within the negative sen-
tence “visually flashy but narratively opaque and emotionally vapid exercise
in style and mystification”, the adjectives “opaque” and “vapid” were also
misclassified by SMO as positive, leading to the wrong classification of the
whole sentence by the CRF component.

On the other hand the n-gram graphs based method correctly classified
the examined word senses contributing to the correct polarity assessment at
the sentence level. Indeed the CRF component yielded a correct polarity
classification for both examined sentences.

So, based on the previously presented experimental evaluation (Tables 4.13
and 4.14) and argumentation on the benefits of the n-gram graphs, we ver-
ified that this method is appropriate for being integrated in the SLP stage.

In Appendix B.4 we also evaluated the performance of SentiFig compared
to that of SentiFigWithSMO on the whole Affective Text and Movie Reviews
corpora.
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Table 4.13: FLA: Performance scores for SentiFig (exploiting n-gram
graphs) and SentiFig with SMO for the SLP stage SentiFigWithSMO vs
SentiFig: error threshold 5%, p-value: 0.39

SentiFig SentiFigWithSMO

neg pos neg pos

recall 0.66 0.67 0.70 0.69

precision 0.73 0.57 0.73 0.63

f-score 0.68 0.61 0.71 0.65

Table 4.14: FLM: Performance scores for SentiFig (exploiting n-gram
graphs) and SentiFig with SMO for the SLP stage *SentiFig vs SentiFig-
WithSMO: error threshold 5%, p-value: 0.0024.

SentiFig SentiFigWithSMO

neg pos neg pos

recall 0.82 0.82 0.80 0.79

precision 0.83 0.81 0.80 0.79

f-score 0.83 0.81 0.80 0.79

Table 4.15: FLA: Performance scores for SentiFig integrating CRF, SMO
and Naive Bayes for the sentence level polarity detection stage *SentiFig vs
SMO, NB: error threshold 5%, p-values: 0.03 (SMO) and 0.01 (NB)

SMO NB SentiFig

neg pos neg pos neg pos

recall 0.65 0.56 0.63 0.56 0.66 0.67

precision 0.61 0.60 0.61 0.58 0.73 0.57

f-score 0.63 0.58 0.62 0.57 0.68 0.61

Table 4.16: FLM: Performance scores of SentiFig integrating CRF, SMO
and Naive Bayes for the sentence level polarity detection stage *SentiFig vs
SMO, NB: error threshold 5%, p-values: 0.003 (SMO) and 0.004 (NB)

SMO NB SentiFig

neg pos neg pos neg pos

recall 0.69 0.69 0.66 0.71 0.82 0.82

precision 0.68 0.70 0.68 0.69 0.83 0.81

f-score 0.68 0.69 0.67 0.70 0.83 0.81
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4.4 Comparison with state-of-the-art systems

In this section we evaluate and compare SentiFig with state-of-the-art sys-
tems applied on the Affective Text and Movie Reviews corpora. In particu-
lar, SentiFig is compared to state-of-the-art methods tested on the Figura-
tive Language data set (FLM), as well as the whole Movie Reviews corpus.
For the Affective Text corpus, the lack of evaluation results for state-of-
the-art systems tested on the Figurative Language data set (FLA) led us
to perform comparisons using the entire corpus. Through the evaluation of
SentiFig using the entire corpora, apart from comparison purposes, we aim
to investigate whether it performs well when language styles vary, and figu-
rative language coexists with literal language. When SentiFig is evaluated
on the unannotated entire corpora, (Tables and 4.19) sense-level polarity is
assigned to all words appearing in a sentence. For this case valence shifters
are not exploited for the sentence level polarity detection step, since experi-
mental evaluation on Figurative Language data sets in Section 4.3.2 showed
that their use does not contribute to the performance of the proposed sys-
tem.

4.4.1 Comparison with state-of-the-art systems concerning
the Movie Reviews corpus

In Table 4.17 we present results for SentiFig and state-of-the-art approaches
applied on the FLM. In Table 4.17, results for an SVM and a Naive Bayes
approach are presented, introduced by [PL05] and [AB08], respectively.

Both the SVM and Naive Bayes classifiers were trained with unigram fre-
quencies derived from the FLM corpus. On the other hand the configuration
of SentiFig consists of three sub-components: (a) the WSD module (SR-AW
algorithm with the Gloss Vector similarity measure) (b) the n-gram graphs
based component for polarity tagging on senses, and (c) the CRF component
for sentence polarity detection.

Results are presented as macro-averages for both polarity classes (pos/neg)
in terms of recall, precision, and f-score.

[PL05] report that SVM trained with frequency unigrams (acc: 0.75)
have better performance over bigrams (acc: 0.71), considering polarity clas-
sification of the Movie Reviews corpus sentences.

In order to compare SentiFig with Pang’s and Lee’s method under a
common feature set we trained SVMs with unigrams derived from the FLM.

Similarly to what [AB08] found, they show that the exploitation of un-
igrams results in increased performance in comparison with bigrams and
trigrams evaluated on the Movie Reviews corpus. Again, in order to reach
a comparison with this method we trained a Naive Bayes classifier with
unigrams extracted from the FLM.
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Table 4.17: FLM: Comparison of SentiFig with state-of-the-art systems
*SentiFig vs NB, SVM: error threshold 5%, p-values: 0.003 (NB) and 0.03
(SVM)

Rentoumi et al. Andreevskaia(NB) Pang&Lee(SVM)

SentiFig unigrams unigrams

recall 0.82 0.82 0.62 0.64 0.77 0.73

precision 0.83 0.81 0.65 0.62 0.75 0.75

f-score 0.83 0.81 0.63 0.63 0.76 0.74

Table 4.18: Movie Reviews corpus: Comparison of SentiFig with state-of-
the-art systems

Rentoumi et al. Pang&Lee(SVM) OPT Andreevskaia(NB)

SentiFig unigrams/bigrams unigrams/bigrams/trigrams

accuracy 0.76 0.75/0.71 0.77 0.77/0.74/0.65

As shown in Table 4.17, SentiFig performs better than both the Naive
Bayes and the SVM classifiers.

Further in Table 4.18 SentiFig is compared with state-of-the-art sys-
tems concerning the entire Movie Reviews corpus, which lacks annotation
for metaphorical expressions. SentiFig has better performance than the
frequency unigram SVM model introduced by Pang and Lee, while it per-
forms slightly worse than the Naive Bayes unigram model introduced by
Andreevskaia and Bergler. In addition to these systems, Table 4.18also pro-
vides results for the hybrid system OPT, developed by [ITRO08]. OPT is
the best of the three hybrid methods introduced, exploiting the proposed
shifting model on a sentence level with linear kernel models trained with un-
igrams, bigrams or trigrams. They show that the proposed Hybrid trigram
method performs worse (acc. 0.758) than a simple trigram method (acc.
0.762). As we can see from Table 4.18 the accuracy of SentiFig is 0.764
which is marginally better than the simple trigram method (acc. 0.762) and
only slightly worse than the OPT (acc. 0.770).

Table 4.19: Affective Text corpus: Comparison of SentiFig with state-of-
the-art systems

SentiFig CLaC CLac-NB Martin-Wanton et al.

recall 0.70 0.09 0.66 0.72

precision 0.69 0.61 0.31 0.38

f-score 0.70 0.16 0.42 0.49
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4.4.2 Comparison with state-of-the-art systems concerning
the Affective Text corpus

Table 4.19 presents results for SentiFig compared with the best performing
systems that participated in the AffectiveText Task of SemEval 2007, namely
the supervised system CLaC and the unsupervised system CLaC-NB [AB07].
We further compare our approach with a very recent unsupervised system
presented in [MWPPMGB09] which has also been evaluated against the
Affective Text corpus. This system employs an unsupervised WSD approach
in order to determine the polarity of word senses appearing in headline
sentences and then capture sentence level polarity.

Although precision in the CLaC system is quite high, it suffers from a low
recall value. This is attributed to the fact that the system was based on an
unsupervised knowledge-based approach, aiming to achieve results of higher
quality, thus missing a lot of sentiment bearing headlines [AB07]. Moreover,
results reported for the system presented in [MWPPMGB09], show a better
balance between recall and precision than ClaC; a better precision is also
achieved since a higher number of positive and negative headlines are de-
tected. We can attribute the better performance of SentiFig to the fact that
it exploits sense-level polarity information, while ClaC uses a list with out-
of-context polarities for words. In the presented experimental evaluation we
provided evidence for the added value of the sense-level polarity feature.

On the contrary, CLaC-NB has a high recall and relatively low preci-
sion. This system is based on supervised machine learning and the authors
attribute this behaviour to the lack of significant number of examples to train
the statistical classifier. We have shown that structured models (i.e.CRFs)
being able to capture the structural information of sentences, are more ap-
propriate in judging the polarity of whole sentences than their bag-of-words
(i.e.Naive-Bayes) competitors. We, thus, attribute the better performance
of SentiFig to the above reason. From the above we can deduce that Sen-
tiFig in comparison to other state-of-the-art systems achieves relatively high
values in both recall and precision.

4.5 Conclusions and Discussion

This paper presents a three-stage approach for polarity classification of sen-
tences containing figurative language. We provided empirical and experi-
mental evidence on the usefulness of every stage and the appropriateness of
the particular computational methods to which we delegated their imple-
mentation.

We confirmed our initial intuition that metaphorical expressions are valu-
able features towards revealing the overall polarity of a sentence. Our find-
ings argue in favor of the nature of metaphorical expressions as carriers of
sentiment.
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We evaluated an n-gram graphs based method for the SLP stage and
compared it with a common SVM approach, in order to show the inefficacy
of bag-of-words approaches at this stage. In most cases, as experiments
showed, these approaches cannot capture the nature of semantic and sub-
word interactions. Indeed the n-gram graphs based method proved to be
effective at revealing the polarity of word senses.

For the final stage we showed that since CRF exploits structural in-
formation concerning a sentence, it can capture non local dependencies of
important sentiment bearing words. In doing so, we verified the assumption
that the representation of structural information, exploited by the CRF,
simulates the semantic and syntactic structure of sentences, implying their
polarity orientation.

Experimental results showed that the proposed approach outperforms
other state-of-the-art approaches, even on corpora where language styles
vary, containing sentences of literal and of figurative language. This broad-
ens the applicability of the proposed method, so that it can function as a
language style independent approach for Sentiment Analysis.

Finally, experiments show that SentiFig outperforms approaches that
assign tokens out of context polarity and approaches that exploit flat bag-
of-words representations of sentences.
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Chapter 5

Methodology for a Combined
approach to Sentiment
Analysis

As we have detected so far exploiting metaphorical language has opened an
interesting new path to Sentiment Analysis.

We have already shown that metaphorical language conveys sentiment
that can be efficiently detected by the proposed three-stage approach in
Chapter 4. The concept of metaphoricity (i.e. the intensity of metaphors)
has been analyzed in Section 3.3. The proposed approach is more inclined
towards all aspects of metaphorical use of language, where disambiguation is
considered mandatory. These are more often the cases of strong metaphori-
cal language which imply more ambiguities as shown in the following exam-
ple:

� (a) Credibility sinks into a mire of sentiments.

In order to identify the polarity orientation of the metaphorical expres-
sion in (a), prior semantic knowledge is necessary. The non-literal use of
“sink” implies an ontological metaphor according to Lakoff [LJ01]. Credi-
bility being an abstract concept, is seen here as an entity, which sinks into a
“mire”. An additional metaphor is also identified here, one which belongs to
the schema of structural metaphors. Credibility “an abstract concept” being
a “valuable object”, is “sinking into a mire of sentiments”, in other words
the depreciation of credibility is given in terms of “sinking”. Through this
example a negative effect is trasmitted. As we have already illustrated in
Section 3.3 when the target domain is an abstract concept (i.e. “credibility”
in example (a)) the degree of metaphoricity is higher [SG06] the metaphor-
ical expression is more intense. In order to detect the negative polarity of
the above expression, it is necessary to first disambiguate its meaning.
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The approach adopted and proposed in Chapter 4 indeed succeeds in de-
termining polarity by detecting, via WSD, the particular sense of metaphor-
ical expressions, and then assigning polarity to the appropriate sense. In this
approach a sense is considered a valuable indicator of sentiment.

During the evaluation of the SentiFigWithHMM implementation - al-
ready presented in Section 4.3.2 -, there existed cases for which the classi-
fication decision was based on a narrow margin between negative and posi-
tive polarity orientation, often resulting in erroneous polarity evaluation. It
was empirically observed that such cases bear mild metaphoricity. Mildly
metaphorical/marginal cases have been found to carry less ambiguities than
their strongly metaphorical counterparts, in terms that the implied senti-
ment can be captured through a straightforward manner without needing
to disambiguate their meaning first.

Such marginal cases are:

� (c) Ancient coin shows Cleopatra was no beauty.

� (d) This 10th film in the series looks and feels tired.

In example (c), the established metaphor “beauty” extends its primary
sense, and is used as an established metaphor denoting “a beautiful woman”.
In this case the target domain “Cleopatra” is a physical person, a con-
crete entity that can potentially have the property “beautiful”, described by
the metaphorical use of “beauty”. Doing so this mapping entails a weaker
metaphoricity, since these concepts share already common and known char-
acteristics with each other [SG06]. Despite the use of this metaphorical ex-
pression, the negative polarity of this sentence can still be obtained without
the need for word sense disambiguation. Similarly in example (d) “fatigue”
is used as a look-and-feel property of an inanimate object (“film”) and thus
presents an obvious negative connotation. Sentiment analysis is not neces-
sary since the core sense of “tired” bears a negative aspect, such that the
more the sense digresses from the default, the more the negative connotation
gets strengthened.

Such cases would be best candidates for a rule-based system originally
inspired by the principle of compositionality (PolArt) [KPF09], based on
the fact that Sentiment Analysis of unambiguous language is a matter of
proper sentiment composition. Sentiment compositionality states that the
sentiment of a complex expression is a function of the sentiments of its
constituents. This method had already proved its applicability in literal
language data sets [KPF09].

PolArt combines the polarities of syntactic constituents like “beauty”
and polarity shifters like “no” to compose the polarity of larger textual
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units.
We propose a method which aims at filling the gap for polarity detection

in corpora where strong and mild figurative language are prominent. The
proposed method, overcomes the fallacies of SentiFigWithHMM (presented
in Chapter 4.1), which were attributed to the exisetence of mild metaphorical
language, by delegating these cases to a rule-based approach [KPF09].

In particular we investigate a combined approach to Sentiment Analysis
consisting of two sub-methods acting complementarily: a machine learning
method - implemented by the SentiFigWithHMM system - that handles the
“non-marginal” cases and a compositional rule-based method implemented
by PolArt [KPF09], for the “marginal” ones bearing mild metaphoricity. Re-
sults verify that integrating a machine learning approach with a finer-grained
linguistics-based one leads to a superior, best-of-breed coalition system.

In the following Section we are presenting the methodology for the Com-
bined approach. Our experimental setup and results are presented in Sec-
tion 5.2.

In Section 5.2.4 we are presenting the experimental results derived from
the comparison of the Combined method with other state-of-the-art meth-
ods. Finally, in Section 5.3, we discuss and conclude our findings regarding
the proposed Combined method.

5.1 Methodology Description

The proposed combined method involves four consecutive steps:

(a) Word sense disambiguation(WSD): The WSD method selected is
described in detail in Section 4.1.1

(b) Sense level polarity assignment(SLPA): We adopted a machine learn-
ing approach which exploits graphs based on character n-grams [GKVS08].
This method is presented in detail in Section 4.1.2.

(c) HMM training and threshold computation: The reason behind the
choice of HMMs was that they take under consideration transitions among
observations which constitute sequences. In the training step, two different
HMMs are trained (one for the positive and one for the negative class) and
the threshold for the distinction of marginal and non-marginal sentences is
also computed using the distribution of the training data. Only instances
with positive polarity are used for the training process of HMMpos (the
model for positive sentences) and instances with negative polarity are used
for training HMMneg (the model for negative sentences). In our case the
POS (Part Of Speech) of a word combined with the word’s polarity consti-
tutes an observation. This information is provided by the POS tagging1,

1Stanford Tagger has been exploited for this goal
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and the n-gram graphs-based polarity assignment method upon metaphori-
cal senses of the input sentences. The transitions among these observations
yield the polarity of the sentential sequences.

As said before, to exploit valence shifters, these are manually annotated
in the corpus; they are assigned a predefined value depending on whether
they revert, strengthen or weaken the polarity, in order to be integrated in
the HMM.

We need to emphasize that the sequences were constructed using only
metaphorical expressions and valence shifters (if present).

After the extraction of the two models we use both positive and negative
sentences to calculate the threshold for marginal/non-marginal cases.

Each training instance is tested against both models and the output is a
pair of log probabilities of the instance to belong to either the negative or the
positive class. For each polarity class we compute the absolute difference of
the these two log probabilities. We then sort these differences in ascending
order and calculate the first Quartile (Q1) which separates the lower 25%
of the sample population from the rest of the data. We set this to be the
threshold and we apply it to the test instances. Marginal cases are the ones
for which the absolute difference of log probability is below that threshold.
In our experiments we use a 10-fold cross validation approach to evaluate
our results.

Each instance in the testing data set is tested against both models
(HMMpos and HMMneg) and the calculated log probabilities are used in
order to decide if it is a marginal or a non-marginal case, according to the
aforementioned threshold.

(d) Sentence-level polarity detection:
non-marginal cases: The polarity of each sentence is determined by Sen-
tiFigWithHMM for the non-marginal cases. This HMM based system com-
prises a variant of our proposed system SentiFig and is also described in
Section 4.3.2. HMMs training as well as the format of the input training
instances (i.e. sentences containing metaphorical expressions) are described
in step (c) detailed above. HMMs testing is described as follows: Having
trained two HMMs, one for positive and one for negative cases, the polarity
orientation of each instance sentence in the testing data set is determined
by computing its polarity using both HMMs.

marginal-cases: PolArt [KPF09] takes over the marginal cases. It em-
ploys compositional rules and obtains word-level polarities from the Subjec-
tivity Lexicon [WWH05b].

PolArt method implemented its sentiment composition as a cascade of
transducers operating on the prior polarities of the Subjectivity Lexicon,
the output of the TreeTagger chunker (Schmid, 1994) and some pattern-
matching rules. The rules for NP level composition comprise the following
regularities:
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ADJ NOUN → NP Example

NEG POS → NEG disappointed hope
NEG NEG → NEG a horrible liar
POS POS → POS a good friend
POS NEG → NEG a perfect misery
POS NEU → POS a perfect meal
NEG NEU → NEG a horrible meal

At each cascade the matching parts (from the TreeTagger output) are
rewritten (simplified). NP (i.e. Noun Phrase) rules are applied first, fol-
lowed by PP (Prepositional Phrase) rules, verb rules and negation. Given
“He doesn’t fail to verify his excellent idea”, the cascade is (indices indicate
succession, “excellent” is positive, idea is “neutral” according to the prior
lexicon):

� excellent idea → POS1

� verify POS1 → POS2

� fail POS2 → NEG3

� not NEG3 → POS4

A rule language has been designed to facilitate the customization of rules
for sentiment composition. Consider these three slightly simplified examples:

1. advc pol=SHIFT;vc pol=NEG → POS % not regret

2. ?nc no=dt,pol=NEG→ POS % no problem

3. ?nc no=dt,pol=POS→ NEG % no help

Rule 1 captures the case where an adverbial chunk(advc) with a polarity
shifter (e.g. not) is immediately followed by a verb chunk (vc) with a neg-
ative polarity (which has been derived by the application of another rule,
or which is simply given by the prior polarity of the verb). The result is a
larger chunk with a positive polarity. Rule 2 and 3 are complementary, they
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capture noun chunks (nc) where a negation (here “no”) precedes a negative
or positive word. Again, the polarity is inverted in these cases.

Additionally example (a) from Introduction would be treated by PolArt
in the following consecutive steps:

1. no[DT :shifter] beauty[NN :positive] → NEG1
[:negative]

2. was[V BD:] NEG1
[:negative] → NEG2

[:negative]

3. Ancient[JJ:] coin[NN :] shows[V V D:] Cleopatra[NP :] NEG2
[:negative] → NEG3

[:negative]

First, a determiner that operates as a polarity shifter is combined with a
positive noun into NEG1, a negative chunk. Then, a verb is combined with
NEG1 to produce NEG2. Finally, the sentence’s polarity is determined to
be negative driven by NEG2’s negative polarity.

Overall decision making for the sentence level polarity detection stage:

the performance of the Machine Learning approach (i.e. SentiFig-
WithHMM) is added up with that of PolArt, and gives the total performance
of the Combined system.

5.2 Experimental Setup

In the following sections we are presenting the experimental evaluation of
the Combined method. In Section 5.2.1 we are presenting the resources
exploited for the experimental evaluation of the Combined system. The
experimental evaluation concerns the testing of the Combined approach on
the figurative language data sets (FLA and FLM) (Section 5.2.2), as well
as on the totality of the unannotated Affective Text and Movie Reviews
corpora (Section 5.2.3). Further in Section 5.2.4 we present a comparison of
the Combined with other state-of-the-art methods across all data sets.

5.2.1 Resources

We ran our experiments on the following data sets:

� the FLA & FLM data sets described in detail in Section 4.2,

� the Affective Text and Movie Reviews corpus also described in Sec-
tion 4.2

We ran a variation of PolArt, called PolArtSL+, in which we modified the
polarity lexicon it consults with a version of the Subjectivity Lexicon2, which
also contains manually added valence modifiers. In particular we added to
the Subjectivity Lexicon the two manually compiled lists of valence shifters
that are detailed in Section 4.2.

2http://www.cs.pitt.edu/mpqa/
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Table 5.1: Performance scores for marginal cases on FLM and FLA, data
sets FLM, FLA: PolArtSL+ vs SentiFigWithHMM: error threshold 5%, (p-
values: 0.02 & 0.03) respectively

FLM FLA
SentiFigWithHMM PolArtSL+ SentiFigWithHMM PolArtSL+
neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos

rec 0.54 0.53 0.59 0.61 0.51 0.66 0.56 0.75
prec 0.55 0.52 0.65 0.61 0.62 0.57 0.78 0.65

fscore 0.55 0.52 0.61 0.61 0.56 0.61 0.64 0.70

Table 5.2: Performance scores for non-marginal cases on the FLM and FLA
data sets, FLM, FLA: SentiFigWithHMM vs PolArtSL+: error threshold
5%, (p-values: 0.01 & 0.003) respectively

FLM FLA
SentiFigWithHMM PolArtSL+ SentiFigWithHMM PolArtSL+
neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos

rec 0.78 0.75 0.59 0.63 0.74 0.63 0.64 0.40
prec 0.75 0.75 0.63 0.62 0.72 0.58 0.67 0.47

fscore 0.76 0.75 0.61 0.63 0.73 0.60 0.66 0.43

5.2.2 Experimental Evaluation on FLA & FLM

In the following sections experimental results are presented for the Com-
bined system (Combined), compared to the pure machine learning method
(SentiFigWithHMM) and the pure rule-based approach (PolArtSL+) tested
on the FLA and FLM data sets.

Evaluation of the Systems on marginal cases

Focusing only on marginal cases we compared SentiFigWithHMM with Po-
lArtSL+ (using the SL+ lexicon), tested against the marginal cases derived
from the FLA and FLM data sets. As we have already described in Sec-
tion 5.2.1 the marginal cases have been derived from both the FLA and
FLM data sets with the assistance of the machine learning method (Sen-
tiFigWithHMM), employing a threshold.

Table 5.1 presents performances in terms of recall, precision, f-score,
for each polarity class (negative/positive), for the two systems, across both
figurative language datasets (FLA and FLM).

As Table 5.1 shows, the rule-based method (PolArtSL+) outperforms
SentiFigWithHMM concerning the marginal cases for both figurative lan-
guage data sets (FLA & FLM).

Paired t-tests report that the superior performance of PolArtSL+ is sta-
tistically significant within 5% statistical error threshold on the FLA & FLM
data sets.
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Table 5.3: Performance scores for full system runs on FLM and FLA data
sets FLM, FLA: Combined vs SentiFigWithHMM: error threshold 5%, (p-
values: 0.0019 & 0.02) respectively

FLM FLA
SentiFigWithHMM Combined PolArtSL+ SentiFigWithHMM Combined PolArtSL+
neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos

rec 0.67 0.65 0.68 0.67 0.59 0.62 0.69 0.57 0.69 0.71 0.60 0.55
prec 0.67 0.65 0.70 0.68 0.64 0.62 0.64 0.62 0.73 0.65 0.72 0.56

fscore 0.67 0.65 0.69 0.68 0.61 0.62 0.66 0.59 0.71 0.67 0.65 0.55

Evaluation of the Systems on non-marginal cases

We have empirically observed that the non-marginal cases are the ones that
bear strong metaphoricity and can be better treated by the machine learning
method (i.e. SentiFigWithHMM).

As we have already highlighted in Section 5 a machine learning approach
employing WSD can be proven valuable in sentiment disambiguation of
strong metaphorical language. Focusing on non-marginal cases we compared
SentiFigWithHMM, with PolArtSL+.

Table 5.2 presents performances in terms of recall, precision, f-score,
for each polarity class for both systems across both figurative language data
sets FLA and FLM.

As depicted in Table 5.2 SentiFigWithHMM outperforms its rule-based
(PolArtSL+) competitor. Such an observation strengthens our initial con-
jecture that it can effectively treat non-marginal cases alleged as strong
figurative language. Paired t-tests report that the superior performance
of SentiFigWithHMM is statistically significant within 5% statistical error
threshold on the FLA & FLM data sets.

Evaluation of the Systems on the full data sets

For the complete datasets we compared the pure machine learning method
(SentiFigWithHMM) with its corresponding combined system, Combined.

Table 5.3 presents scores for each polarity class, across both figurative
language datasets, FLA and FLM. For the majority of cases, Combined
outperforms SentiFigWithHMM as well as the pure rule-based system Po-
lArtSL+. We can observe that the performance boost obtained with the use
of the rule-based approach for the marginal cases, propagates to the overall
performance of the Combined systems. This fact leads to the conclusion
that a combined system which combines the virtues of a rule-based and a
machine learning method, can more properly handle a corpus which bris-
tles with strong and mild figurative language, than two separate language
specific systems functioning alone.

Another observation that can be made from Tables 5.3 and 5.2, is that
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Table 5.4: Performance scores for marginal cases on Movie Reviews and
Affective Text data sets, Affective Text, Movie Reviews corpus: *PolArtSL+
vs SentiFigWithHMM: error threshold 5%, p-values: 0.011, 0.02 respectively

Movie Reviews Affective Text
SentiFigWithHMM PolArtSL+ SentiFigWithHMM PolArtSL+
neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos

recall 0.55 0.53 0.55 0.59 0.57 0.57 0.61 0.72
precision 0.54 0.53 0.60 0.59 0.58 0.56 0.69 0.64
f-score 0.54 0.53 0.57 0.59 0.57 0.57 0.64 0.68

SentiFigWithHMM’s performance drops for the full data sets (Table 5.3)
while PolArtSL+’s performance remains the same both for the non-marginal
data set (Table 5.2) and the full data sets (Table 5.3). According to the
aforementioned observation we can rationally attribute SentiFigWithHMM’s
performance drop to the existence of marginal cases, a fact that was also
our primary intuition. Paired t-tests report that the superior performance
of the Combined approach is statistically significant within 5% statistical
error threshold on the FLA & FLM data sets.

5.2.3 Evaluation of the Combined approach on the Whole
corpus

In the following sections experimental results are presented for the com-
bined system Combined, compared to SentiFigWithHMM for the whole data
sets of the Affective Text (1000 headlines), and the Movie Reviews corpus
(10000 review sentences). As we have already shown in Appendix B Sen-
tiFigWithHMM performed better on unannotated corpora (i.e., when all
sentential sequence and not only the annotated sentence part is exploited)
when it exploited more than 4 HMM states. In particular 6 and 10 states
proved to perform best for the Affective Text and Movie Reviews corpus
respectively. Due to this observation we also ran the Combined approach on
the Affective Text and Movie Reviews data set exploiting these states. We
assume that an augmented number of states will also help to more properly
distinguish marginal from non-marginal cases, and therefore achieve a better
delegation of these cases to the appropriate system.

The experiments on the whole corpora also provide a comparison with
the SentiFigWithHMM under more extended data sets, although neither the
Combined nor the machine learning system (i.e. SentiFigWithHMM) were
originally designed to handle raw (unannotated) corpora, which in their
majority consist of literal language.
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Table 5.5: Performance scores for non-marginal cases on Movie Reviews
and Affective Text data sets *PolArtSL+ vs SentiFigWithHMM: within 5%
error threshold, p-values: 0.04 and 0.05 respectively

Movie Reviews Affective Text corpus

SentiFigWithHMM PolArtSL+ SentiFigWithHMM PolArtSL+

neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos

recall 0.76 0.80 0.58 0.65 0.75 0.72 0.65 0.60
precision 0.75 0.78 0.60 0.59 0.78 0.68 0.59 0.53
f-score 0.75 0.79 0.61 0.65 0.76 0.70 0.61 0.57

Evaluation of the systems on marginal cases

In this experiment, focusing on marginal cases, we compared SentiFig-
WithHMM with PolArtSL+. It is important to mention that only one third
of the Affective Text corpus contains figurative language (i.e., metaphorical
expressions), whereas the remaining sentences (700) are considered literal.
Most importantly since only one tenth of the Movie Reviews corpus contains
figurative language, we assumed that the remaining set is literal. For this
reason we expect that most marginal cases - since they comprise the majority
of the corpus - probably belong to literal language, which is the reason that
a rule-based approach (i.e. PolArt) was selected to handle them. Table 5.4
presents scores for each polarity class (negative/positive), for both systems,
concerning the marginal cases derived from the whole Affective Text and
Movie Reviews corpora (see Section 5.2.1). As depicted in Table 5.4 for
these extended data sets of marginal cases derived from both corpora the
rule-based system (PolArtSL+) performed better than SentiFigWithHMM.
This fact may be attributed to the probable mildly metaphorical or literal
nature of such cases. In order to further verify the above assumption a fu-
ture investigation is needed. Paired t-tests also verify PolArtSL+’s superior
performance across both the Affective Text and Movie Reviews data sets.

Evaluation of the Systems for non-marginal cases

Assuming that the non-marginal cases derived from the whole corpora can be
potential carriers of stronger figurative language than their marginal coun-
terparts we expect that they can be better handled by the machine learning
method (i.e. SentiFigWithHMM). Focusing on non-marginal cases we com-
pared SentiFigWithHMM system with PolArtSL+. Table 5.5 presents the
performance of both PolArtSL+ and SentiFigWithHMM in terms of recall,
precision and f-score, for each polarity class, for both the Affective Text and
the Movie Review corpus.

As Table 5.5 depicts, concerning the non-marginal cases derived from the
Affective Text corpus, SentiFigWithHMM clearly outperforms PolArtSL+.
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Table 5.6: Performance scores for full system runs on Movie Reviews and
Affective Text corpus Combined vs SentiFigWithHMM, 5% error threshold,
p-value= 0.011.

Movie Reviews Affective Text
SentiFigWithHMM Combined PolArtSL+ SentiFigWithHMM Combined PolArtSL+
neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos

rec 0.64 0.65 0.64 0.65 0.57 0.62 0.68 0.64 0.68 0.68 0.63 0.66
prec 0.66 0.67 0.72 0.65 0.60 0.59 0.70 0.64 0.70 0.66 0.64 0.59

f-score 0.65 0.66 0.67 0.67 0.59 0.62 0.69 0.64 0.69 0.67 0.64 0.63

Similarly, for the case of the Movie Reviews corpus, SentiFigWithHMM
outperforms PolArtSL+.

We therefore verify our initial assumption that the non-marginal cases
derived from the whole corpora have been more accurately treated by the
machine-learning approach. All in all, concerning the non-marginal cases
derived from the Affective Text and the Movie Reviews corpus, the better
performance of SentiFigWithHMM is also statistically verified.

Evaluation of the systems on full data set

For the complete data sets of the Affective Text and the Movie Reviews cor-
pus we compared the performance of SentiFigWithHMM and PolArtSL+
with Combined. Table 5.6 presents scores for each polarity class concern-
ing the Affective Text and the Movie Reviews corpus. As we can observe,
Combined outperforms in all cases both the pure ML system (SentiFig-
WithHMM) and the rule-based system.

Such a fact argues in favor of the synergy of a machine learning to-
gether with a rule-based system in detecting polarity not only in corpora
consisting of figurative language, but also in corpora consisting of mixed lan-
guage styles. Paired t-tests report that Combined’s superior performance
compared to SentiFigWithHMM is statistically significant across both the
Affective Text and the Movie Reviews corpus.

5.2.4 Comparison of the Combined Method with State-of-
the-art

We further compared the Combined approach with state-of-the-art systems
already presented in Section 4.4 applied on the FLM, Affective Text, and
Movie Reviews corpora. Table 5.7 presents results for Combined with the
best performing systems that participated in the AffectiveText Task of Se-
mEval 2007, namely the supervised system ClaC and the unsupervised sys-
tem ClaC-NB [AB07]. We further compare Combined with a very recent un-
supervised system by Martin-Wanton et al., presented in [MWPPMGB09],
which is also applied on the Affective Text Corpus. All the above systems
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Table 5.7: Affective Text Corpus: Comparison of Combined with the state-
of-the-art systems

Combined CLaC CLac-NB Martin-Wanton et al.
rec 0.68 0.092 0.663 0.721

prec 0.68 0.614 0.311 0.376
f-score 0.68 0.160 0.424 0.494

Table 5.8: FLM: Comparison of Combined with state-of-the-art systems
Rentoumi et al. Andreevskaia(NB) Pang&Lee(SVM)

Combined unigrams unigrams
recall 0.68 0.67 0.62 0.64 0.77 0.73

precision 0.70 0.68 0.65 0.62 0.75 0.75
f-score 0.69 0.68 0.63 0.63 0.76 0.74

under comparison are analytically described in Section 4.4.1. Results in Ta-
ble 5.7 are presented as macro-averages for both polarity classes (pos/neg)
in terms of recall, precision (prec) and f-score.

From Table 5.7 we can deduce, that the proposed Combined approach
outperforms - similarly to the proposed SentiFig system (Section 4.4) - all
the other state-of-the-art systems tested on the Affective Text corpus.

In Table 5.8 we present results for Combined and state-of-the-art ap-
proaches applied on the FLM.

In Table 5.8, results for an SVM and a Naive Bayes approach are pre-
sented, introduced by [PL05] and [AB08], respectively. Both the SVM and
Naive Bayes classifiers were trained with unigram frequencies derived from
the FLM corpus.

As depicted in Table 5.8, Combined even though it performs better than
the Naive Bayes method, it cannot outperform SVM classifier. It is known
that SVMs trained with unigrams are considered very hard competitors in
Sentiment Analysis of texts [BHDM07].

In Table 4.17 we present results for Combined tested on the Movie Re-
views corpus compared to Pang and Lee’s [PL05] SVM classifier, to An-
dreevskaia and Bergler’ NB classifier [AB08], and to the Opt system pre-
sented in [ITRO08]. All the above systems under comparison are detailed
in Section 4.4.1.

As depicted in Table 4.17 although Combined does not outperform the

Table 5.9: Movie Reviews corpus: Comparison of Combined with state-of-
the-art systems

Rentoumi et al. Pang&Lee(SVM) Opt Andreevskaia(NB)
Combined unigrams/bigrams unigrams/bigrams/trigrams

accuracy 0.67 0.75/0.71 0.77 0.77/0.74/0.65
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established n-gram methods tested all for the Movie Reviews Corpus - it only
outerforms Andreevskaia and Bergler’s NB classifier when this is trained
with trigrams - we have to confess, that the Combined approach was not
originally designed to handle unannotated corpus which most importantly
consists in its majority of literal language. Therefore, we expect Combined
to perform optimally when applied on a corpus consisting mainly of non-
literal language. The performances reported by the Combined system from
this early experimental evaluation have shown the broader potential of this
method functioning on raw data sets which bear different language styles. If
any of its two sub-components can further evolve, the result of the combined
system can be even more promising.

We have to take into account that PolArt’s dependency on its under-
lying resources and especially the prior polarity lexicon is also a crucial
performance factor for the whole system. All in all, the overall performance
is still quite satisfactory. Consequently, if we provide PolArt with a more
appropriate lexicon, we expect a further boost.

5.3 Discussion and Conclusions

In this Chapter we presented a novel idea for analysis of sentiment bearing
language, using in combination a rule-based and a machine learning sys-
tem. We were inspired to attempt this by the intuition that there exists a
high degree of complementarity between these two independent systems, Po-
lArt [KPF09] and SentiFigWithHMM [RGKV09b]. These two systems tend
to perform better in language specific tasks, with SentiFigWithHMM spe-
cialiazing in figurative language and PolArt in language that exhibits more
regularities, that is literal or semi-literal language. The corpora we exam-
ined, AffectiveText Task and Movie Reviews, and their respective Figurative
Language derivatives are far from homogeneous, including cases of strong
and mild figurative language as well as literal and non-literal cases. We
provided evidence for the complementarity of the rule-based compositional
system (PolArt) and the machine learning system (SentiFigWithHMM).

Sentiment composition proved its applicability as PolArt treated suc-
cessfully the marginal cases that would otherwise cause the performance of
SentiFigWithHMM to drop. Most importantly the performance boost for
marginal cases improves the overall performance of the combined system.
The validity of such an approach was verified proving its consistency, in
all corpora tested, either in those exhibiting mild and strong figurative lan-
guage (i.e., FLA, FLM) or in corpora where literal language is prominent
(i.e., Affective Text, Movie Reviews). For the figurative language data sets
the marginal cases were found to have mild metaphoricity. We can there-
fore investigate in the future if sentiment can be considered as a function
of metaphoricity (i.e., that weak metaphoricity induces mildly expressed
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polarity).
The Combined system was successful even for the complete corpora.

This shows that such a synergy can be successful even in corpora consisting
of mixed language styles.

Since correct sense-level polarity is considered crucial for the evolution of
the Combined system, in the future, we will dynamically produce extended
sense-level polarity lexica.

We intend to replace SentiFigWithHMM with SentiFig (already pre-
sented in Section 4.1) in the Combined system. We consider that CRF,
whose added value in Sentiment Analysis was shown in Section 4.3, can help
to more accurately distinguish marginal from non-marginal cases. Therefore
it will contribute towards the amelioration of the performance of the Com-
bined approach. The rule-based approach can also be improved by providing
it with more extensive lexica, richer in information for metaphors.
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Chapter 6

Overall Discussion and
Future Work

In this thesis we encountered and studied several issues that remain open
in the literature of Sentiment Analysis. We followed a sense to sentiment
perspective in Sentiment Analysis of sentences. In Chapter 2 we detected
that the majority of state-of-the-art methods that employ word senses aim
at just constructing polarity lexica and assign senses with polarity. On the
other hand the role of WSD in Sentiment Analysis of real texts has not been
thoroughly investigated. Moreover the majority of the surveyed Sentiment
Analysis approaches employ Machine Learning, rule-based or combined ap-
proaches that mainly aim at revealing the sentiment of literal language. In
this thesis we are proposing an approach that target the Sentiment Analysis
of figurative language sentences. As far as we know this is the first time
that all aspects of metaphorical language correlate with sentiment. with the
negative or positive expression of sentiment. All approaches proposed have a
sense to sentiment perspective as a common denominator. As an immediate
consequence, the role of WSD is extensively examined and evaluated in the
whole process. The proposed approaches exploit the senses of words belong-
ing to metaphorical expressions as a valuable indicator of sentiment in order
to determine the overall sentiment of sentences. We show that the proposed
approaches can also function generically for Sentiment Analysis in corpora
where literal language prevails. The following paragraphs summarize our
main contributions of this thesis and future research directions.

6.1 Contributions and Discussion

In Chapter 2 we introduced a novel categorization of the related work con-
cerning the Machine Learning methods which are for the first time presented
and categorized based (a) on the features exploited (i.e., words assigned with
an out of context polarity orientation vs contextual or sense-level polarity
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information), and (b) the type of information that the learning technique
used exploits (i.e. bag-of-words vs structured models). The related work is
also grouped according to each of the three stages of our approach. Through
this novel distinction we also revealed the characteristics and the limitations
of the approaches exploiting an out of context polarity and/or bag-of-words
trained classifiers. Such limitations necessitated the emerging of the more
recent approaches that exploit senses and/or structured models in the field
of Sentiment Analysis.

We have described the limitations of the existing approaches that ex-
ploit only polarities assigned on words tokens without taking into account
the context in which these words appear. Regarding the fact that words
and phrases can convey different meanings depending on the context they
appear, these methods can lead to erroneous interpretations of the polarity
that a sentence entails. For this reason we propose an approach that ex-
ploits word senses that are identified in the broader context of a sentence as
a valuable means for revealing the sentence level polarity.

Contrarily to the approaches that are restricted to immediately consult-
ing sentiment dictionaries, we have developed and employed a sense-level
sentiment vocabulary in order to train a machine learning classification
method. To do so, we propose a method that can imply polarity even for
word senses that are not registered in sentiment vocabularies.

In our effort to deal with flaws concerning erroneous polarity assigned on
metaphorical senses that are included in already existing sentiment lexica
we developed our sentiment lexicon, the ESL lexicon. It extends the Subjec-
tivity Lexicon with synsets derived from WordNet. Experimental evaluation
provided evidence for ESL’s efficiency in the sense level polarity assignment
task.

In Chapter 2 we have also listed the limitations that bag-of-words clas-
sification models present in Sentiment Analysis. Such methods, adopt a flat
representation of sentences, and cannot encode the structural information of
a text that is indicative of its implied polarity. Therefore, we have been chal-
lenged to explore an approach that would be based on word senses, which
would also take advantage of the sentential structure.

In our research we pushed the trend of correlating senses with sentiment,
a step further. We investigated the role of sense-level polarity in analyzing
real text for sentiment. This way we filled the gap in the current literature
that concerned the exploration of metaphorical senses in Sentiment Analysis.

Most importantly and contrary to other state-of-the-art approaches pre-
sented in Chapter 3.6.1 that look for sentiment only in specific kinds of
metaphors (i.e., conventional), in our approach all kinds of metaphors - from
conventional to novel ones - are viewed as potential carriers of sentiment.

In Chapter 3.4 we have also provided solid theoretical and empirical
evidence that illustrate the underlying relation between metaphor and sen-
timent. Doing so, we also projected the necessity of revealing the sense
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of words belonging in metaphorical expressions, in order to capture their
implicit sentiment. Motivated by this necessity and the fact that we are
dealing with all aspects of metaphors, we introduced the notion of WSD in
Sentiment Analysis (Section 3.6). In our approach, WSD is considered as
a generic method employed in order to collectively treat and capture the
senses of words that belong to various kinds of metaphorical expressions.
The senses of metaphorical words are further exploited as indicators of sen-
timent.

In Chapter 4.1 we proposed a three stage method for the Sentiment
Analysis of sentences that contain metaphorical expressions:

� WSD

� Sense Level Polarity Assignment

� Sentence Level Polarity Detection

The selection of these stages stemmed from the fact that figurative lan-
guage is strongly ambiguous. We provide theoretical and experimental evi-
dence for the selection of each stage and for the tools selected to implement
them. This combination of stages that involves WSD and sense level po-
larity in order to reveal the sentiment of figurative language sentences is
for the first time addressed in this thesis. In Section 4.3.1 we showed that
metaphorical expressions assigned with sense-level polarity, constitute valu-
able polarity drivers for the whole sentence in which these expressions occur.
Doing so, we verified our initial intuition that there is an inherent relation
between metaphorical expressions and sentiment. Such a finding postulates
that the computational processing of metaphorical language phenomena can
contribute to the evaluation of the developing field of Sentiment Analysis,
highlighting at the same time the necessity of adopting more sophisticated
approaches that will be able to incorporate linguistic phenomena.

In Section 4.3.3 we extensively evaluated the role and importance of
WSD in Sentiment Analysis. Its potential would be better illustrated if we
could support such methods with linguistic resources (i.e., lexica) richer in
information for metaphors.

In Section 4.3.4 we show that the n-gram graphs method outperforms
SVM for sense-level polarity assignment showing the inefficacy of bag-of-
words approaches in assigning senses with polarity orientation. We there-
fore verified that the sub-word and neighbourhood information used in the n-
gram graphs approach, cannot be captured by bag-of-words approaches. The
evaluation of the third stage (Section 4.3.2), proves a similar point. Struc-
tured models, and in particular CRF, contrary to bag-of-words classifiers,
by retaining the structural information of sentences, are able to simulate
their semantic and syntactic information, and contribute to more efficient
modeling of the sentiment classification problem.
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Most importantly in Section 4.3.2 we showed that the CRF approach
adopted for assigning sentences with polarity, has been proven better than
HMM. This shows the superiority of discriminative instead of generative
models for dealing with classification problems. The integration of HMM
(SentiFigWithHMM) in the third stage of the method comprised one of our
first endeavours, which even though it did not outperform the proposed
SentiFig approach or all the state-of-the art approaches with which it was
compared, yielded promising results, and motivated us, early on, to inves-
tigate a structured models approach for detecting sentiment in sentences.
The evaluation of this approach exploiting HMM as well as its variants are
presented in Appendix B and is presented side by side with the evaluation of
SentiFig. We have also exhibited the potential of this approach to function
complementarily with state-of-the-art approaches, like PolArt (Chapter 5).

In Section 4.4 SentiFig outperformed all the other state-of-the-art ap-
proaches, tested on Figurative Language data sets. Most importantly it was
found to surpass even established methods, tested on corpora with varying
language styles, containing sentences of literal and figurative language. This
observation provides evidence for its applicability to act as a generic method
for Sentiment Analysis.

In the state-of-the-art presentation we also highlighted the recorded lack
of approaches in Sentiment Analysis that can combine rules with Machine
Learning. We addressed this issue in Chapter 5 by proposing a novel syn-
ergy between a Machine Learning and a Rule-based method acting com-
plementarily. We showed that such a synergy can be necessitated by the
peculiarities of the language styles investigated. Figurative language be-
ing more ambiguous and harder to process, postulates for a probabilistic
processing, and can, thus, be successfully treated by a Machine Learning
approach, while a mild figurative language exhibiting characteristics of lit-
eral language demands a more decisive treatment provided by a rule-based
approach. The Combined approach, was found to outperform both its con-
stituent sub-methods. This observation provides verifies the need for such a
synergy, showing that fallacies of a ML approach can be efficiently treated
by a rule-based system. Since it proved to be efficient in corpora of varying
language styles, its applicability is broadened since all contemporary web
resources (i.e., blogs, editorials, social networks) that have to be analyzed
for sentiment are rife with strong and mild metaphorical as well as with
literal language.

In Chapter 3.5 we discussed several approaches to metaphor defini-
tion and interpretation adopting a cognitive to contextual perspective to
metaphor. We have stated that the metaphor despite being a cognitive phe-
nomenon, can also emerge in a per context basis. We propose a cognitive to
contextual approach to metaphor identification and annotation that takes
into account the cognitive and contextual perspective of the phenomenon.

The theoretical foundation proposed forms the basis for developing and
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applying the metaphor annotation schema and guidelines presented in Ap-
pendix A.1. Moreover, the linguistic property of metaphoricity - seen as a
scalable property that rules the intensity of metaphors - is discussed in Sec-
tion 3.3 and is experimentally investigated and correlated with sentiment in
Chapter 5.

Both methods proposed in Chapters 4 and 5 have experimentally proven
that they can efficiently determine the sentiment of figurative language sen-
tences, and also exhibited their potential to function as language-style in-
dependent methods, which is one of the greatest challenges in the field of
Sentiment Analysis. Indeed SentiFig outperformed all the state-of-the-art
methods tested on corpora with mixed language styles (i.e., figurative with
literal), while Combined yielded better results for some of the cases.

Through our earlier experimental evaluation - presented in Appendix B -
as well as through the experiments performed with SentiFig, we have shown
that metaphorical expressions comprised a major sentiment bearing part of
the sentence, which lead to assessing its polarity. This finding gives the
Sentiment Analysis field a precious insight on the road to follow in order
to locate subjective content in sentences or texts. The answer could be
to focus on metaphorical expressions. Such a finding could be precious
for the Opinion Mining field as well, since the it targets the extraction of
opinionated parts of the sentence.

6.2 Future Directions

Although SentiFig was not outperformed by the Combined approach, we are
considering to incorporate SentiFig in the Combined method in the place of
SentiFigWithHMM. We assume that the performance boost achieved by the
use of CRF and the richer feature representation would benefit the Com-
bined approach, leading in more promising results. Similarly the synergy of
the proposed Machine Learning approach with other methods, apart from
compositional rule-based ones, is also another subject for future research.

Investigation of the degree of metaphoricity that marginal and non-
marginal cases entail, when derived from the raw Affective Text and Movie
Reviews corpora is one of our near-future interests.

The insight that different degrees of metaphoricity can also imply a de-
gree of certainty - in terms of probabilities - of the implying polarity ori-
entation, open a future investigation subject to check if sentiment can be
considered as a function of metaphoricity (i.e., that weak metaphoricity in-
duces mildly expressed polarity). To do so, we aim to investigate the aspect
of strength in the implying sentiment of sentences carrying metaphorical
expressions.

Another future plan is to further test experimentally the potential of
WSD in the Sentiment Analysis of figurative language. We plan to utilize
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unsupervised learning which will exploit already existing sentiment vocab-
ularies that we intend to enrich with information for metaphorical senses.
We expect to increase the accuracy of the WSD stage, supporting the more
fine-grained role of WSD.

We also plan to test alternative representations for deciding the polar-
ity of metaphorical senses (e.g., exploiting the whole sentence in which a
metaphorical sense appears, instead of only the senses described in senti-
ment vocabularies).

One of our more ambitious plans is to test the applicability of the pro-
posed approaches not only in sentences but also in documents and articles.
Recent bibliography as mentioned in Chapter 2 has stated the appropriate-
ness of structured models in detecting sentiment in documents.

We intend to apply the proposed approaches in corpora of different do-
mains such as blogs, and social networks which contain controversial lan-
guage styles varying from formal to slang. One of the hot issues in the field
of Sentiment Analysis is whether a method can be considered as domain
adaptive. We aim to find the extent that, a method trained on corpora of
a specific language style, can be applicable to corpora of different domains
and language styles.

Finally we aim to automate the very first step of the proposed overall
approach, concerning the annotation of metaphorical expressions. We are
already working in this direction and found that several categories of verbs
(e.g., motion verbs), when used metaphorically, correlate with subjectiv-
ity and their semantics can help in distinguishing metaphorical from literal
usage as well as in subjective/objective metaphor modeling.

6.3 Open Issues in the field of Sentiment Analysis

There are still many unsolved problems and open issues in Sentiment Anal-
ysis.

� The majority of Sentiment Analysis approaches that target social me-
dia, focus on accurately analyzing sentences (e.g., tweeter posts), ne-
glecting the classification into subjective vs objective. It would be
interesting to target the classification of tweets, or blog post.

� Valence reversers, i.e., words implying negations like no, not and never
are difficult to handle properly. The issue here is to learn to classify
the scope of negation.

� Handling comparisons. The bag-of-words models are not able to deal
well with comparisons. For instance “MIT is better than Harvard”,
following a bag-of-words approach would be considered positive, since
it would not take into account the implied comparison and relation
using “better”.
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� the entity identification or the “aboutness” problem; given a sentence,
to automatically detect if the sentiment is towards an entity. In the
example “I love pizza”, it would be to locate that “love” is about the
term “pizza”, implying a positive sentiment towards pizza.

� Topic classification for tweets or blog posts. Tag clouds. Given a
list of positive and negative tweets or blog posts, what are the most
meaningful words to put in a tag cloud?

� Applying Sentiment Analysis to Facebook and Tweeter messages. Face-
book messages have no character limitation, on the contrary Tweeter
messages have such a limitation. We can apply SentiFig in such cor-
pora, since it has proved its applicability in short and long sentences.

� Internationalization. We have so far focused only on English sen-
tences. It should be possible to use our approach to classify sentiment
in other languages, using language resources such as EuroWordNet,
and BalkanNet.
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Appendix A

Manual Annotation Tasks

A.1 Guidelines for the Metaphor Annotation Task

The metaphor annotation task was delegated to two linguists, each of whom
annotated a different part of the corpus. A proof reader was appointed to
check the output of the annotation process.

Recognizing metaphors in real discourse can be challenging, as language
perception is largely intuitive. In order to narrow down the inherent subjec-
tive nature of the task we provided the annotators with detailed guidelines:
This involved a two step process:
A) The extraction of sentences containing metaphorical expressions from
the entire Affective Text and Movie Reviews corpora
B) The annotation of metaphorical expressions.

In step A, the annotators were instructed:
(i) to detect and extract as figurative the sentences complying with

Lakoff’s definition for metaphors as analytically described in Section 3.5.
In particular they were asked to check if a mapping was involved between
two concepts in every corpus sentence, in the sense that one abstract con-
cept was described in terms of the properties of a more concrete and tangible
concept.

They were also provided with a small list of sentences that entail a
metaphorical reading. Such an example is:

(a) the film maker’s credibility sinks
The depreciation of “credibility” which is an abstract concept, is cor-

related and transmitted through the notion of “sinking”, a sharply defined
and tangible process.

(ii) to not consider and extract as figurative the sentences that contain
cases of naturalized metaphors as defined in Section 3.5.

The guidelines given to the annotators for Step B were based on the
principles of the metaphor annotation process constructed by the Pragglejaz
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group (MIP) [Gro07]. Specifically we adopted the group’s definitions of the
contextual and basic sense, as well as their approach in distinguishing the
basic from metaphorical senses (steps a, b, and c(i) respectively).

The annotators were instructed not to consult a dictionary, since many
dictionaries lack registered metaphorical senses. This becomes more obvious
in cases of metaphors that are considered more novel uses of the language
(e.g. the movie definitely gives you something to chew on) or of more
creative ones that are produced by language users on the fly (e.g. My work
is a jail).

With the following guidelines we encouraged the annotators to capture
all range of metaphors from conventional to more novel ones.

(a) For each verb, noun, and adjective in the sentence, establish its
contextual meaning, i.e. how it applies to an entity, relation, or attribute
in the situation evoked by the text of the sentence. Also take into account
what comes before and after each lexical unit. As an example in “film-
maker’s credibility sinks”, the noun “film-maker” in this context denotes
“a producer of motion pictures” and “credibility” denotes “the quality of
being believable or trustworthy”. On the other hand the verb “sinks” in
this context denotes “to decline markedly”.

b) For the lexical units in (a) try to imagine if there is a more basic
meaning in other contexts. Basic meanings have one or more of the following
properties:

� i) More concrete (what they evoke is easier to imagine, see, hear, feel,
smell, and taste)

� ii) Related to bodily action

� iii) More precise (as opposed to vague)

� iv) Historically older

In the examined example “film-maker’s credibility sinks”, the contextual
meanings of “film-maker” and “credibility” agree with their basic meanings.
However there is a more basic sense for “sink” than the one used in this
context, which is “to go under”.

c) (i) If the contextual and the basic meanings for a word are different
and the contextual meaning can still be understood in comparison to the
basic, then the word should be annotated as a metaphor. In the above exam-
ple, since the contextual senses of “filmmaker” and “credibility” agree with
their basic senses, they are not considered metaphorical. Conversely, the
contextual meaning for “sink”, denoting to decline significantly as in “The
real estate market sank”, is distinctly different from the basic meaning “to
go under”. Nevertheless, with the connotation of “decline”, it can be imme-
diately captured in comparison to its basic sense. This happens since value
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properties that come from the context (i.e. “credibility”) are transferred to
the basic reading of “sink”.

(ii) Annotate as part of the metaphorical expressions the words that func-
tion as complements to the metaphors. These are the words that participate
in the abstract vs concrete mapping, from which a metaphor emerges.

For example “credibility”, although used with its basic sense in this
context, it is not used as an “abstract notion” but entails a concrete reading.
It is seen as an entity which has the ability to “sink”. Therefore we consider
it as part of the metaphorical expression and is annotated as such.

The following examples illustrate the guideline given in (c) (ii).

� metaphorical intransitive verb
In “credibility sinks”, credibility functioning as the subject for sink
has to be annotated as part of the metaphorical expression.

� metaphorical transitive verb
In “he swallowed the story”, “the story” functioning as the object of
swallow, has to be annotated as part of the metaphorical expression.

� metaphorical noun (adjective complement)
In “movie is a sweet treasure” “sweet” being an adjective accompany-
ing “treasure” which functions as a metaphor, has to be annotated as
part of the metaphorical expression.

� metaphorical noun (noun complement)
In “sweat is babe magnet”, the noun “babe” accompanying the metaphor-
ical “magnet” has to be annotated as part of the metaphorical expres-
sion.

The proof reader disagreed in 20 metaphorical expressions for the FLA
and in 50 cases for the FLM. These conflicts were attributed to the inherent
intuitive nature of metaphors, thus the grey areas spotted, were mainly those
of the two extremes: naturalized and novel metaphors.

A.1.1 Valence Shifters Annotation Task

The annotation of valence shifters was delegated to a linguist. He manually
compiled two extended lists of valence shifters derived from the figurative
language data sets of the Affective Text (FLA) and the Movie Reviews
(FLM) corpus respectively. The annotator manually annotated as valence
shifters those words that act as reversers (e.g. negators), intensifiers (e.g.
extremely, a lot), or diminishers weakening (e.g. barely, rather) of the eval-
uative words that they accompany.
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A.1.2 Manual WSD Task

The two annotators that performed the WSD task were presented with the
sentences in which these metaphorical expressions belonged. They were in-
structed to assign the most appropriate (i.e. contextual) sense from Word-
Net, to every word belonging to the metaphorical expressions. If there was
no WordNet sense to match the contextual one, the annotators had to as-
sign the sense that was closest. A third person refereed the 67 disagreements
(out of a total of 431 cases).

A.1.3 Manual SLP Task

For the second task, two annotators were given the already annotated senses
in a list out of context. They were instructed to assign a negative or positive
polarity to each sense according to the contextual information provided by
WordNet for the given sense (i.e. considering the indicated synsets and
glosses). A referee handled the 35 conflicts between the two annotators (out
of a total of 431 senses). The exact same manual SLP process was followed
for the cases where the WSD is automatic. For the last task there were 37
conflicts handled by the referee out of the 431 senses
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Appendix B

Preliminary system
alternatives employing HMM

B.1 Preliminary system alternatives employing HMM
States

In this Section we present the experimental evaluation performed using var-
ious HMM states. In order to choose the appropriate number of states that
we had to utilize in the HMM based systems tested, we followed an exhaus-
tive experimental evaluation The sentential sequences within the corpora
used, varied in terms of size. We therefore performed several experiments
using a range between 4 and 12 states in order to examine whether the HMM
states could reflect the size of these sequences. We also assumed that the
average sentential sequence size lied within these two limits

Tables B.1 and B.2 present all results (in terms of average f-scores)
for all preliminary system variants tested (SentiFigWithHMM with GI, Sen-
tiFigWithHMM(SMO&GI), SentiFigWithHMM and SentiFigWithHMM(SMO))
for the range of HMM states mentioned above, across the FLA, Affective
Text, FLM and Movie Reviews corpora respectively. We can observe that
for the whole data sets (i.e., the Affective Text and Movie Reviews corpora)
the alternatives tested perform better for a higher number of states. Ad-
ditionally Tables B.3 and B.4 present the best results performed exploiting
the 4-12 range of HMM states for both best performing systems, SentiFig-
WithHMM and SentiFigWithHMM(SMO) across all data sets tested. From
Table B.3 we can detect that the best performance for the whole Affective
Text corpus is achieved using six HMM states, while for the Movie Reviews
corpus the best results are achieved using ten HMM states. This can be
explained by the fact that the average sentence length in the Movie Re-
views corpus is larger than that of the Affective Text corpus and therefore
there is a greater probability for the majority of the observation instances
- the number of distinct observations used for training are 11 - to appear
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Table B.1: Affective Text, FLA: Performance scores for full system
runs, SentiFigWithHMM with GI, SentiFigWithHMM(SMO&GI), SentiFig-
WithHMM, SentiFigWithHMM(SMO) using a range of HMM states

Affective

st SentiFigWithHMM with GI SentiFigWithHMM(SMO&GI) SentiFigWithHMM SentiFigWithHMM(SMO)

Whole 4 0.55 0.61 0.60 0.64
5 0.55 0.61 0.62 0.64
6 0.57 0.62 0.67 0.66
7 0.56 0.61 0.63 0.65
8 0.56 0.61 0.62 0.65
9 0.56 0.61 0.63 0.65
10 0.56 0.61 0.63 0.65
11 0.56 0.61 0.63 0.65
12 0.56 0.61 0.61 0.65

FLA 4 0.70 0.55 0.63 0.64
5 0.68 0.53 0.60 0.63
6 0.68 0.51 0.59 0.62
7 0.66 0.52 0.59 0.61
8 0.66 0.53 0.57 0.62
9 0.66 0.53 0.58 0.62
10 0.66 0.52 0.56 0.61
11 0.66 0.52 0.56 0.61
12 0.66 0.51 0.55 0.61

Table B.2: Movie Reviews, FLM: Performance scores for full system
runs, SentiFigWithHMM with GI, SentiFigWithHMM(SMO&GI), SentiFig-
WithHMM, SentiFigWithHMM(SMO) using a range of HMM states

Movie Reviews

st SentiFigWithHMM with GI SentiFigWithHMM(SMO&GI) SentiFigWithHMM SentiFigWithHMM(SMO)

Whole 4 0.53 0.54 0.58 0.58
5 0.52 0.53 0.61 0.60
6 0.54 0.54 0.59 0.63
7 0.55 0.57 0.63 0.63
8 0.55 0.57 0.61 0.61
9 0.54 0.57 0.63 0.63
10 0.57 0.57 0.65 0.63
11 0.57 0.57 0.64 0.63
12 0.57 0.57 0.63 0.63

FLM 4 0.57 0.56 0.66 0.65
5 0.57 0.55 0. 65 0.64
6 0.57 0.55 0.65 0.64
7 0.56 0.54 0.64 0.64
8 0.56 0.54 0.63 0.64
9 0.55 0.55 0.63 0.64
10 0.55 0.55 0.63 0.64
11 0.54 0.55 0.63 0.63
12 0.54 0.55 0.63 0.63
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Table B.3: Affective Text Performance scores for full system runs, SentiFig-
WithHMM, SentiFigWithHMM(SMO), using a range of HMM states

SentiFigWithHMM SentiFigWithHMM(SMO)

Whole 6: 0.67 6: 0.66

FLA 4: 0.63 4:0.64

Table B.4: Movie Reviews Performance scores for full system runs, SentiFig-
WithHMM, SentiFigWithHMM(SMO), using a range of HMM states

SentiFigWithHMM SentiFigWithHMM(SMO)

Whole 10: 0.65 10: 0.63

FLM 4: 0.66 4: 0.65

within a test sentence. On the other hand Tables B.3 and B.4 indicate when
tested on the FLA and FLM subsets, the HMM based system alternatives
are observed to perform better for a lower number of states (i.e., 4 states).

This performance can be attributed to the fact that the sentential se-
quences of both the FLA and FLM, when fed into the HMM models, consist
of only the annotated metaphorical expressions of their respective sentences,
while the remaining part of the sentence does not participate within the in-
put sequence. Therefore, the sequences under evaluation are much shorter
compared to those derived from the unannotated corpus - where the full
sentence is evaluated - requiring fewer states for evaluating the enclosed po-
larity. In particular for the FLA the best performance is observed when
exploiting SentiFigWithHMM with GI, SentiFigWithHMM and SentiFig-
WithHMM(SMO) variants for four states, while there is a significant drop
for more than six states. The better performance of SentiFigWithHMM
with GI over SentiFigWithHMM and SentiFigWithHMM(SMO) variants is
not though statistically supported within 5% error threshold. Most impor-
tantly GI was soon abandoned since as shown in Section 4.1.2 it was proved
to perform worse than ESL lexicon, when integrated in the sense level po-
larity assignment component. Nevertheless, for the sake of completeness we
provide herein all results achieved by early system variants.

On the other hand for the FLM, containing much longer metaphorical
expressions, the increase in number of states was not accompanied with a
such a great performance drop. Such an observation leads to the deduction
that the length of sentences used as input in the HMMs, in combination
with the number of states used, can have an impact in the performance
of the systems. It seems that our initial assumption is verified since short
sentential sequences, seem to need smaller number of HMM states, while
longer sentential sequences, need a bigger number of HMM states.
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Table B.5: FLA: Evaluation of the impact of WSD: comparison of Sen-
tiFigWithHMM and SentiFigWithHMM with GI with alternative system
configurations

manual(a) manual(b) SentiFigWithHMM SentiFigWithHMM with GI
neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos

recall 0.76 0.86 0.71 0.80 0.69 0.57 0.73 0.67
precision 0.86 0.77 0.79 0.75 0.64 0.62 0.71 0.70
f-score 0.80 0.80 0.75 0.77 0.66 0.59 0.72 0.69

B.2 Evaluation of the role of Word Sense Disam-
biguation

In Table B.5, we compare two early tested systems, SentiFigWithHMM
with GI and SentiFigWithHMM with two other configurations ((manual(a))
and (manual(b))) which - similarly to those presented in Section 4.3.3, in
Table 4.11 - are differentiated by the automation of various components of
the system. All configurations are tested on the FLA data set and use HMM
for sentence level polarity detection, instead of CRF used in the experimental
evaluation presented in Table 4.11.

SentiFigWithHMM with GI and SentiFigWithHMM only differ in the
resource used to train the sense level polarity assignment component. In
specific, SentiFigWithHMM with GI employs the GI polarity lexicon, while
SentiFigWithHMM employs the ESL polarity lexicon. As already mentioned
both use HMM for the sentence level polarity assigment stage, trained with
the same feature set. As already depicted in Section 4.3.2 a single feature
represents the polarity orientation (pos/neg) assigned on the corresponding
part of speech (POS) of each metaphorical word, or, in the case of valence
shifters, shows its role (i.e., reverser, diminisher, intensifier). The perfor-
mance in Table B.5 is presented in terms of recall, precision and f-score.
Results are shown separately for the positive (pos) and negative (neg) po-
larity classes.

In Table B.6 we compare SentiFigWithHMM with GI and SentiFig-
WithHMM with a baseline WSD method, and a method which does not
use WSD, the noWSD(allGloss) method.

SentiFigWithHMM and SentiFigWithHMM with GI are better than all
the other automatic configurations regardless of whether they use WSD or
not (e.g., noWSD(allGloss)). In particular, results indicate that SentiFig-
WithHMM with GI clearly outperforms its baseline counterpart (baseline
WSD). This better performance is also statistically significant.

This fact shows that WSD is considered valuable for the polarity classi-
fication process, even in the case, when the remaining stages of the method
are not performed under the ideal circumstances. This is the case when the
polarity assignment step incorporates a poor polarity lexicon (i.e., GI).
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Based on this fact, we can deduce that our method is capable of overcom-
ing the deficiencies of a poor lexicon and perform sanely. This observation
constitutes a realistic scenario given the lack of language resources.

On the other hand the integration of a more complete resource (ESL)
with a very broad coverage of word sense polarities, makes the proposed
approach using WSD - as shown in Table B.6 - only slightly better than its
baseline counterpart. In that case we assume that the use of a more adequate
lexicon implies a more accurate sense level polarity assignment process. This
way the loss provoked by the use of a baseline or an allGloss WSD approach
can be effectively balanced. This means that erroneous senses can be given
a correct polarity orientation.

Keeping in mind the poor performance of current WSD algorithms this
slight advantage - derived by the use of a good resource - will eventually
become quite significant as the algorithms will evolve in the foreseeable
future.

We also compared the noWSD(allGloss) versions of SentiFigWithHMM
with GI and of SentiFigWithHMM with two other noWSD approaches which
did not use any information from WordNet, SentiFigWithHMM with GI
(noWSD (noGloss)) and SentiFigWithHMM (noWSD (noGloss)) respec-
tively. From Table B.6 we observe that the noWSD (allGloss) configurations
outperform their noWSD(noGloss) counterparts. Therefore, as deduced in
Section 4.3.3, Sentiment Analysis of figurative language can, indeed, benefit
from the information in WordNet. Nevertheless, the added value of WSD is
verified since we show in Table B.5, that the manual(a) configuration clearly
outperforms the noWSD (allGloss) versions of both SentiFigWithHMM with
GI and SentiFigWithHMM presented in Table B.6 which is also backed with
statistical significance.

B.2.1 Is WSD useful in detecting polarity in raw corpora?

In this section we investigate extent to which WSD is suitable for detecting
polarity in raw (i.e., unannotated) corpora. For this reason we evaluate two
preliminary versions of our methodology, in particular SentiFigWithHMM
with GI and SentiFigWithHMM, against the entire corpus of the Affective
Text Task. We primarily investigate whether the WSD stage of the proposed
methodology could be considered valuable for polarity detection not only in
annotated corpora consisting exclusively of figurative language, but also in
raw corpora consisting of literal and non-literal language.

Under this scope we present the evaluation concerning the WSD stage
already shown for the figurative language data sets (Section B.2), for the
entire Affective Text corpus where annotation for metaphorical language
is absent and literal language prevails. Table B.7 shows that the polar-
ity detection method alternatives (SentiFigWithHMM with GI & SentiFig-
WithHMM) exploiting WSD perform slightly better than the baseline and
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Table B.6: FLA: Polarity classification results with or without the use of
WSD exploiting GI lexicon or ESL lexicon *SentiFigWithHMM with GI
noWSD(allGloss) vs noWSD(noGloss): error threshold 5%, p-value: 0.01
*SentiFigWithHMM noWSD(allGloss) vs noWSD(noGloss): error thresh-
old 5%, p-value: 0.02 *SentiFigWithHMM with GI vs noWSD(allGloss),
error threshold 5%, p-value 0.03 SentiFigWithHMM vs noWSD(allGloss),
error threshold 5%, p-value 0.3 *manual(a) vs SentiFigWithHMM with GI
noWSD(allGloss), error threshold 5%, p-value = 0.0001 *manual(a) vs Sen-
tiFigWithHMM noWSD(allGloss), error threshold 5%, p-value = 0.0030

SentiFigWithHMM with GI
SentiFigWithHMM with GI noWSD(noGloss) baseline WSD noWSD(allGloss)
neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos

recall 0.73 0.67 0.48 0.48 0.60 0.58 0.59 0.56
precision 0.71 0.70 0.50 0.46 0.61 0.58 0.58 0.57
f-score 0.72 0.69 0.50 0.47 0.60 0.57 0.58 0.56

SentiFigWithHMM
SentiFigWithHMM noWSD(noGloss) baseline WSD noWSD(allGloss)

neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos
recall 0.69 0.57 0.42 0.63 0.67 0.56 0.65 0.56

precision 0.64 0.62 0.55 0.52 0.64 0.62 0.63 0.62
f-score 0.66 0.59 0.48 0.57 0.66 0.58 0.64 0.59

noWSD counterparts. This can be attributed to the fact that the the Affec-
tive Text corpus consists mainly of literal language. Therefore, a baseline
WSD method which always assigns the first sense (the most frequent one)
could be proper for the cases of literal language, since often the first sense
of a word matches the literal one.

The above results verify our initial hypothesis that a WSD approach
for Sentiment Analysis could be efficient even in raw corpora where literal
language coexists with figurative language phenomena.

Table B.7: Affective Text Corpus: Polarity classification results with or
without the use of WSD

SentiFigWithHMM with GI SentiFigWithHMM with GI(noWSD) SentiFigWithHMM with GI (baseline WSD)

neg pos neg pos neg pos

rec 0.59 0.54 0.62 0.44 0.59 0.55
prec 0.59 0.54 0.55 0.51 0.57 0.55

fscore 0.59 0.54 0.58 0.47 0.58 0.55

SentiFigWithHMM SentiFigWithHMM(noWSD) SentiFigWithHMM (baseline WSD)

neg pos neg pos neg pos

rec 0.68 0.64 0.60 0.49 0.68 0.65
prec 0.70 0.64 0.56 0.52 0.66 0.63

fscore 0.69 0.64 0.58 0.51 0.67 0.64
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Table B.8: FLA: Performance scores for preliminary system runs, SentiFig-
WithHMM with GI, SentiFigWithHMM, SentiFigWithHMM(SMO&GI),
SentiFigWithHMM(SMO) SentiFigWithHMM with GI vs SentiFig-
WithHMM: error threshold 5%, p-value: 0.88 *SentiFigWithHMM(SMO)
vs SentiFigWithHMM(SMO&GI): error threshold 5%, p-value: 0.05

SentiFigWithHMMwithGI SentiFigWithHMM SentiFigWithHMM(SMO&GI) SentiFigWithHMM(SMO)
neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos

rec 0.73 0.67 0.69 0.57 0.46 0.68 0.69 0.67
prec 0.71 0.70 0.64 0.62 0.59 0.53 0.64 0.65

f-mea 0.72 0.69 0.66 0.59 0.51 0.58 0.67 0.61

B.3 Training Corpus Selection: Impact of polar-
ity lexica (GI/ESL) in two preliminary system
alternatives

In our preliminary experimental evaluation we checked the impact of GI
and ESL polarity lexica in two initial system configurations - the former
exploiting Graphs for the sense level polarity assignment step, the latter
exploiting SMO. Tables B.8 and B.9 present performances for each polarity
class (positive/negative), for all four system alternatives (SentiFigWithH-
MMwithGI, SentiFigWithHMM, SentiFigWithHMM(SMO&GI), SentiFig-
WithHMM(SMO)) tested on both the FLA and FLM data sets. Results are
shown in terms of recall, precision and f-measure. In Table B.8 we detect
a small drop in the performance of SentiFigWithHMM. This drop corre-
sponds to a small number of errors, but its magnitude reflects the small
size of the corpus. Additionally, we cannot support, within a statistical er-
ror threshold of 5%, that SentiFigWithHMM with GI performs better than
SentiFigWithHMM for the FLA data set.

In Table B.9, it is detected that SentiFigWithHMM clearly outperforms
SentiFigWithHMM with GI, which is also statistically verified. Moreover,
Tables B.8 and B.9 indicate that for the SentiFigWithHMM(SMO) the in-
tegration of the ESL lexicon, instead of GI, leads to a superior performance.
This is valid for both the FLA and FLM data sets, and backed with statis-
tical significance as shown in Tables B.8 and B.9. The above results verify
that the integration of the ESL polarity lexicon in both system variants
tested makes a more robust system which outperforms, in all cases, the
counterparts which use GI. On the other hand, since SentiFigWithHMM for
the FLA corpus yields a similar performance with SentiFigWithHMM with
GI, we assume that the n-gram Graphs method selected is resistant in noise
and errors introduced by this step, which is not propagated to the overall
performace of the system.
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Table B.9: FLM: Performance scores for full preliminary sys-
tem runs, SentiFigWithHMM with GI, SentiFigWithHMM, SentiFig-
WithHMM(SMO&GI), SentiFigWithHMM(SMO) *SentiFigWithHMM vs
SentiFigWithHMM with GI: error threshold 5%, p-value: 0.05 *SentiFig-
WithHMM(SMO) vs SentiFigWithHMM(SMO&GI): error threshold 5%, p-
value: 0.04

SentiFigWithHMM with GI SentiFigWithHMM SentiFigWithHMM(SMO&GI) SentiFigWithHMM(SMO)
neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos

rec 0.50 0.65 0.67 0.65 0.53 0.61 0.58 0.67
prec 0.60 0.55 0.67 0.65 0.60 0.56 0.67 0.63

f-mea 0.54 0.60 0.67 0.65 0.55 0.57 0.65 0.65

Table B.10: Affective Text: Performance scores for preliminary system alter-
natives *SentiFigWithHMM(SMO) vs SentiFigWithHMM(SMO&GI): error
threshold 5%, p-value: 0.03

SentiFigWithHMM with GI SentiFigWithHMM SentiFigWithHMM(SMO&GI) SentiFigWithHMM(SMO)

neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos

Whole rec 0.59 0.59 0.68 0.64 0.65 0.60 0.73 0.66
prec 0.59 0.54 0.70 0.64 0.62 0.59 0.68 0.59

f-mea 0.59 0.54 0.69 0.64 0.64 0.59 0.70 0.62

Table B.11: Rotten Tomatoes: Performance scores for preliminary system
alternatives *SentiFigWithHMM(SMO) vs SentiFigWithHMM(SMO&GI):
error threshold 5%, p-value: 0.04

SentiFigWithHMM with GI SentiFigWithHMM SentiFigWithHMM(SMO&GI) SentiFigWithHMM(SMO)

neg pos neg pos neg pos neg pos

Whole rec 0.57 0.57 0.64 0.65 0.57 0.60 0.64 0.65
prec 0.59 0.55 0.66 0.67 0.60 0.55 0.60 0.66

f-mea 0.58 0.56 0.65 0.66 0.58 0.57 0.61 0.65
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Table B.12: Affective Text Corpus: Performance scores for SentiFig (exploit-
ing Graphs) vs SentiFig with SMO for the sense level polarity assignment
step

SentiFig SentiFigwithSMO

neg pos neg pos

recall 0.70 0.69 0.69 0.67

precision 0.74 0.65 0.72 0.64

f-score 0.72 0.67 0.70 0.65

B.3.1 Impact of the polarity lexica on system’s behaviour
tested against the raw corpus

Similar findings to those already presented in Section 4.1.2 concerning the
figurative language data sets FLA and FLM are also shown for the four
already presented preliminary system alternatives tested this time against
the entire Affective Text and Movie Reviews corpora. In particular, Ta-
bles B.10 and B.11 depict that the integration of the ESL lexicon in SentiFig-
WithHMM(SMO) and SentiFigWithHMM yields an improved performance
over their GI counterparts for both the Affective Text and Moview Reviews
corpora respectively. Notably, the superiority of SentiFigWithHMM inte-
grating ESL over its GI counterpart becomes more obvious for the case of the
Affective Text corpus - in contrast to the former marginal difference between
the performances of SentiFigWithHMM with GI and SentiFigWithHMM
when tested against the, smaller, FLA corpus (Table B.8). Therefore the use
of a bigger corpus leads to a saner training. Indeed this better performance
of SentiFigWithHMM over the GI variant is also statistically verified. This is
valid for both the Affective Text and the Movie Reviews corpora. Similarly
paired t-tests report that concerning the Affective Text and Movie Reviews
corpora, the superior performance of SentiFigWithHMM(SMO) over the GI
variant is also statistically significant.

B.4 Evaluation of SentiFig using the n-gram graph
method for assigning senses with polarity: Raw
Corpora

As we show below, similar performance to SentiFig is achieved when we
tested SentiFigWithSMO on the unnanotated Affective Text and Movie Re-
views corpora. As already shown in Appendix B.3.1 similar performances
are also noticed when we used preliminary versions of the system either ex-
ploiting Graphs (SentiFigWithHMM) or SMO (SentiFigWithHMM(SMO))
against the Affective Text and Movie Reviews corpora.

Further experiments performed using the proposed system alternatives
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Table B.13: Movie Reviews corpus: Performance scores for SentiFig (exploit-
ing Graphs) vs SentiFig with SMO for the sense level polarity assignment
step

SentiFig SentiFigwithSMO

neg pos neg pos

recall 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76

precision 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76

f-score 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76

SentiFig and SentiFigWithSMO against the unannotated corpora of the Af-
fective Text and Movie Reviews corpus as detected in Tables B.12 and B.13
do not report significant differences in the performance of the two systems.
It is therefore deduced that the impact of both variants (SMO and Graphs)
in the performance of the whole system is the same when the latter is tested
against the entire unannotated corpora. This can be attributed to the errors
introduced when assigning all words with polarity; under these terms the
alleged non-polar words appearing within a sentence are now assigned with
a polarity value. This fact introduces a similar error factor in both system
alternatives, making them behave similarly. What happens literally is that
the former gain from the use of the SentiFig over its SMO counterpart, when
this was tested against the figurative data set, is now lost, because of the
input of a redundant information falsly assigned with polarity. Nevertheless,
we can detect that although the proposed system has not been designed to be
applied on unannotated corpora, its performance is consistent - despite the
errors imported - , a fact that argues in favor of its robustness and suitability
for being used as a generic system for Sentiment Analysis. A comparison
of the proposed system with state-of-the-art systems tested upon the same
unannotated corpora where literal language is prominent - presented in the
following section - illustrates the proposed system’s efficiency.

B.5 Metaphorical expressions: Enough for sen-
tence level polarity detection

Initial experiments were performed in order to verify that figurative lan-
guage expressions represent the polarity of the sentences in which they ap-
pear. These experiments involve both the FLA (Table B.14) and FLM
(Table B.15) data sets. For this target, a preliminary version of our system
(SentiFigWithHMM) has been employed which differs from SentiFig in that
it exploits HMM for assigning sentences with polarity. In particular HMMs
have been trained with input sequences containing all the words of each
figurative corpus sentence (PolOnAllWords) instead of only the annotated
metaphorical expressions (PolOnFigurativeWords).
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Table B.14: FLA: Performance scores for SentiFigWithHMM (PolOnFigu-
rativeWords), PolOnAllWords & configurations *PolOnFigurativeWords vs
PolOnALLWords: error threshold 5%, p-value: 0.02

PolOnFigurativeWords PolOnAllWords

neg pos neg pos

recall 0.69 0.57 0.63 0.51

precision 0.64 0.62 0.58 0.56

f-score 0.66 0.59 0.60 0.53

Table B.15: FLM: Performance scores for SentiFigWithHMM (PolOnFigu-
rativeWords), PolOnAllWords & configurations *PolOnFigurativeWords vs
PolOnALLWords: error threshold 5%, p-value: 0.03

PolOnFigurativeWords PolOnAllWords

neg pos neg pos

recall 0.67 0.65 0.67 0.58

precision 0.67 0.65 0.64 0.62

f-score 0.67 0.65 0.65 0.60

Tables B.14 and B.15 present the system’s performance (recall, precision,
f-score) for each polarity class (pos/neg) across the FLA and FLM. They
show results for the cases when all words of a sentence are used (PolOn-
AllWords) and for the cases where only metaphorical expressions are used
(PolOnFigurativeWords). In both Tables we observe that utilizing only the
figurative part of the sentence, instead of all words appearing in it, gives bet-
ter results for polarity classification. Interestingly, this observation is valid
for both the FLA and FLM which differ in both domain, and language style.
These results are also backed with statistical significance. This verifies our
initial hypothesis that the polarity of metaphorical expressions can drive the
polarity of the sentences in which they appear. This observation is rather
systematic and generally verified since figurative language across different
language domains could indicate the implied sentence level polarity. Thus,
capturing the polarity of metaphorical expressions can lead to assessing the
sentence level polarity.

B.6 Comparison of preliminary version of the Sys-
tem with State-of-the-art

In this section the preliminary versions of our system, SentiFigWithHMM
and SentiFigWithHMM(SMO), are evaluated and compared to other state-
of-the-art systems already presented in Section 4.4 applied on the whole
corpora of the Affective Text and Movie Reviews.
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Table B.16: Affective Corpus: Comparison of SentiFigWithHMM(SMO)
and SentiFigWithHMM alternatives with the state-of-the-art systems

SentiFigWithHMM SentiFigWithHMM(SMO)

rec 0.66 0.70
prec 0.67 0.64

fscore 0.67 0.66

CLaC CLac-NB Martin-Wanton et al.

rec 0.092 0.663 0.721
prec 0.614 0.311 0.376

fscore 0.160 0.424 0.494

Table B.17: Movie Reviews corpus: Comparison of SentiFig-
WithHMM(SMO) and SentiFigWithHMM with state-of-the-art systems

Rentoumi et al. Pang&Lee(SVM) OPT Andreevskaia(NB)

SentiFigWithHMM SentiFigWithHMM(SMO) unigrams/bigrams unigrams/bigrams/trigrams

accuracy 0.66 0.63 0.75/0.71 0.77 0.77/0.74/0.65

Table B.16 presents results for the SentiFigWithHMM(SMO) and Sen-
tiFigWithHMM variants compared with the best performing systems that
participated in the AffectiveText Task of SemEval 2007, namely the su-
pervised system ClaC and the unsupervised system ClaC-NB [AB07]. We
further compare our approach with a very recent unsupervised system by
Martin-Wanton et al., presented in [MWPPMGB09], which is also applied
on the Affective Text Corpus. All the above systems under comparison are
analytically described in Section 4.4.1. Results in Table B.16 are presented
as macro-averages for both polarity classes (pos/neg) in terms of recall, pre-
cision (prec) and f-score. From the above Table we can deduce, that even
these preliminary versions of our system - similarly to the proposed Sen-
tiFig system (Section 4.4) - outperform all the other state-of-the-art systems
tested on the Affective Text corpus.

In Table 4.17 we present results for SentiFigWithHMM(SMO) and Sen-
tiFigWithHMM tested on the totality of Movie Reviews corpus compared
to Pang and Lee’s [PL05] SVM classifier, Andreevskaia and Bergler’ NB
classifier [AB08], and the Opt system presented in [ITRO08]. All the above
systems are detailed in Section 4.4.1. We present the best results performed
by SentiFigWithHMM and SentiFigWithHMM(SMO). Although our system
alternatives do not outperform all the established n-gram methods tested all
for the Movie Reviews Corpus, we have to confess, that our system was not
originally designed to handle unnanotated corpus which most importantly
consists in its majority of literal language.

The performances reported by our system from this early experimental
evaluation have shown the great potential of our method to function on
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raw data sets which bear different language styles. Similarly to SentiFig
which exploits CRF, the advantage of SentiFigWithHMM(SMO) and Sen-
tiFigWithHMM which integrate HMMs, is that contrary to the majority of
methods presented in Tables B.16 and 4.17 which are based on flat bag-of-
features representations of sentences, HMMs can encode the structural in-
formation of sentences. Doing so, they are able to capture the sub-sentential
interactions that convey the polarity orientation of a sentence, as supported
in Section 4.1.6.

As argued earlier, the HMM algorithm bases its decision only on the
previous state for a given observation - in our case a word token assigned with
polarity orientation - , while CRF decides depending on the previous and
next output polarity labels of the constituent words in a sentence, which are
considered valuable in deciding its overall polarity. Therefore the advantage
of SentiFigWithHMM(SMO) and SentiFigWithHMM utilizing HMM models
is better illustrated in Table B.16 where both early system alternatives are
tested on the Affective Text corpus consisting of shorter sentences, while
HMMs tested on longer sentences of the Movie Reviews corpus couldn’t
outperform the bag-of-words competitors. This can be attributed to the
fact that HMMs cannot take into account the whole information provided
in longer sentences which is valuable when it comes to evaluate the polarity
orientation of a sentence. So we were turned into the selection of CRF
models since they are able to take into account more contextual information,
concerning the constituents of a sentence.
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